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The objective of this dissertation is to examine Millikan’s teleosemantics as an 

attempt to explain intentionality in a naturalistically way. Naturalistic semantics in 

general tries to explicate intentionality as a physical or ‘natural’ relation between 

mental representations, understood as physical structures, to things in the world. The 

essence of the problem, from a naturalistic perspective, is to explain how meaning 

arises out of purely physical structures. The main difficulties for naturalists are 

grouped into two problems, which I label the ‘normative problem’ and the 

‘descriptive problem’ respectively. The normative problem is to explain what 

constitutes semantic normativity. The descriptive problem is to explain how mental 

representations acquire their particular semantic contents. 

Millikan answers the normative problem by reducing semantic norms to 

biological norms. In order to exhibit some strengths of Millikan’s approach, I contrast 

two main competing theories about the notion of function, the etiological theory of 

function vs. Cumminsian functional analysis. I argue that the etiological theory of 

 iv



 v

function gives us a more promising perspective for answering the normative problem. 

The etiological approach leads us to a counter-intuitive conclusion that a 

‘swampman’ that suddenly arises in a swamp by improbable coincidence but 

otherwise a perfect physical duplicate of a normal person, doesn’t have any 

intentional states. I argue that, if we assume that ‘intentional states’ are normative, the 

teleosemantic conclusion about the swampman can be defended as an inference to the 

best explanation of this normative character. 

For the descriptive problem, Millikan suggests a consumer-based 

teleosemantics. According to Millikan, the content of a representation is identified 

with the Normal condition which should be presupposed for the consumer device of 

that representation to perform its proper function in accordance with the most 

proximate Normal explanation. In a nutshell, fixation of content is reduced to the 

matter of giving a univocal Normal explanation of the consumer’s proper function. I 

consider two main criticisms against this approach. The first problem raises questions 

about the privileged status of consumer-level explanations in fixing representational 

content over other levels of Normal explanation, all of which are evolutionarily and 

causally adequate. I will argue that teleosemanticists can live with this criticism. The 

second problem concerns the role of counterfactuals in teleosemantics for answering 

Fodor’s disjunction problem. To answer some disjunction cases that critics have come 

up with, Millikan should invoke some sort of counterfactual analysis of causal 

relevance. But, it is very doubtful that such a counterfactual analysis is readily 

available to Millikan, given her resolute commitment to historical approach to 

functions. This is where I think that Millikan’s theory encounters its most serious 

problems.  

My tentative conclusion is that, whereas Millikan’s theory provides a very 

fruitful perspective for understanding the normative character of intentional content, 

it fails to give a satisfactory answer to the descriptive problem. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

Finding a place for intentionality in the physical world is a major problem in 

contemporary philosophy.1 Our mental states, such as beliefs and desires, are about 

something, and they have satisfaction conditions (or semantic contents); they are 

semantically evaluable. But how is this ‘aboutness’ possible? How do our mental 

states come to have the semantic contents (or satisfaction conditions) they have? 

There have been various attempts to answer these questions. The objective of this 

dissertation is to examine Ruth Millikan’s teleosemantics as an attempt to answer 

such questions in a naturalistic way. The following is a brief sketch of what I do in 

the dissertation. 

In chapter 2, I make some preliminary observations about the notions of 

naturalism and intentionality, and examine what naturalizing intentionality amounts 

to. The essence of the problems, from a naturalistic perspective, is to explain how 

meaning arises out of physical structures in a way which does not offend our 

scientific conception of the world, and without presupposing any intentional or 

semantic concepts. The main difficulties for naturalists will be grouped into two 

problems, which I will label the ‘normative problem’ and the ‘descriptive problem’ 

respectively, following Kripke’s ‘skeptical’ challenge.2 The normative problem is to 

explain what constitutes semantic normativity. The descriptive problem, which is 

                                                 
1 Some philosophers, such as Churchland, have been skeptical of the possibility of answering this 
question of intentional phenomena within a physicalistic framework, and this has led them to conclude 
that intentional properties will not be retained in our forthcoming scientific picture of the world. They 
adopt an eliminative stance on intentional properties. This dissertation concerns debates among 
philosophers who believe in the reality of intentional properties and try to give some naturalistically 
acceptable explanation of them. In that respect, their attempts should also be distinguished from the 
instrumentalist (interpretative) line of Dennett. Also, my basic concern is with the nature of mental 
representations among the various intentional phenomena. Mental representations will be assumed to 
be the source of intentionality for other derived intentional phenomena, such as linguistic intentionality. 
2 Kripke, Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language, chapter 2 
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closely related to the first, is to provide a theory that explains how mental 

representations acquire their semantic contents. 

In chapter 3, I examine Fred Dretske’s informational semantics in order to see 

in more detail why and how the problem of misrepresentation matters for naturalistic 

semantics. Dretske’s theory has been regarded as a strong rival to Millikan’s 

teleosemantics. In his theory, two central ingredients are the notions of indication and 

function. These two notions can be regarded as Dretske’s solutions to the descriptive 

problem and the normative problem, respectively. The notion of function was 

introduced to open the possibility of misrepresentation. I try to show that the notion 

of function is not playing any interesting role in fixing the semantic content of mental 

representations. What matters in fixing mental contents on Dretske’s account is only 

the indication relation. That makes his theory very restrictive in its application, and 

forces him to live with lots of indeterminacy in meaning. The other main criticism 

comes from the fact that indication may not be an essential element of the 

representation relation. 

In chapter 4, I explain the relevance of the notion of proper function in 

explaining semantic normativity. Millikan answers the normative problem by 

reducing semantic norms to norms of biologically proper functions. According to 

Millikan, intentional concepts are essentially a species of biological concepts. An 

intentional state is a biologically proper functional state, which was selected for 

evolutionary purposes, in the same sense as digestion is. I also contrast two main 

competing theories about the notion of function, the etiological theory of function vs. 

Cumminsian functional analysis, in order to elucidate the sense of norm which is built 

into the notion of proper function. These two theories need not be mutually exclusive. 

My emphasis is on which theory is more suitable for explicating the normative 

character of functions. I conclude that the etiological theory of function gives us a 

more promising perspective for answering the normative problem. 
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In Chapter 5, I give an exposition of Millikan’s answer to the descriptive 

problem. I first examine the idea that we may attribute proper functions not only to 

representational mechanisms, but also to particular representations produced by such 

mechanisms. I also clarify several important features of Millikan’s theory in 

connection with this idea. For content determination, Millikan emphasizes 

representation consumption, in contrast to Dretske, who approached this problem by 

focusing on representation production. According to Millikan, the content of a 

representation is identified with the Normal condition which should be presupposed 

for the consumer device of that representation to perform its proper function in 

accordance with the most proximate Normal explanation. In a nutshell, fixation of 

content is reduced to the matter of giving a univocal Normal explanation of the 

consumer’s proper function. 

In chapter 6, I consider the ‘swampman’ argument. According to Millikan, 

representation states are proper functional states. But, having a proper function is 

essentially a matter of evolutionary history. The swampman argument imagines a 

case of a perfect physical duplicate of a person that results from a cosmic accident. 

According to Millikan, it would not have any mental representations because it had 

lacked any history. Some people think that this conclusion is very counter-intuitive. I 

approach this objection with the distinction between externalism and internalism, and 

examine what sort of background theory makes the swampman case look convincing. 

I will argue that, if we assume that ‘intentional states’ are normative, the 

teleosemantic conclusion for the swampman can be defended as an inference to the 

best explanation of this normative character. 

Chapter 7 is a critical examination of Millikan’s solution to our descriptive 

problem. I discern two main problems, horizontal indeterminacy and vertical 

indeterminacy. The first problem raises questions about the privileged status of 

consumer-level explanations in fixing representational content over other levels of 

Normal explanations, all of which are evolutionary and causally adequate. I will 
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argue that teleosemanticists can live with this criticism. The second problem is to 

answer Fodorian disjunction problem. To answer some disjunction cases that critics 

have came up with, Millikan should invoke some sort of counterfactual analysis of 

causal relevance. But, it is very doubtful that such a counterfactual analysis is readily 

available to Millikan, given her resolute commitment to historical approach to 

functions. This is where I think that Millikan’s theory encounters its most serious 

problems.  



Chapter 2. Naturalizing Intentionality: Preliminary Observations 
 

The aim of this dissertation is to examine Millikan’s teleosemantic attempt to 

naturalize intentionality. To get a more general perspective of where to place her 

attempt, some preliminary elucidation of two central notions, namely, naturalism and 

intentionality, is called for. Through this discussion, the normative problem and the 

descriptive problem will be highlighted and elaborated as problems that any 

naturalists will encounter when they try to naturalize the intentionality of mental 

representations. Let’s start by questioning what naturalism is. 

 

2.1. Naturalism 

 

Naturalism in philosophy has been a trend for the last few decades. Quine is 

one of the philosophers who are responsible for this trend, especially by publishing 

the monumental papers like “Two Dogmas of Empiricism”, and, its follow-up, 

“Epistemology Naturalized.” For Quine, naturalism is a methodological doctrine that 

affirms continuity between philosophy and empirical science. But, beyond this basic 

idea, there still seems to be wide disagreement among the so-called ‘naturalists’ in 

terms of their answers to substantial philosophical problems as well as in terms of 

their attitudes to the methodological agenda of naturalism. 

As Brian Leiter has vividly put it, “there is more agreement among 

philosophers about the need to be ‘naturalistic’ than there is about what that means.”1 

I am disinclined to plunge into the terminological issue of what should be included as 

crucial requirements for a view to qualify as ‘naturalistic’. I agree with David 

Papineau that the more important thing is to address the substantial philosophical 

                                                 
1 Brian Leiter, ‘Naturalism and Naturalized Jurisprudence’, p.80. In the part one of this paper, Leiter 
compiled various attempts to define ‘naturalism’. 
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issues first, and worry about the terminology afterwards.2 For the present purpose of 

this dissertation, I simply take the following passage, from Dennett’s ‘Foreword’ to 

Millikan’s Language, Thought and Other Biological Categories, to give the gist of 

what naturalistic semantics is. “[S]ince we human beings are a part of nature—

supremely complicated but unprivileged portions of the biosphere—philosophical 

accounts of our minds, our knowledge, our language must in the end be continuous 

with, and harmonious with, the natural sciences.”3  

The ‘continuity’ envisioned in the above passage, specifically the continuity 

between a philosophical theory of intentionality and the natural sciences for present 

purposes, requires clarification. Borrowing Leiter’s distinction between ‘Methods 

Continuity’ and ‘Results Continuity’ will be of some help for this purpose.4 Whereas 

‘Methods Continuity’ is the claim that the methods of inquiry in philosophy should be 

modeled on those of natural sciences, ‘Results Continuity’ requires that a 

philosophical account of intentionality should be supported or justified by the 

findings of the natural sciences. Any serious natural semanticist should be committed 

to ‘Results Continuity’.  

A ramification of ‘Results Continuity’ may be presented as a thesis, which I 

would like to label ‘ontological naturalism’. According to this thesis, naturalists 

usually endorse a stronger ontological claim that the only things that exist or are 

taken to be real are natural objects, kinds, and properties recognized by the natural 

sciences. Naturalists do not view meaning, intentionality or representations as brute, 

primitive properties of the world. Rather, these semantic properties should be 

explained in terms of more basic non-semantic properties. Fodor gives us a nice 

summary of the problem.5  

 

                                                 
2 David Papineau, Philosophical Naturalism, p.1 (1993) 
3 Daniel Dennett, ‘Foreword’ in Millikan (1984) 
4 Leiter, op. cit., p.82 
5 Fodor, Psychosemantics, p.87 (1987) 
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I suppose that sooner or later the physicist will complete the catalogue 

they’ve been compiling of the ultimate and irreducible properties of 

things. When they do, the likes of spin, charm, and charge will perhaps 

appear on their list. But aboutness surely won’t; intentionality simply 

doesn’t go that deep. It is hard to see, in face of this consideration, 

how one can be a Realist about intentionality without also being, to 

some extent, a reductionist. If the semantic and the intentional are real 

properties of things, it must be in virtue of their identity with (or 

maybe of their supervenience on?) properties that are themselves 

neither intentional nor semantic. If aboutness is real, it must be really 

something else. 

 

As we will see later, what people like Millikan and Dretske want to achieve is 

to provide a reductionist explanation of intentionality. One assumption which 

underlies their explanations is that, if we were given a complete description of the 

properties of the events in my head or so as they are characterized by empirical 

sciences, it would suffice to fix what mental content my thoughts would have. These 

theories consists of showing how this could be so. For example, if we think of the 

relation between the intentional and the non-intentional as a supervenience relation, 

the role of a naturalized theory of intentionality is to fill the explanatory gap we feel 

between two realms of different orders, by providing a specification of the 

mechanism which underlies the generation of intentionality by non-intentional items. 

Its job is to find a process or mechanism that is not semantical but recognizably 

sufficient for the instantiation of intentional properties, and such that we are no longer 

puzzled on how such supervenience is possible. What they are seeking is a kind of 

‘demystifying’ explanation. They want to understand how intentional properties must 

arise out of non-intentional bits, and those non-intentional bits must be already 

established members of the natural world. 
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What about ‘Methods Continuity’? I am ambivalent as to whether we may 

regard ‘Methods Continuity’ as defined by Leiter as a methodological constraint to 

the naturalizing project of intentionality. What exactly is intended by ‘methods’ when 

one urges that philosophical theories emulate the methods of inquiry of the natural 

sciences? Leiter proposes the broad construal ‘to encompass not only the 

experimental method, but also the style of explanation and understanding employed 

in the sciences.’ He may be putting more emphasis on ‘the style of explanation and 

understanding’, but it is still not clear what is meant by the claim that the methods of 

philosophical inquiries should emulate the style of explanation and understanding 

employed in the sciences. Leiter takes examples from Hume and Nietzsche. 

According to him, they tried to provide explanations of human phenomena, like the 

character of morality, which were modeled on science in that they incorporate the 

idea that natural phenomena have deterministic causes. Hence, “just as we understand 

events in the inanimate world by identifying the natural causes that determined them, 

so too we understand human beliefs, values, and actions by locating their causal 

determinants in various features of human nature.”6 But, this sounds as though they 

wanted their theories of human phenomena to be consistent with the perspective of 

the best theories of natural world in their day, namely, the Newtonian-Mechanical 

conception of world. If so, it is just a repetition of ‘Result Continuity’ thesis such that 

philosophical theories must be continuous or consistent with the findings of the 

natural sciences.  

One plausible rendition of the ‘Methods Continuity’ thesis, which may be 

what Leiter really had in mind, is found in Quine’s attempt to naturalize epistemology. 

For Quine, the central problem of epistemology was to understand how we are 

justified in believing our theory of nature solely based on sensory evidence. In his 

naturalizing program, epistemological questions were turned over to psychology, an 

empirical science. Quine declares that epistemology simply falls into place as a 
                                                 
6 ibid., p.83 
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chapter of psychology and hence of natural science.7 As we will see shortly, 

teleosematics, which is the main subject of this dissertation, can also be viewed in 

some respect as an attempt to see the semantics of mental representation as a branch 

of evolutionary biology.  

What is contended by Quine or Millikan is not simply that the method of 

philosophy should emulate the model of empirical sciences, but rather a stronger 

substantial claim that parts of philosophy, like epistemology or semantics of mental 

representation, should be replaced by empirical sciences of human cognition. 

Millikan’s philosophical thesis says that the mental content is fixed by the normal 

condition for proper functioning of representational consumption device in 

accordance with the normal explanation. We may view this thesis as a meta-level 

theory which tries to spell out the philosophical work needed to adhere to the 

‘Methods Continuity’. For example, it would contain a thesis about what the main 

problems of theory of mental content are, and what constitutes representational 

relation. It will also involve some philosophical analysis and argument to support the 

reduction of the old traditional normative discipline into an empirical science. If this 

philosophical thesis is sound, what we will have is a theory of content which is a 

branch of empirical discipline. For example, to construct the normal explanation and 

to find out the normal condition is the job of evolutionary biology. 

 

2.2. Intentionality and Brentano thesis 

 

If naturalism is a thesis of the sort just described, what particular worries do 

naturalistic philosophers have about intentional phenomena? In a nutshell, 

intentionality is the capacity of one thing to be about another thing. Our mental states 

such as beliefs and desires enjoy this capacity of being about something else. To put it 

crudely, our initial puzzle about intentionality is to understand how our mental states 
                                                 
7 Quine, ‘Epistemology Naturalized’, p.24 in Kornblith 1985 
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get to have this ability to ‘reach out’ into things in the world and ‘latch onto’ 

particular real objects. 8  That is, how do our mental states come to have the 

representational content they have? But, as Dretske pointed out, ‘intentionality’ is a 

much abused word, and it may mean a variety of different things.9 So, the purpose of 

this section is to narrow down the problem of intentionality with which we are 

concerned here among several different problems of intentionality, even though they 

may be very closely connected. 

One of the common characterizations of the intentionality problem is given in 

terms of Brentano’s Irreducibility Thesis. According to Brentano, intentionality is the 

defining distinction between the mental and the physical. “[T]he reference to 

something as an object is a distinguishing characteristic of all mental phenomena. No 

physical phenomenon exhibits anything similar.”10 Thus, Brentano claimed that 

intentionality is an irreducible feature of mental phenomena, and mental phenomena 

could not be a species of physical phenomena. To contemporary naturalists or 

physicalists, this was taken as a challenge to show how it is possible for a physical 

system to exhibit this kind of intentionality. But, putting Brentano’s problem as the 

central challenge to naturalizing projects of intentionality is a bit misleading. For 

Brentano, the central problem was to analyze the ability of mental state to be about 

what does not exist. For example, we may have a belief about a round-square. Even 

                                                 
8 Another approach to intentionality is to give priority to linguistic intentionality and try to explain 
mental intentionality by appealing to linguistic intentionality. This can be called the later Wittgenstein 
or Sellarsian approach. The approaches I am considering here is that linguistic intentionality should be 
explained by appealing to mental intentionality. Grice proposed a very sophisticated theory of meaning 
and communication to the effect that a natural language expression has the meaning it does by virtue of 
the intentions of its user. The basic idea is that meaning (linguistic or mental) ultimately depends on 
the communicative intentions of a communicating agent. This Gricean story just presupposes that the 
intentionality of something (i.e., mental) is prior to or more fundamental than the intentionality of 
others (i.e., public language). In doing this, the intentionality of our communicative intentions itself (a 
kind of propositional attitudes) is still left unexplained. But, we can push the Gricean program further 
back to the extent that it can opt to be a theory of intentionality in a full-blown sense. Naturalistic 
semantics considered here are such attempts.  
9 Dretske, ‘If you can’t make one, you don’t know how it works’, p.212 
10 Brentano, Psychology from an Empirical Standpoint, p.97 
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though our belief is about something, the object of our belief does not exist in this 

world. This is ‘intentional inexistence’ of the intentional objects, as Brentano called it. 

Brentano thought that every mental state has its own intentional inexistent object, and 

this is the feature which no physical phenomenon exhibits. 

 

Every mental phenomenon is characterized by what Scholastics of the 

Middle Ages called the intentional (or mental) inexistence of an object, 

and what we might call, though not wholly unambiguously, reference 

to a content, direction toward an object (which is not to be understood 

here as meaning a thing), or immanent objectivity. Every mental 

phenomenon includes something as object within itself, although they 

do not all do so in the same way. In presentation something is 

presented, in judgment something is affirmed or denied, in love loved, 

in hate hated, in desire desired and so on. This intentional in-existence 

is characteristic exclusively of mental phenomena.11 

 

As Michael Tye has pointed out, Brentano’s doctrine of intentional inexistence is very 

obscure.12 Brentano’s doctrine was taken to allude, especially by Meinoing, to the 

view that the objects of mental states have a special sort of existence apart from 

things in the real world. One possible reading of Brentano’s doctrine was Meinong’s 

inflated realism. Even though Brentano rejected Meinong’s interpretation, he didn’t 

clarify his position. 

Whereas the central focus of Brentano’s analysis was on the capacity of 

mental states to represent what does not exist, in this dissertation, I will regard the 

ability to reach out to the real things in the world as the most basic problem of 

intentionality upon which any proper analysis of intentionality should be centered. 

                                                 
11 Ibid., p.88 
12 Tye, ‘Naturalism and the Problem of Intentionality’, p.123 in French 1994 
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That is, the question how our mental states get to be about the real things in the world 

is to be assumed as the most conspicuous puzzle surrounding the intentional 

phenomena. For one thing it is more basic. Once we get this right, we may be able to 

extrapolate to cases of non-existence via the use of counterfactuals.13 Many cases of 

non-existence will be obtained through the constructions from the conceptual 

“primitives” of the representational system to which we may provide more basic 

accounts of how they get to be about the real things in the world. This will be the 

case for the expressions such as ‘Santa Claus’. When someone says “Santa Claus 

lives at the North Pole”, we won’t simply say that he is expressing a false belief. If 

we adopt the view suggested here, the belief about ‘Santa Claus’ will have 

representational content, if it has any, in a derivative sense of the term. The problem 

of ‘intentional inexistence’ of Santa Claus will be only of the second importance for 

our purpose. 

As we will see very shortly, one of the main problems of explaining 

intentionality is to provide an explanation of ability to misrepresent, i.e., an 

explanation about how error can occur. My conjecture is that many of Brentano’s 

‘intentional inexistence’ cases can be given a proper treatment only after we have a 

correct analysis of how misrepresentation is possible. In other words, many of the 

‘intentional inexistence’ cases can be treated as error cases, like false beliefs and 

unsatisfied desires. For example, if we stipulate neural firings of frogs represent the 

presence of bugs, a Brentanian problem arises when a neural firing occurs in frog’s 

head even though there is no bug in the vicinity. How can the neural firing of the frog 

be about something (bugs) that does not exist? This is a typical problem of 

misrepresentation. For the cases of this kind, the proper way to formulate Brentano’s 

challenge is to show how mental states misrepresent what does not exist, not how 

mental states represent what does not exist.  

At this point, let me add a remark concerning the scope of the dissertation. 
                                                 
13 For example, ‘xRa’ is analyzed as ‘xR0a if a were to exist’ where R0 is the basic intentional relation. 
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The theories I will consider here concern mostly the very basic ability of organisms to 

represent the outer world. What those theories aim for is a foundational explanation 

of representation at the very lowest level, and their focus is usually confined to very 

primitive forms of representational devices which are found in non-linguistic animals 

like frog and even marine bacteria. Many of our human concepts display higher levels 

of sophistication and involve various complex social conventions which are not 

present with lower animals. It may be too much at present to require that those 

theories should explain a human concept like Santa Claus.  

 

2.3. Intentional Phenomena as Normative  

 

If the central problem of intentionality is to explain the basic representational 

capacity, being about the real things in the world, what makes the problem 

philosophically interesting? If our problem is something’s being about something else, 

then there may be no big mystery about intentionality at all. Indication, or the ‘natural 

sign’ relation is omnipresent. Smoke indicates fire, and the needle of a thermometer 

indicates temperature in a room. In one sense of the word, ‘about’, smoke is about 

fire and carries information that there is fire over there. However, there is a consensus 

among philosophers that a mere informational relation is not enough for intentionality. 

There is something more to intentionality. This something more is usually identified 

as a normative element which is thought to reside in intentional phenomena.  

The concept of normativity involved in the intentional or the mental is not a 

univocal notion, and there are several different ways to unpack it. One way of doing 

this is in terms of the Davidsonian theme that attributing beliefs or other contentful 

intentional states to any given cognizer requires an interpretation. In order to ascribe 

beliefs to our cognizer, we must assume that he is a rational being whose behavior is 

regulated or constrained by norms of rationality. The following is an expression of 
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this view taken from Kim.14 

 

[F]or the interpretation and attribution of beliefs to be possible, not 

only must we assume the overall rationality of cognizers, but also we 

must continually evaluate and re-evaluate the putative beliefs of a 

cognizer in their evidential relationship to one another and other 

propositional attitudes. … Rather, the point is that belief attribution 

requires belief evaluation, in accordance with normative standards of 

evidence and justification. If this is correct, rationality in its broad and 

fundamental sense is not an optional property of belief …; it is a 

property without which the concept of belief would be unintelligible 

and pointless. 

 

This aspect of normativity in intentional states has received much attention from 

philosophers who belong to the anti-realistic or anti-naturalistic traditions. They 

usually use this kind of normativity to repudiate the naturalistic program.15 However, 

this sort of normativity is not the concern of this dissertation. There is another 

dimension of normativity which has been widely recognized by philosophers who 

take naturalistic attitudes to the intentional realm, which I discuss below. It is this 

problem of normativity that is the central concern of this dissertation. 

The basic idea behind this form of normativity was forcefully laid out in 

Kripke’s book, Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language.16 Kripke’s challenge 

was asking whether there are any facts of matter that determine what I mean by ‘+’ 

when I say ‘68+57’ is ‘125’, not ‘5’. Suppose I am given the question, ‘What is 

                                                 
14 Kim, ‘What is “Naturalized Epistemology”?’, p.229 in Kim 1993 
15 For example, see Putnam’s ‘Why Reason Can’t Be Naturalized’ in Putnam 1983. Kim’s 1993 paper 
also raises this issue to point out the difficulty of Quine’s naturalism program. 
16 Kripke’s original argument is about the meaning of linguistic expression we use. I modified his 
challenge as applying to the content of mental representation.  
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68+57?’. I will answer ‘125’. But, I have computed only finite cases of addition in the 

past, and never performed this computation before. In fact, all computations I did in 

the past involved numbers smaller than 57. If such is the case, according to the 

Kripkian skeptic, there is no fact about me, no fact about my past history, which 

determines that the expression ‘+’ shouldn’t be interpreted as standing for the quss 

function instead of the plus function. The ‘quss’, symbolized by ‘⊕ ’ is defined as 

follows; 

x⊕ y=x+y, if x,y<57 

 =5 otherwise. 

Even though I grasp a rule through a finite number of examples, the rule is supposed 

to determine my answer for indefinitely many new cases which I never previously 

encountered. The skeptic’s point is that no such rule is determined by my past history 

in which I applied ‘+’. It is equally compatible with the hypothesis that I meant quus 

and therefore should have said ‘5’.  

In developing his ‘skeptical response’ to the problem, Kripke noted that 

‘meaning’ involved in this problem is an essentially normative notion. If I mean 

addition by ‘+’, this is saying that I should answer ‘125’ to the problem ‘68+57’, not 

just that I will answer ‘125’. Thus, any candidate for the meaning constituting fact 

should explain this normative relation between meaning and our future action. The 

following is a passage where he summarizes his puzzle and constraints which any 

theory of meaning should satisfy. 

 

First, he [sceptic] questions whether there is any fact that I mean plus, 

not quus, that will answer his skeptical challenge. Second, he questions 

whether I have any reason to be so confident that now I should answer 

‘125’ rather than ‘5’. The two forms of the challenge are related. … An 

answer to the sceptic must satisfy two conditions. First, it must give an 

account of what fact it is (about my mental state) that constitutes my 
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meaning plus, not quss. But further, there is a condition that any 

putative candidate for such a fact must satisfy. It must, in some sense, 

show how I am justified in giving the answer ‘125’ to ‘68+57’. The 

‘directions’ mentioned in the previous paragraph, that determine what I 

should do in each instance, must somehow be ‘contained’ in any 

candidate for the fact as to what I meant. Otherwise, the sceptic has not 

been answered when he holds that my present response is arbitrary.17 

 

Kripke sets two requirements in this passage that any serious attempt to 

understand intentionality should satisfy, which is also relevant to naturalistic 

semantics. The first, which I call the descriptive problem, asks to provide a principled 

way to pick out some standard interpretation (of content) for a representation over the 

alternative interpretations. The worry behind this problem is that an occurrence of 

mental representation is eligible for multiple, sometimes incompatible, competing 

interpretations, for example, between plus and quus. The contents of mental 

representations, as our ordinary intuition understands them, are determinate and 

robust in the sense that we readily distinguish the standard employment of them from 

the non-typical cases, fraudulent cases, or other possibilities. Kripke’s sceptic now 

asks us to justify why we think that the so-called standard interpretation is favored 

over non-standard interpretations. According to him, there is no fact of matter which 

privileges one response (plus) to the others (quus). The first challenge, then, for 

naturalistic semantics is to provide an explanation of what kind of facts is responsible 

for fixing the content of a mental representation. We need a theory of how a mental 

representation gets its semantic content fixed, how we can naturalistically privilege a 

particular interpretation. That account will provide a way to prefer one interpretation 

to the others, i.e., a way to favor plus over quus.  

There is another aspect of Kripke’s challenge which I call the normative 
                                                 
17 Kripke, Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language, p.11 
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problem. According to Kripke, the relation of meaning and our future application of it 

is normative, not descriptive. A candidate for a fact as to what a representation means 

should be such that it grounds the semantic rule that only ‘125’, not ‘5’, is the answer 

I ‘ought to’ give to the problem ‘68+57’. The point can be made clearer by looking at 

how Kripke refutes the dispositional theory of meaning. Some crude dispositional 

theories equate what I mean by an expression with my dispositions to use the 

expression. But, this dispositional theory simply equates how it would be correct for 

me to use a certain expression with how I am disposed to use it. Due to computational 

error, finiteness of my capacity, and other disturbing factors, I may not be disposed to 

respond as I should. That is, I may make a mistake. 

 

That [people have made a mistake] means, that for them as for us, ‘+” 

means addition, but for certain numbers they are not disposed to give 

the answer they should give, if they are to accord with the table of the 

functions they actually meant. But the dispositionalist cannot say this. 

According to him, the function someone means is to be read off from 

his dispositions; it cannot be presupposed in advance which function is 

meant.18  

 

Hence, when someone makes computational mistakes by our common-sense standard, 

the dispositionalist insists that he meant a non-standard function by ‘+’. According to 

dispositional theory, making errors is simply the case of intending a certain non-

standard meaning by the expression. It has ruled out the very possibility of errors so 

that it makes no sense at all of the idea of correctness. On this theory, no sense can be 

made how I ought to use the expression in certain way. It gives us a merely 

descriptive account of meaning.  

Boghossian pointed out that the normativity of meaning here is nothing but ‘a 
                                                 
18 Kripke, ibid., p.29 
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new name for the familiar fact that meaningful expressions possess conditions of 

correct use’.19 As thus characterized, having a meaning is essentially a matter of 

embodying a rule which dictates the standard of correctness. In order to meet the 

second challenge, we should explicate what constitutes the correctness of meaning, 

and how we are justified in applying evaluative standards to mental contents. That is 

to specify the ground for reading off a semantic norm from any alleged meaning 

constituent fact for a representation. Especially for naturalists with whom we are 

concerned, it will consist of attempts to reduce the ought-to-ness or correctness of 

meaning to something else which can be specified in non-intentional and non-

semantical terms, hence, to arrange a place for semantic norm in a physical world. 

 

2.4. The Problem of Misrepresentation 

 

Naturalistic philosophers in whom we are interested respond to these two 

problems in terms of the possibility of misrepresentation. When we say that a system 

exhibits intentionality, these philosophers contend, this system should have had the 

power to say or mean that something is so when it is in fact not the case. Dretske, for 

example, says,20 

 

We are, among other things, trying to build something that exhibits 

what Chisholm describes as the first mark of intentionality, the power 

to misrepresent how things stand in the world. … we are looking for 

something that can say (x is F) even when x is not F. Unless we have a 

recipe for this, we have no naturalistic understanding of what it is that 

we think, no theory of meaning and content. 

 

                                                 
19 Boghossian, ‘The Rule-Following Considerations’, p.513 
20 Dretske, op. cit., p.213 
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The notion of misrepresentation always presupposes a correct representation, 

whatever it may consist of. Without being able to say what a correct representational 

content of a mental tokening is, it does not make much sense that a mental token is a 

misrepresentation of how things stand in the world. Misrepresentation will simply be 

the occurrence of the representation in the absence of the specified correctness 

condition. This would lead us to an account of what constitutes the ‘correctness’ of 

representational contents and of how representations get fixed their determinate 

meaning. As far as we cannot specify a particular condition as the intended sense of 

meaning for a certain mental representation, sustaining a notion of misrepresentation 

will be threatened.  

As an example of the misrepresentation problem, let us consider Fodor’s 

‘disjunction problem’. Fodor thought of the representational relation as a kind of 

causal relation. To put it simply, Fodor thinks that a mental representation tokening 

means its cause. Our mental token |horse| means horse because it is caused by horses. 

But this raises an immediate problem. Some tokenings of representations can be 

produced in the absence of the conditions that usually cause them. For example, our 

tokenings of |horse| can be tokened by the presence of a cow on a dark night as well. 

Even worse, this kind of misrepresentation could be produced in a systematic way. 

However, we don’t want to say that |horse| means ‘horse or cow on a dark night’. We 

surely want to apply |horse| to all and only horses. That is, we want to say that |horse| 

is incorrectly caused by a cow on a dark night as well. That is not the correct meaning 

or content that |horse| is supposed to carry. That is simply a case of misrepresentation.  

To properly answer our descriptive problem, then, Fodor should provide the 

conditions in virtue of which our tokenings of |horse| mean horses, not horses or 

cows on a dark night. That will be specifying a fact of the matter which make our 

concept of |horse| have the content it has. It will probably be more than just causal 

relations. I think that this is what he is developing through his asymmetric 

dependence theory. However, it is not enough to give the content of |horse| which is 
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merely extensionally correct. He also needs to answer the normative problem. For 

example, not every relation which satisfies Fodor’s condition would be regarded as 

representational. We also need an explanation of what makes some of such states 

which satisfy Fodor’s condition be subjected to evaluative standards. That is to 

answer the question why satisfying a thus-specified condition amounts to following a 

rule as a correctness condition. 

Various attempts have been made to solve the problem of misrepresentation 

by those who want to naturalize intentionality. However, most of their treatments of 

the matter have centered upon solving the descriptive problem. This is an 

understandable situation if we consider the fact that, without first being able to 

specify a standard in terms of which we judge correctness of representations, talk of 

misrepresentation as a deviation from that standard doesn’t make much sense. But, to 

the same extent, without a satisfactory account of the nature of semantic norms, I 

think, any theory which merely predicts extensionally correct contents for 

representations is also unsatisfactory. This is particularly so if the theory in question 

wants to be an attempt to naturalize intentionality. As observed in Kripke’s criticism, 

mere dispositions cannot be identified with meaning. Without the reduction of 

semantic norm to something else which is naturalistically acceptable, there is no 

naturalization of intentionality in a full-blown sense. 

Millikan’s teleosemantics stands out on its balanced treatment of the 

descriptive problem and the normative problem. Her suggestion is that intentional 

concepts are proper functional concepts in evolutionary biology. On this view, any 

plausible theory of mental representation has to consider the role of mental 

representations in a biological system. According to this suggestion, beliefs and other 

intentional states of a system have been evolved to carry out functions of detecting 

environmental features which are specified in terms of their evolutionary selection 

history. One important idea in this approach is that the notion of function thus 

characterized is a normative notion. In a nutshell, what she is suggesting is a 
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reduction of the normativity of intentional states into that of evolutionary biology. 

What makes a certain representational state mean a certain specific content is also a 

matter of these biological proper functions.  

This dissertation will examine how successful Millikan’s evolutionary 

teleological approach is for answering the descriptive and the normative problem 

which we described in this chapter. Millikan’s teleosemantics should provide an 

explanation of what condition is underwriting the fact that a mental representation 

gets hooked up to the content it has rather than to others. But, it should also explain 

how this condition could amount to something that deserves to be called a correctness 

condition of a rule in the sense that ought-to-ness of meaning, as is different from its 

descriptive sense, can be made sense of. That is to give an account of error or 

misrepresentation in its norm-laden sense with a certain complementary explanation 

of how the correct representational content comes to get fixed. 



Chapter 3. Dretske: Indication and Function 
 

Through a series of books and papers, Dretske has developed a naturalistic 

theory of representation. His theory is teleological in that a teleological notion of 

function plays an essential role in grounding the possibility of misrepresentation. 

However, indication as reliable correlation remains as the central notion in his theory 

of content fixation. We may think of these two core ideas, function and indication, as 

Dretske’s answers to our normative problem and descriptive problem, respectively. In 

short, Dretske’s theory is a hybrid theory which consists of teleology and 

informational semantics. On the other hand, Millikan’s teleosemantics is a pure 

teleological theory in that a teleological notion of function takes over the role of 

fixing the content. Contrasting Millikan’s teleosemantics to Dretske’s hybrid 

approach, which has been regarded as one of the strongest rivals to Millikan’s theory, 

should give us a better perspective from which to see the strengths and weaknesses of 

Millikan’s approach.  

 

3.1. Indicational Semantics and the Problem of Misrepresentation 

 

Since Knowledge and the Flow of Information (1981), Dretske has developed 

an idea that the representational content of a mental state is a kind of information 

which is based on a covariational indication relation between the representing state 

and the state represented. According to this view, one event carries ‘information’ 

about the other if there is a reliable covariational connection between them. A typical 

example of this can be given through a natural sign relation such as the way that dark 

clouds carry some natural ‘information’ about rain. According to Dretske, the 

informational-meaning relation that we find in ‘natural signs’ is based on regularities 

correlating the signs and the objects or the state of affairs which are the meanings of 

the signs: 
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The power of a natural sign to mean something – for example, that 

Tom has measles - is underwritten by certain objective constraints, 

certain lawful relations, between sign (or the sign's having a certain 

property) and the condition that constitutes its meaning (Tommy's 

having measles).1 

 

Natural signs, the red spots on Tom’s face, are lawfully related with the fact 

that Tom has measles. To that extent, the red spot carries information that Tom has 

measles, and means that Tom has measles. This regular correaltion may be 

nomological, causal, or simply a reliable regularity.2 But, this regularity must support 

a counter-factual conditional such as, if Tom had not gotten measles, he would not 
                                                 
1 Dretske, ‘Misrepresentation’, p.158 in Stich and Warfield (1994) 
2 A couple of points need to be made clearer about Dretske’s indication relation. The first is about the 
direction of dependency. Godfrey-Smith points out that, in Dretske, the representational system must 
token its indicator not if, but only if the environmental condition indicated obtains. (Godfrey-Smith, 
‘Indication and Adaptation’, p.286, 1992)  Thus, the reliable co-variation Dretske has in mind is one-
way directional, a head to world direction such that the indicator is tokened only if the world is in a 
certain state. The converse, world to head, direction is such that the indicator is always tokened when 
the world is in a certain state. Dretske does not require this converse dependency to hold.  

Second, we need to consider the degree of dependency between the indicator and the 
indicated for this relation to be qualified as an indication relation. According to the position which has 
been developed in his ‘Misrepresentation’ or Explaining Behavior, which are less demanding than that 
of Knowledge and the Flow of Information, not only lawful relations, but also some non-lawful 
regularity relations are counted as indication relations, as far as there are some actual conditions which 
explain the persistence of the correlation. However, Dretske is very explicit in his requirement that the 
degree of probability for those dependency relations is always 1. For example, he claims “a token of C 
indicates that a token of F exists when circumstances are such that, for whatever reason, Cs can’t 
happen without F—when the probability of an F, given a C, is 1.” (Dretske (1990), ‘Reply to 
Reviewers’’, p.820) Dretske’s main reason to require the degree 1 seems to be that it is not always 
clear what other degree less than 1 will do the job. For example, if we talk about a high enough or 
sufficiently high probability, the question always remains what would count that high enough or 
sufficiently high probability. He tries to defend his claim of probability 1 by contending that we may 
always secure the degree 1 by choosing the right reference class. As already noted, a mere reliable 
correlation would also count as an indication relation, as far as there is some circumstance which 
explains the persistence of the correlation between the two. This means that the indication relation is 
relative to a local environment. Hence, the doorbell ringing may indicate that someone is at the door in 
Dretske’s neighborhood, but it may not in other neighborhoods where animals regularly depress 
doorbells. This is also true of an animal’s representational states. What we should consider is some sort 
of ecological regularity which obtains within the boundary of the animal’s natural habitat. 
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have had those red spots. Such co-variational relation is not simply evidence to 

support an informational relation. It is itself a constitutive part of the informational 

relation. We may regard ‘indication’ as a generic term which subsumes various 

reliable covariational relations Dretske admits. Dretske call the information which is 

based on indication relations meaningn.  

However, the indication relation thus characterized cannot be simply equated 

with “representational” content. As Kripke spelled it out in his Wittgenstein on Rules 

and Private Language, mental representations or meanings in general are norm-laden 

concepts. In the previous chapter, we identified the task of explaining the normative 

aspect of meaning as the heart of the naturalizing program of intentionality. Dretske 

sees this normativity problem of intentionality as about showing how 

misrepresentation is possible. For example, we may have a false representation that 

the cat over there belongs to Mrs. Ross, even though the animal represented by ‘cat’ 

is in fact a dog and it belongs to Mrs. Wingate. When we say that this is an erroneous 

case, we are judging that something must be going wrong. That is, there is a norm 

which dictates that it is an incorrect way of representing the state of affairs. Thus, the 

possibility of a mistake, the possibility of getting it wrong, has been regarded as the 

constitutive part of what we call representation or intentionality. If we cannot make a 

mistake, there is no representation and no intentionality at all.   

A problem with the view which only resorts to ‘information’ based on 

indication relations in the explanation of intentional relations is that misrepresentation 

is difficult, if not impossible, to make sense of in those terms. That was the most 

disappointing result of Dretske’s Knowledge and the Flow of Information. As Fodor 

put it, the trouble is intrinsic to such a view.3 It is not easy for this kind of co-

variation or causal theories to distinguish the conditions for representation from the 

conditions for truth. Just consider the case where Tom doesn’t have measles even 

though there are red spots on his face. What does these red spots meann in this case? 
                                                 
3 Fodor, ‘Semantics, Wisconsin Style’, p.34 in Fodor 1990 
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These spots now may meann that Tom was bitten by insects. But, there surely is no 

way for these spots misrepresent that Tom has measles. Only if Tom has measles, the 

red spot will meann

                                                

 that Tom has measles. Otherwise, they will carry some other 

natural information as like Tom is bitten by insects, rather than misrepresent that Tom 

has measles. Dretske recapitulates this point by alluding to Grice. 

 

Grice expresses this point by saying that an occurrence (a tokening of 

some natural sign) means (in which he calls the natural sense of 

"meaning" - hereafter meaningn) that P only if P. He contrasts this 

sense of meaning with non-natural meaning where a sign can mean 

that P even though P is false. If we reserve the word “meaning” (minus 

subscripts) for that species of meaning in which something can mean 

that w is F when w isn’t F, the kind of meaning in which 

misrepresentation is possible, then meaningn seems a poorly qualified 

candidate for understanding meaning.4 

 

The sort of representation that we are looking for is the sort for which 

misrepresentation is possible. As Dretske puts it, we have a deeper question than the 

question of how we manage to get things right. How do we manage to get things 

wrong?5 Cummins points out that the fundamental source of the problem lies in the 

assumption that representation is essentially a matter of covariation.6 According to 

him, as far as we view representation as informational content that is based on the 

covariation between signs and objects (or state of affairs), the problem of 

misrepresentation cannot be solved. Mere informational content falls short of 

intentional content. But it is the claim of Dretske’s informational semantics that, in 

 
4 Dretske, op. cit., p.159 
5 Ibid., p.157 
6 Cummins, Meaning and Mental Representation, p.68 
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spite of the difference between intentional content and informational content, 

representation can still be explicated in terms of informational content. 

Representation is still a special sort of covariation under some circumstances. Then, 

what is still missing? Cummins contends that the obvious way to save the idea of 

informational content is to identify intentional content with informational content 

under some idealized conditions. 

 

Idealization is forced on the covariation by the obvious fact of 

misrepresentation, for misrepresentation is representation without 

covariation. Idealization is the only way to go with the idea that 

representation is covariation, for the covariationist, in the face of 

misrepresentation, must say, in effect, “Well there would be 

covariation if things were nice.7 

 

Hence, according to ideal co-variational theory, the tokening of a representation co-

varies with the object or the state of affair it means under certain ideal (optimal) 

conditions. Misrepresentation occurs only when these conditions are absent. The 

remaining task, then, is to specify those normal, optimal conditions which enable us 

to distinguish content-fixing covariation from mere non-semantic covariation. Of 

course, this optimal condition should be specified without invoking any intentional or 

semantic notions. In his Knowledge and the Flow of Information, Dretske first held 

that these kinds of optimal conditions obtain during the “learning period”. The 

following is the passage that Fodor takes to be crucial in Dretske’s book.8 

 

In the learning situation special care is taken to see that incoming 

signals have an intensity, a strength, sufficient unto delivering the 

                                                 
7 Ibid., p. 69 
8 Dretske, Knowledge and the Flow of Information, pp.194-5 
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required piece of information to the learning subject. … Such 

precautions are taken in the learning situation … in order to ensure 

that an internal structure is developed with the information s is F. … 

But once we have meaning, once the subject has articulated a structure 

that is selectively sensitive to information about the F-ness of things, 

instances of this structure, tokens of this type, can be triggered by 

signals that lack the appropriate piece of information. … We (thus) 

have a case of misrepresentation—a token of a structure with a false 

content. We have, in a word, meaning without truth. 

 

During the ‘learning period’, a tokening of symbol R in a system S is a perfect 

indicator of, say, an object P, and through this kind of optimal correlation the content 

of R is fixed as representing the presence of P. However, this optimality does not 

always obtain after the ‘learning period’. When the optimality is not met, the 

correlation between R and P also may collapse. Under such a situation, even though P 

is not present, S still may transit to a state where R is tokened. But, R in S still means 

that P is present, which R was determined to carry during the learning period. 

Several criticisms have been made of Dretske’s appeal to a ‘learning period’ 

of this sort. One obvious problem is that this covers only learned concepts. It is also 

noted by Cummins that organisms usually learn to identify things without achieving 

perfect correlations. 9  That is, it is empirically very improbable that a perfect 

correlation obtains during learning period. But, considering that we may develop a 

less demanding account of indication relation,10 this is rather a minor complaint 

which we can handle. A deep problem with the ‘learning period’ is that there must be 

                                                 
9 Cummins, op. cit., p.68  
10 For the account of indication which does not require a perfect correlation, see Lloyd, ‘Mental 
Representation from the Bottom Up’, Synthese 70, pp23-78 According to him, s indicates p when p is 
more likely to obtain than any other single event, given s. The probability that p might be below 0.5 so 
long as p is more likely to obtain than anything else. 
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a principled way to make the distinction between what happens in the learning period 

and what happens thereafter. As Fodor scornfully says, does anyone blow a whistle 

signaling the end of learning period? To see the problem, let’s consider an objection 

made by Fodor. 11  Fodor imagines a situation that a trainee comes to have a 

representational relation between R and P during the learning period. Then, we 

suppose that the trainee produces a tokening of R in the presence of Q at some time 

later. By our assumption, Q did not obtain during learning period, and Q is not the 

representational content we want R to have. However, the covariation Dretske has in 

mind was a counterfactual-supporting one. Then, if Q is sufficient to produce R, if Q 

had been present during learning period, it would also have been sufficient to produce 

R. The only difference between P and Q is that one occurred during the ‘learning 

period’ and the other occurred after it. But, the fact that these happened in this order 

is only contingent. The causal potentials of P and Q are the same in the sense that 

they both support the related counterfactuals. Fodor contends that, if the covariation 

which fixes representational relation is a counterfactual supporting one, the 

correlation which has been established during learning period is not between R and P, 

but between R and (P∨ Q). As far as we want the content of R to be confined to P, we 

still need some other story what makes these two cases so different that one counts as 

the content-fixing relation and the other does not. The mere fact that one occurred 

during the learning period and the other did not wouldn’t do the job. What would we 

say if Q happened during the learning period and P did not? If Dretske responds to 

this objection by saying that the covariance between Q and R wouldn’t count as the 

content fixing relation even though it happened during the learning period, this would 

amount to simply presupposing that the covariation between P and R is the only one 

that fixes content. This is hopelessly circular. 

                                                 
11 Fodor, op. cit., p.41. Cummins submits a similar argument. “[I]t is hard to see how the occurrence of 
a token of M in O could be a perfect indicator that p is true if it is possible subsequently for a token of 
M to occur in O when p is false. What are we to say about what would have happened had one of these 
unfortunate circumstances obtained during the learning period?” in Cummins, p.68 
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3.2. Function and Misrepresentation 

 

In his 1986 paper ‘Misrepresentation’ and his next book, Explaining Behavior, 

Dretske has come up with a different account of representation in which a teleological 

notion of function plays a crucial role in the explanation of representation and 

misrepresentation. Dretske defines ‘meaningf’ as follows. 

 

(Mf) d’s being G meansf that w is F = d’s function is to indicate the 

condition of w, and the way it performs this function is, in part, by 

indicating that w is F by its (d’s) being G.12 

 

A fuel gauge has a function of indicating the amount of fuel left in the tank. The fuel 

gauge carries out this function by its needle’s occupying a certain position on the 

gauge. For example, when its needle points to the “full” position on the gauge, it 

indicates that the tank is full. Dretske suggests that the needle of the gauge means the 

remaining amount of fuel in the tank, and proposes to call this kind of meaning 

‘meaningf’.  

According to his new theory, it is not sufficient to constitute meaningf that 

there exist a reliable covariational relation between the representational sign r and the 

represented object k. What makes a representation r about the object k or k’s state is 

not simply the fact that k stands in some causal/informational relation C to S. 

Standing in relation C to S is necessary, but not sufficient, to make S about k. The 

system to which k stands in this relation must be a representational system, one 

                                                 
12 Dretske, op. cit., p.161. One immediate possible objection to this definition is that the expression 
“indicate” in the definiens is already an intentional word, and to that extent it makes the definition 
circular. For his analysis to be interesting at all, his usage of “indicate” in the definition should not 
have any intentionalistic implications. However, this objection seems to be answerable. As we 
observed before, Dretske used this expression in the sense of “reliably co-vary”. 
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having the function of indicating the properties of those objects which stand in 

relation C to it. Misrepresentation occurs when the system malfunctions. For example, 

let’s suppose that something goes wrong and the needle of a gauge points to “empty” 

even though the tank is still full. The function of the gauge is to indicate the amount 

of fuel left in the tank by way of its position on the gauge. Hence, we may say that 

this broken needle still meansf that the tank is empty.  

However, the meaningf we may find in a fuel gauge seems to depend 

essentially on our intentions, beliefs or desires. The function that the gauge has is 

called an assigned function by Dretske. For it is we who assign such an indicating 

function or role to the gauge through which it derives its (mis)representational power. 

But the explanation of misrepresentation in terms of assigned functions is regressive. 

For example, if we decide to use an instrument for a different purpose and assign a 

new function, then it will carry or meanf something different from the one it did now. 

In other words, the meaningf the gauge carries is already tainted with our 

interpretative intentions and purposes. But, Dretske’s ultimate goal is to explain how 

so-called original intentionality, as opposed to mere derived or as if intentionality, 

arises out of the physical. His problem is to show how a physical or biological system 

can have the original capacity for misrepresentation or false belief about its 

environment. Borrowing his expressions, ‘What we are after is nature’s way of 

making a mistake’.  

Dretske concedes that even though meaningf provides us a clue how to 

naturalize meaning, we need something more than this. His contention is that the 

functions in question must be natural functions which are independent of our 

interpretative intentions and purposes, if they are to serve as a naturalized account of 

(mis)representation. 

 

If an information-carrying element in a system could somehow acquire 

the function of carrying information, and acquire this function in a 
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way that did not depend on our intentions, purposes, and attitudes, 

then it would thereby acquire the power to misrepresent the condition 

it had the function of informing about. Such functions would bring 

about a detachment of meaning from cause. Furthermore, since the 

functions would not be derived from us, the meanings … would be 

original, underived meanings. … What we need … is some natural 

process whereby elements can acquire, on their own, apart from us, an 

information-carrying function.13 

 

The obvious place for these natural functions to be found is in biological 

systems. Biological organisms developed various organs or mechanisms to detect the 

states of or changes within their surroundings for adaptive reasons. These devices or 

mechanisms are carrying out information-gathering functions that are essential to the 

satisfaction of organisms’ biological needs for survival. In a nutshell, Dretske treats 

functional meaning as the “recruitment” of co-variations between internal states and 

worldly phenomena on behalf of some adaptive response.14 

Dretske explains how internal states acquire the function of indicating the 

environmental states as follows. First, an organism may have various internal states 

which in fact co-vary with external conditions. They are all natural indicators, but 

they are not yet representations. For example, such an indicator state, C, may co-vary 

with some external condition, F, but the indication relation itself between C and F 

does not make C qualify as a representational state. For C to be a representational 

state, it should be recruited as a cause of a certain sort of behavioral output, M, which 

                                                 
13 Dretske, ‘If You Can’t Make One, You Don’t Know How It Works’, pp.216 in Dretske (2000) 
14 Dretske considers two sources for the required natural function: one phylogenetic, the other 
ontogenetic. Whereas the first sort of functions are originated form the selection process of 
evolutionary history at the species level, the second sort of functions are explained to originate from 
the learning process at the individual level. In my discussion, I will focus on the phylogenetic function, 
but the related explanations and criticisms also apply to the ontogenetic function. For his detailed 
explanation of these two sources, see Dretske, ibid., pp.217-219   
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is beneficial to the organism when the condition F obtains. By C’s being hooked up to 

M, C acquires the function of indicating the condition F. The reason why C is 

recruited to cause M is the fact that C indicates F. And, at the very moment when C 

acquires the control of M, C acquires the function of indicating F.  

 

Once C is recruited as a cause of M—and recruited as cause of M 

because of what it indicates about F—C acquires, thereby, the function 

of indicating F. Hence, C comes to represent F. C acquires its 

semantics, a genuine meaning, at the very moment when a component 

of its natural meaning (the fact that it indicates F) acquires an 

explanatory relevance.15    

 

The introduction of teleological notion of function provides Dretske a very 

appealing way to circumscribe ideal (optimal) conditions for co-variational indication 

semantics. The initial problem for any covariational theory was distinguishing the 

condition for representation from the condition for truth, and we observed some kind 

of “optimal condition” needs to be specified to make sense of misrepresentation. Now, 

the truth condition for a representational state is identified with the co-variation 

relation by which the state is recruited as a cause of a certain behavioral output, hence 

acquires the function of indicating it. A representation is true when it is generated in 

teleologically normal circumstance, which is, in turn, fixed by what it is the function 

of the representation to indicate. The notion of function is essentially a purposive 

concept which carries the connotation of ‘supposed to do’. It does not imply that the 

function in the question can always be satisfied. Insofar as we can naturalize the 

notion of teleological function, it seems to provide a very convincing way to save 

indicator semantics. 

But, the prospects for teleological indicator semantics are not bright. As we 
                                                 
15 Dretske, Explaining Behavior, p.84 
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observed, there are two problems for naturalistic semantics to answer: the normative 

problem and the descriptive problem. By the introduction of teleology of function, 

Dretske seems to answer the normative problem. One interesting point to note here is 

that Dretske has not provided any clear characterization of ‘function’. He deliberately 

refrains from commitment to any theoretical account of function.16 To that extent, I 

think it is very difficult to evaluate how effectively he answers the normative problem. 

As I will argue in chapter 4, in order to the answer the normative problem, we need a 

very strong notion of function which is etiologically characterized. But, as Godfrey-

Smith has pointed out, Dretske’s account of indication function is very similar to 

selection-based historical approaches to function.  

 

Historical selective accounts claim that the function of a trait or 

structure is that property it has, or activity it engages in, that explains 

its survival and proliferation. For Dretske, we are not explaining the 

survival and proliferation of C, but the establishment of the link 

between C and M. Otherwise, the pattern of explanation is very similar, 

and the explanation licenses the attribution of functions in the same 

way.17 

     

Furthermore, in his recent book and papers, Dretske seems to show more 

explicit allegiance to a historical approach to function. For example, he says, “[T]hese 

functions are the result of the right kind of history, and you cannot – not now - give a 

thing the right kind of history. It has to have it.”18 So there is no obvious reason to 

prevent us from thinking that Dretske may fully embrace the etiological account of 

function. In that respect, we may think that the success of Dretske’s answer to the 

                                                 
16 See his ‘Reply to Reviewers’, p.824 
17 Godfrey-Smith, op. cit., pp.293-4 
18 Dretske, ‘If You Can’t Make One, You Don’t Know How It Works’, pp.219. See also the chapter 5 
in Naturalizing the Mind. 
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normative problem is in the same boat as that of Millikan, who is among the strong 

proponents of historical approach to the analysis of function. Accordingly, I defer the 

evaluation of Dretske’s answer to the normative problem to the next chapter. 

 

3.3. Indication and Horizontal Indeterminacy 

 

My skepticism about Dretske’s attempts stems mainly from the suspicion that 

the indication relation is not a promising candidate for grounding the representational 

relation. Indicator semantics fails to provide a satisfactory account of content fixation, 

and hence fails to answer the descriptive problem. The source of the failure is two-

fold. First, the indicator relation is not fine-grained enough to give us determinate 

representational relations. Lots of indeterminacy is already built into the indication 

relation, and Dretske has no effective way to pick out one indication relation among 

many indication relations as the representational relation which it is the function of a 

representation state to indicate. This is aggravated by the fact that the role of 

‘function’ and ‘indication’ is separated, and the notion of function is not playing any 

substantial role in fixing the content of a representation. Notwithstanding the 

introduction of functional talk, it is co-variational indication that is doing most of the 

job of fixing representational content. Second, indication seems not even necessary 

for a representational relation to obtain. What a close look at how the predator (or 

prey) detection mechanisms in animals work reveals is that the relation animals 

recruit for their representational purpose is sometimes not indication or a reliable co-

variation relation. Even when indication or reliable co-variation is available, animals 

go for less reliable relations due to the factors like cost and benefit. 

Let’s start our discussion for the first source of the problem with his 

celebrated example of marine bacteria. Some marine bacteria have internal magnets 

called magnetosomes. Magnetosomes work like compass needles and enable the 

northern marine bacteria to propel themselves towards geographic/magnetic north. 
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These bacteria are capable of living only in the absence of oxygen, and bacteria move 

to oxygen-free bottom water by attending to their magnetosomes. Southern marine 

bacteria have their magnetosomes reversed. Magnetosomes in southern bacteria cause 

bacteria to swim towards geographic/magnetic south, but they have the same 

beneficiary effect as those of northern bacteria. It seems reasonable to suppose that 

the function of magnetosomes is to indicate the direction of oxygen-free water, hence 

to move bacteria into oxygen-free bottom water away from the toxic oxygen-rich 

surface water, for this is exactly the information bacteria need in order to survive. 

According to (Mf), the state of magnetosomes in northern bacteria will meanf that 

oxygen-free water is in that direction. 

However, Dretske considers other possibilities for specifying the function of 

magnetosomes. He now asks us why we do not say that it is the function of 

magnetosomes to indicate the direction of geometric north (or magnetic north). 

Following Cummins, we may call each way of interpreting function of magnetosomes 

as liberal and conservative reading respectively.19  

 

Liberal: The function of the magnetosomes is to indicate the direction 

of oxygen-free water. 

Conservative: The function of the magnetosomes is to indicate the 

direction of the surrounding magnetic field. 

 

These two different readings have very important consequences for the 

possibility of misrepresentation. The purpose of introducing the notion of function 

was to explain how misrepresentation occurs. Consider the case where a northern 

bacterium is transplanted in the southern hemisphere. Then, the bacteria will be lured 

into toxic environment. According to the liberal reading, this is an instance of 

misrepresentation. However, on the conservative reading, the mechanism of 
                                                 
19 Cummins, op. cit., p,72 
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magnetosomes is functioning very well. What has gone wrong in this case is just a 

breakdown in the normal correlations between a perceptual system and its 

environment. Dretske summarizes the situation as follows.20 

 

[G]iven that a system needs F, and given that mechanism M enables 

the organism to detect, identify or recognize F, how does the 

mechanism carry this function? Does it do so by representing nearby 

Fs as nearby Fs or does it, perhaps, represent them merely as nearby 

Gs, trusting to nature (the correlation between F and G) for the 

satisfaction of its needs? … All we know when we know that O needs 

F and M enables O to detect F is that M either meansf that F is present 

or it meansf that G is present where G is, in O’s natural surroundings, a 

natural sign of F’s presence (where G meansn F).  

 

While the liberal reading tries to identify the function of the mechanism in 

terms of its possessor’s ultimate biological needs (distal cause), the conservative 

reading tries to identify the function of the detector in terms of its proximal cause. 

The indeterminacy involved in this example can be called horizontal dimension 

indeterminacy. 21  The problem here is about how far we should go along the 

causal/co-variation chain to locate the content of representation. The competition is 

among the factors which are more proximal and more distal in the causal chain. This 

indeterminacy of function on the horizontal dimension implies that every case of 

misrepresentation on a liberal reading can be turned into the proper representation of 

something else on a conservative reading of the relevant function. Thus, in order to 

                                                 
20 Dretske, op. cit., p.167 
21 I borrow this expression from Godfrey-Smith, ‘Misinformation’ pp.535-6. Pierre Jacob calls this 
kind of problem the conjunction problem to distinguish it from the disjunction problem proper which 
arises from the imperfect correlation between the indicator and the indicated. See his What Minds Can 
Do(1997), p.94   
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get some uncontroversial instances of misrepresentation, we have to find “some 

principled way of saying what the natural function of a mechanism is”22 among these 

competing interpretations. Dretske took this as the problem of finding out a way to 

rule out the conservative construal of function in favor of the liberal construal 

“without doing so by artificially inflating the natural function”23 of a biological 

mechanism.  

Dretske tried to solve the horizontal indeterminacy problem by introducing 

two more conditions for a system to qualify as a representational system. He 

contended that for (mis)representation to be possible a system should have a certain 

degree of complexity in its information-processing capability. He gave us two 

requirements for the complexity which is needed for misrepresentation. First, a 

system should have multiple detection mechanisms for what it needs to know about. 

Second, it should have some form of associative learning ability so as to expand its 

information-gathering resources. A system can be capable of genuine 

misrepresentation only if it satisfies these two requirements. Marine bacteria with 

magnetosomes are not regarded as having this level of complexity, so Dretske seems 

to be leaning towards the conservative reading for bacteria. This is a crucial 

difference between Dretske and Millikan as we will see later. 

To explicate the first condition, he considers, for example, an organism O that 

has two different detective mechanisms I1 and I2, two different sense modalities, 

which work in parallel to indicate the presence of an object or some information F 

that O needs to know for its survival. These detection mechanisms are sensitive to 

different signs (aspects) of F, and a certain internal state R is related to I1 and I2 

whose role is to coordinate the behavior of O in the presence of F. The whole 

situation can be drawn as below. Here, f1 and f2 are typical properties, signs, or 

aspects of normal F’s, and s1 and s2 are proximal stimuli.  

                                                 
22 Dretske, op. cit., p.167 
23 Dretske, ibid., p.167 
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Dretske now contends that the internal state R meansf the presence of F, not 

any of its proximal stimuli. Even if F is not present, suppose that some other object 

exhibiting f1 can be near O and can trigger a chain of events to s1, I1 and finally to R. 

In that case, misrepresentation occurs because the function of R is to indicate the 

presence of F. The more proximal cause than F, that is f1 or s1, cannot be the 

representational content of R. This is so, according to Dretske, because R does not 

carry this information even under normal (optimal) conditions. This means that R is 

sometimes caused by f1and s1, and sometimes by f1 and s2. For detection mechanisms 

that are working in parallel, the mechanisms do not need both to be activated to 

trigger R. Hence, even under normal conditions, there cannot be found any reliable 

co-variation between R and the more proximal stimuli than F. The only regular co-

variation relation we may find here is the one between F and R. That fixes what 

information the representational state R supposed to carry. So, Dretske writes, 

 

Our problem with the bacteria was to find a way of having the 

orientation of its magnetosomes meanf that oxygen-free water was in a 

certain direction without arbitrarily dismissing the possibility of its 

meaningf that the magnetic field was aligned in that direction. We can 

now see that, with multiple resources described …this possibility can 

be non-arbitrary dismissed. … The threatened inflation of possible 

meaningsf, arising from the variety of ways a system’s natural function 
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might be described, has been blocked.24 

 

3.4. The Respective Role of Indication and Function 

 

Before evaluating how successful this multiple channel tactic is for answering 

our descriptive problem, I first would like to note that what fixes the content of a 

representation is still indication or reliable co-variation, not the teleological notion of 

function. In his original formulation of “meaningf”, intentionality was analyzed into 

two core concepts, “function” and “indicate”. If we think of “indicate” as “covary”, 

his definition seems to be reformulated as follows, with the symbol letters replaced to 

fit with the above example. 

 

(Mf’) R meansf that F is present = R’s function is to indicate the 

presence of F, and the way it performs this function is, (in part), by its 

covarying with the presence of F.   

 

As is explicit in this definition, some sort of co-variation relation should 

underlie the representational function of R. This is also evident in his explanation of 

how organisms recruit co-variational indication relations for adaptive purposes. 

According to his explanation, an organic system converts a certain inner state R into a 

switch to behavioral output M which is beneficial under the circumstance C, just 

because R indicates when C obtains. That is how the inner state R can acquire the 

function of indicating C. If there is nothing in the system which reliably co-varies 

with C, there cannot possibly be such recruitment and there cannot exist any 

representational state whose function it is to indicate C. But, in Dretske, indication as 

reliable correlations not only subserves the representation relation, it also fixes the 

meaningf of R. Other possible interpretations of the function of R, s1 or I1, are 
                                                 
24 Ibid., p.169 
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dismissed on the ground that there is no relevant covariational relation between R and 

them. Misrepresentation only occurs when the covariation between R and F is broken 

down. As Cummins points out, the appeal to function to explain misrepresentation is 

superfluous.  

 

It is no surprise that, for Dretske, representation is where the covariance 

is. If you find covariance with a distal feature, not with a proximal one, 

then of course it is the distal feature that is represented. Dretske’s point 

is that sufficiently complex systems can get into states that covary … 

with distal features but not with proximal ones, and hence that 

covariationists can deal with a deflationary conservative who tries to 

undermine the theory by systematically substituting correct 

representation of the more proximal for misrepresentation of the more 

distal.25 (My emphasis)  

 

What role then is it that the function is carrying out in this maneuver? The 

only role that the function is serving seems to be distinguishing representational 

covariation from non-representational (or mere informational) covariation. In other 

words, it provides an answer to what makes some causal/informational relations 

representational but not others. When an organism exploits some reliable co-

variational relations between its inner states and its environment to satisfy some 

biological needs, those inner states acquire the status of representation. A 

representation’s status as a representation is determined by the functional mechanism 

of a system that makes use of it for some adaptive purpose. 

But, after his whole story is told, what is doing all the dirty work in 

determining the contents of representational states turns out to be covariation, not the 

function. We can spell out what is wrong with alternative interpretations just in terms 
                                                 
25 Cummins, op. cit., p.75 
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of covariation without appealing to functions at all. And, even misrepresentation is 

explained as occuring when that covariation has broken down. The point that what 

matters in the end is covariation, not function, can be made clearer when we consider 

Dretske’s ‘complexity condition’ that an organism should meet in order to be capable 

of misrepresentation. Dretske anticipates an objection against his multiple-detection-

mechanism-based proposal. On the above diagram, it may be contended that R is 

supposed to indicate or covary with an occurrence of disjunctive condition like ‘the 

presence of s1 or s2’ rather than the presence of F. This disjunctive reading of the 

meaningf of R provides us another way to reinterpret a misrepresentation of the more 

distal into a correct representation of the more proximal.  

 

No matter how versatile a detection system we might design, no matter 

how many routes of informational access we might give an organism, 

the possibility will always exist of describing its function (and 

therefore the meaningf of its various states) as the detection of some 

highly disjunctive property of the proximal input.26 

 

To dismiss this kind of disjunctive reading, Dretske imposes another 

condition: that an organism should have a learning ability. He imagines a system 

which may learn by conditioning. For example, suppose that we let the system be 

exposed to conditioned stimuli (cs) in the presence of F. After repeated exposure to cs 

combined with the presence of F, the system will develop a disposition to transit to 

the state R by the occurrences of cs alone. There is “no limit to the kind of stimulus 

that can acquire this “displaced” effectiveness in triggering R”. So, at one time we 

correlate cs1 with R, at other time cs2 with R, and so forth. If we think of R 

representing a disjunction of proximal stimuli, it will represent different disjunctions 

through the different times of the system’s conditioning history. Dretske now says, if 
                                                 
26 Dretske, op. cit., p.170 
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we think the content of R is a kind of disjunction, 

 

There is no time-invariant meaningn for R; hence nothing that, through 

time, could be its function to indicate. … Learning is a process in which 

stimuli that indicate the presence of F are, in their turn, indicated by 

some relevant internal state of the organism (R in this case). Therefore, 

if we are to think of these cognitive mechanisms as having a time-

invariant function at all (something that is implied by their continued … 

servicing of the associated need), then we must think of their function 

… as indicating the condition (F) for which these diverse stimuli are 

signs.27 

 

The main reason that Dretske rejects any disjunctive meaningf for R is that we 

cannot find any covariational relation between R and any of those disjunctions. The 

only time-invariant covariation we may find here is the one between R and F. It is this 

covariation between R and F which fixes the representational content of R to be F. 

What determines the relevant functional characterization of R, namely, what R is 

supposed to indicate, is still a covariational relation. As far as the content of 

representation is concerned, it is reliable co-variation which does all job. The 

meaningf relation must be sub-served by some meaningn relation which is basically 

covariational. 

 

3.5. Vertical Indeterminacy 

 

Now, let us return to our main problem. Does Dretske’s teleological 

indication semantics provide a satisfactory answer to our descriptive problem? The 

result of the discussion in the previous section is that, even though he introduces 
                                                 
27 Ibid., p.170 
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functional talk, Dretske doesn’t appear to give up his covariational theory of 

representation. What determines the content of a representational state is still the 

indication relation. In the above, I also suggested that indication is not effective for 

grounding the representational relation, and I gave one source of the indeterminacy 

and Dretske’s answer to it. Even though we may grant that Dretske successfully 

solves the horizontal indeterminacy problem for the argument’s sake, there remains 

another kind of indeterminacy which may be called ‘vertical’ indeterminacy. 

Dretske’s multiple channels do not solve the descriptive problem which is caused by 

vertical indeterminacy. 

The horizontal indeterminacy was related with the exact location of 

representational content along the causal chain from the distal factors to proximal 

factors. Vertical indeterminacy involves the factors which are at the same ‘distance’ 

from the representational system. Fodor’s original disjunction problem is a vertical 

indeterminacy problem which arises via imperfect correlation between the indicator 

and the indicated. Horses cause |horse|, but a cow on a dark night also causes |horse|. 

The source of the problem here is that two different distal factors may cause the same 

proximal state. We may say that the established co-variation here is between |horse| 

and some sort of horse-like retinal image. But, this is not the result we want to get. 

We want the mental representation of |horse| to mean some middle-sized ordinary 

physical object. But, as far as we stick to this goal, the co-variation we come to have 

is not between |horse| and horse, but |horse| and a disjunctive kind of horse or cow on 

a dark night. But, Dretske’s multiple channel condition does not help in this case 

because the competition between these two interpretations does not involve the 

choice between distal factor and proximal factor. Horse and cow on a dark night are 

in the same distance from the representational state of |horse|.  

Another example of vertical indeterminacy is found in Stich’s discussion of 
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Monarch butterfly which is the example initially provided by Dretske.28 Monarch 

butterflies store a foul tasting noxious substance which causes birds to avoid eating 

them. Another species of butterfly, the viceroy, has a similar appearance as the 

monarch, but it lacks the noxious substance which is found in the monarch. Stich 

imagines two entirely different environments. One environment is inhabited by the 

monarch, but there is no viceroy. A bird living in that environment has some internal 

state S which indicates the presence of monarch butterflies and controls butterfly-

avoidance behavior. In such a situation, we may say that the function of S is to 

indicate the presence of the monarch, hence meansf that there is a monarch butterfly 

over there. Let’s now imagine another environment where both monarchs and 

viceroys are equally present. A bird in this environment cannot distinguish monarchs 

from viceroys, but still develops a certain internal state S which controls butterfly -

avoidance behavior. What’s the content of the state S in this environment? Is it the 

presence of monarchs or the presence of viceroys or monarchs? Dretske’s indicational 

semantics predicts that it is viceroys or monarchs because the indication relation 

obtaining here is between S and viceroys or monarchs, not between S and monarchs. 

This answer may be regarded already unsatisfactory to some of us. But, let’s grant 

that this can be so. Stich now imagines a spectrum of environments between those 

two ends imagined above. At one end, both monarchs and viceroys are equally 

present, and, at the other end, there are only monarchs. Now, as we move from one 

end to the other, the density of viceroys decreases until there is no viceroy at all. 

Stich’s question is about when the internal state S of a bird ceases to indicate viceroys 

or monarchs and begin to indicate just monarchs. His suspicion is that there is no 

principled way to determine this, hence there is no principled way to determine what 

S represents.  

When a bird in the environment where viceroys are very rare exhibits the 

                                                 
28 Stich, (1990) ‘Building Belief: Some Queries about Representation, Indication, and Function’, 
Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, Vol. 50, Issue 4, pp.804-5 
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viceroy avoidance behavior triggered by S, is it the misrepresentation of viceroy as a 

monarch, or the correct representation of it as a viceroy or monarch? Dretske’s 

answer to this question is straightforward. He insists that the probability which is 

needed for the indication relation is always 1.  

 

Whatever there is in it that registers the presence of monarch 

butterflies on the east coast ceases to do so when the bird enters an 

environment in which there are non-monarchs (in this case, viceroys) 

that register positive. We have, theoretically at least, a principled and 

non-arbitrary point at which indication ceases.29  

 

This seems to be declaring that indicational semantics is a total failure for solving the 

disjunction problem. Wherever there is a sort of vertical indeterminacy, what we have 

is a correct representation of some disjunctive kind, not a misrepresentation of one 

kind for the other. We have to live with lots of disjunctive meanings, and the 

possibility of misrepresentation in those cases has been denied.  

One possible move open to Dretske is to invoke the notion of function. For 

example, he may say that the function of |horse| is to indicate the presence of horses, 

not the presence of cow on a dark night. Or, the function of the state S in a bird is to 

indicate the presence of monarchs, not the presence of viceroys. But, what would 

entitle him to say this? How could he establish that the function of |horse| is to 

indicate the presence of horse or the function of S is to indicate the presence of 

monarchs? The only possible answer seems to be that it is the co-variation between 

|horse| and horse, not the co-variation between |horse| and the disjunctive kind of 

horse and a cow on a dark night, which is beneficial to the organism. What is in fact 

causally responsible for the development of the butterfly avoidance mechanism in the 

bird is the co-variation between S and monarchs, not the one between S and viceroys 
                                                 
29 Dretske, ‘Reply to Reviewers’, p.823 
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or monarchs. However, as we observed above, in order for an internal state to acquire 

the function of indicating, there must be an already-established indication relation 

which is waiting for recruitment. The only indication relations we may find are the 

ones between |horse| and horse or a cow on a dark night, and the ones between S and 

viceroys or monarchs. We don’t yet have the indication relations between |horse| and 

horse, or between S and monarchs. If this is the case, what Dretske needs do is to 

winnow a certain sort of co-variation relation out of some already established 

(natural) indication relation for some adaptive purpose. But, this is very different 

thing to do from simply recruiting an already-established indication relation. The 

representational content is now explained with the biological need of the 

representational states and this does not leave much room to be filled by the reliable 

co-variation relation which is the characteristic of indicational semantics.  

Another question that still remains at this point is whether Dretske’s notion of 

function is sufficient to be able to winnow a certain sort of co-variation relation to 

reflect the biological need. Our discussion of Dretske’s function pushes us in the 

direction of a negative answer to this question. Even though Dretske employs an 

evolutionary perspective such that organisms recruit a co-variation for adaptive 

purpose, hence converting the co-variational relation to a representational relation, 

the role of functions is confined to the task of conferring representational status to the 

co-variation. It lacks any positive role in fixing the content of representation. Dretske 

explains how to identify the function in terms of covariation, not the other way 

around. His notion of function is not entitled to do the job of restricting the co-

variation in terms of biological function. In fact, this is where Millikan’s pure 

teleosemantics comes on the scene. Several people have criticized Dretske on that he 

simply failed to develop the implications of the teleological notion of function to a 

sufficient extent. How do functions contribute to fixing the content of representations, 

or how do the biological needs of an organism get involved in content-fixing? He is 

blamed for neglecting the aspect of representation consumption in Millikan’s 
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terminology. He is only concerned with how representations are produced from 

recruiting the already-established co-variational indication relations. But, that is not 

enough to solve the disjunction problem or the vertical indeterminacy problem. We 

will see later how Millikan solves these problems by emphasizing representation 

consumption and conferring a more positive role to the notion of function in content-

fixation.  

 

3.6. Cost and Benefit of Indication 

 

Before closing this chapter, we need one more consideration to the effect that 

indication is not required at all for a representation relation to obtain. This will help 

us to understand that Millikan’s teleosemantics is not simply emphasizing the role of 

function in content-fixation, but is rejecting the whole idea that representation is a 

matter of reliable co-variation or indication relation. According to indicational 

semantics, there are at least two sorts of situations where misrepresentation occurs. 

Mohan Matthen distinguishes those cases under the names of ‘malfunction’ and 

‘maladaptation’ respectively. 30  The first kind of situations is when the 

representational device in organism malfunctions due to the some internal problems 

such as genetic damage, injury, aging or so. What went wrong in these cases is the 

device itself. Misrepresenation also occurs when environment went wrong. This 

happens when an organism is exposed to the circumstance to which it is not adapted. 

For example, a laboratory worker may fool an organism by transplanting it to a 

certain sort of artificially contrived circumstance. This is the case of maladaptation. 

But, from evolutionary perspective, we may also discern another sort of 

misrepresentations which involve neither malfunction nor maladaptation. This is what 

                                                 
30 Matthen, ‘Biological Functions and Perceptual Content’, The Journal of Philosophy, vol. 85, Issue 1 
(1988)    
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we may call normal misrepresentation.31 This kind of misrepresentation occurs when 

the organism in question recruits imperfect correlations, sometimes with very low 

reliability, between its internal states and some external factors. The underlying idea 

is that it can be the biological function of a device to represent F even when it usually 

misrepresents. That happens when it is very important to believe that F when the 

world is F, but it does not matter so much if it believes that F when the world is not F.  

The typical examples can be found in animals’ prey or predator detection 

devices. Let’s consider a situation where doing M (fleeing, for example) when a 

condition F obtains (there is a predator) is beneficial to an animal. Godfrey-Smith 

points out that the problems this animal faces are not simply a matter of recruiting a 

reliable correlation between F and a certain inner state S which would cause M.32 It 

also must take into account “the probability and consequences of different kinds of 

errors, costs in time and energy, and the like.” For an example, it may be the case that 

M is a cheap and easy movement to make, hence the cost for the “false positive”, the 

production of M when F does not obtain, is not so expensive. But, the benefit for the 

production of M when F is present is incomparably great, and the cost for the “false 

negative”, the failure to produce M when F obtains, is really critical. Now, let’s 

suppose that the animal has two different detectors, C and C*, with different 

reliability. C is a very reliable detector of F, but its firing speed is so slow that it 

doesn’t give much chance to the animal for successful M behavior. On the other hand, 

C* is usually produced by F* (say, non-dangerous herbivores) and, if there is 

anything with which C* reliably co-varies, it will be F*. If we view C* in terms of 

co-varying with F, C* is a very unreliable detector which is usually producing false 

positives. However, when C* is caused by F, it may perform an incomparable service 

to the animal as a sort of an early-warning device. In such a situation, the animal 

                                                 
31 Matthen’s original term is normal misperception because he is only concerned with the content of 
perceptual states in his paper.  
32 Godfrey-Smith, ‘Indication and Adaptation’, p.298-302. His original example is in terms of a 
predator in environment where prey is very scarce. 
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would opt for C* over C for the triggering role of M behavior. That is, the animal 

would put up with many false positives and be more concerned to avoid false 

negatives rather than maintaining a reliable indicator to become a victim. Then, the 

following question naturally occurs. What is the representational content of C* if the 

animal recruits C* as a predator detector? 

Dretske’s theory seems to have a big problem in accommodating this sort of 

situation. According to his indicator semantics, a certain internal state acquires a 

function of indicating F just because of the fact that it reliably co-varies with F. But, 

the above example shows that the recruitment of an indication relation is not always 

fitness-enhancing. From an evolutionary perspective, some relation with a poor 

degree of reliability can be the most adaptive one, given a certain exchange of the 

cost-benefit factors. Dretske’s theory predicts that, if C* is a representational state at 

all, the content of it should be about F* or some disjunctive kind of F∨ F*. It cannot 

be about F. But, neither choice seems palatable. The more coherent picture in such a 

situation seems to be that the representational content of C* is F and 

misrepresentations are expected to occur even when the device is working normally 

in the environment to which it is adapted.  

At this point, we may separate two elements of Dretske’s theory, namely, 

indication and function, and dwell on the possibility to save his theory by abandoning 

one of its elements. What would happen if the appeal to teleology is viewed as a 

distinct thing to do, rather than a merely supplemental thing to explain 

misrepresentation in indicator semantics? The lesson from the above example is that 

indication or reliable correlation may be a relatively unimportant factor during the 

recruiting process. However, there may be nothing wrong with the idea that the 

problem of content is a matter of recruiting an inner state for some adaptive purpose. 

The content of an inner state may be the environmental feature which is responsible 

for conferring a control duty on the state to produce beneficial behaviors in that 

environment. The divorce between function and indication may open the door to a 
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very different theory which attempts to explain representation in terms of function 

which does not depend any more on reliable co-variation. This is the basic idea what 

Millikan’s theory, which I discuss in detail in the later chapters.  



Chapter 4. Function and Normativity 
 

The suggestion we made in the end of chapter 3 was the possibility of a new 

theory which abandons indication but keeps function as a promising option to take in 

grounding representation relations. This is mainly because the notion of function 

seems to give us a very attractive way to naturalize semantic norms. As we observed, 

in Dretske’s theory, the introduction of function was a critical step to explain the 

possibility of misrepresentation. However, he didn’t specify the notion of function 

sufficiently. I deferred the evaluation of his proposal as an answer to the normative 

problem, and my tentative suggestion was to regard him as endorsing the same 

strategy that Millikan takes. Before looking at Millikan’s solution to the descriptive 

problem, let us first examine how successful her strategy is in answering the 

normative problem.  

As we observed in chapter 2, Kripke sets two requirements which naturalistic 

semantics should satisfy. Boghossian recapitulates Kripke’s two requirements as 

follows.  

 

First, any such theory must satisfy, without presupposing any semantic 

or intentional materials, property M. This would ensure the theory’s 

extensional correctness. Second, it must show how possession of an 

M-disposition could amount to something that deserves to be called a 

correctness condition, something we would be inherently motivated to 

satisfy. This would ensure the intensional equivalence of the two 

properties in question, thus paving the way for an outright reduction of 

meaning to dispositions.1 

                                                 
1 Paul Boghossian, ‘The Rule-Following Considerations’, Mind 98 (1989), p.533. M is a property 
such that possession of M is necessary and sufficient for being a disposition to apply an expression in 
accord with its correctness conditions. (p.532) 
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What the first requirement asks for is relatively clear. That is, any candidate for a 

plausible naturalistic theory of mental representation should specify the conditions (or 

facts), in a non-semantical and non-intentional way, under which a mental 

representation gets its intended (standard) content fixed. The second is rather obscure, 

but, loosely speaking, what it requires us to do is to explicate the normative 

dimension of meaning. The purpose of this chapter is to observe how Millikan 

provides a naturalistic answer to this challenge.   

 

4.1. The Normative Problem Visited 

 

If we view intentional meaning as involving some sort of rule-following 

activity, to meet Kripke’s challenge on the normativity of meaning is to ground the 

distinction between merely having dispositions coinciding with a rule and following a 

rule. One difficulty of the dispositional analysis of meaning was not being able to 

explain the competence which is involved in this rule following activity. Boghossian 

anticipates Kripke’s skeptical response to any sort of dispositional theory.2 

 

Kripke seems to think that even if there were a suitably selected 

disposition that captured the extension of an expression accurately, that 

disposition could still not be identified with the fact of meaning, 

because it still remains true that the concept of a disposition is 

descriptive whereas the concept of meaning is not. In other words, 

according Kripke, even if there were a dispositional predicate that 

covaried with a meaning predicate, the one fact could still not be 

identified with the other, for they are facts of distinct sorts. 

 
                                                 
2 Boghossian, ibid., p.532 
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Millikan avoids this criticism by reducing the norms of meaning into another 

kind of norms which are sufficiently naturalistic. What she proposes is a reduction of 

the norms of meaning to the norms of biological proper functions in evolutionary 

biology. It is not a reduction of meaning to disposition or to any other descriptive 

property. Hence, in Millikan’s proposal, there is no gap at all from the very beginning 

which needs to be bridged between the normative and the descriptive. The biological 

notion of proper function is already a normative concept. For example, in 

fundamental levels of physics or chemistry, there is nothing like something’s failing 

to do its job. But, biology is permeated with the teleological notion of functions 

which presuppose a notion of ‘normality’ which specifies how a certain organ is 

supposed (designed) to be. The abnormality follows when the organ is diseased or is 

malfunctioning. 

As we will see later, one main problem of biological notion of functions is to 

distinguish the things which a biological device does in accordance with its 

evolutionary design and the things it does merely by coincidence. What it does by 

evolutionary design is its proper function. A Normal3 explanation tries to capture 

normal ways for this biological device to perform its proper function. But there 

always can be the cases in which the device produces the same beneficial effect as it 

does by its proper functioning, not in accordance with its Normal explanation but by 

some coincidence. Millikan finds a nice parallel here which may ground the 

distinction between merely having dispositions coinciding with a rule and following a 

rule in a proper sense. Millikan’s proposal is that we view the linguistic/intentional 

devices as belonging to the proper function category, and that meaning/content as a 

sort of rule is fixed by the proper functions of these devices.  

Furthermore, there is another aspect which the notion of proper function is 

relevant to answer Kripke’s challenge. One way to view Kripke’s problem is to see it 

                                                 
3 ‘Normal’ has technical connotations in Millikan’s theory. Following her convention, I will use 
‘Normal’ with capital ‘N’ when I use this expression with her technical senses. 
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as a matching problem between mental representations as symbols and rules they 

stand for. For example, Searle suggests the following view.4 

 

Kripke’s problem is: Assuming a world of fixed and unproblematic 

rules, concepts, functions, etcetera, what mental facts about me make 

it the case that my words stand for one of these entities, for example, 

addition, rather than another, for example, quaddition. 

 

One implicit assumption underlying Kripke’s problem is that the uses of 

words or the occurrences of mental representations always need interpretation. For 

example, the picture envisioned here is that, when I have a mental representation of 

‘+’, I purpose/intend5 this to stand for the plus function. If such is the case, whether 

my representations are ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ depends on whether they accord with what I 

have purposed. One of the Kripkian skeptic’s points is that this ‘purpose/intention’ 

can always be subjected to different interpretations. This is surely so if one’s having 

purpose to follow a rule involves having an explicit representation of that purpose in 

terms of other purposes. Kripke argues,6 

 

True, if ‘count’, as I used the word in the past, referred to the act of 

counting (and my other past words are correctly interpreted in the 

standard way), then ‘plus’ must have stood for addition. But I applied 

‘count’, like ‘plus’, to only finitely many past cases. Thus the sceptic 

can question my present interpretation of my past usage of ‘count’ as 

he did with ‘plus’. In particular, he can claim that by ‘count’ I formerly 

                                                 
4 Searle, ‘Skepticism About Rules and Intentionlaity’, p.258 in Searle (2002) 
5 Millikan tries to avoid the use of ‘intend’ because this expression suggests an explicitly represented 
purpose. She suggest to use the verb ‘to purpose’ to include ‘basic or root’ purposes which are more 
basic ways of having a purpose that need not be expressed through another explicit purposes. 
6 Kripke, Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language, pp.16-7 
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meant quount, where ‘quount’ a heap is to count it in the ordinary 

sense, unless …. Here of course I am expounding Wittgenstein’s well-

known remarks about “a rule for interpreting a rule”. It is tempting to 

answer the sceptic by appealing from one rule to another more ‘basic’ 

rule. But the scptical move can be repeated at the ‘basic’ level also. 

Eventually the process must stop—“justifications come to an end 

somewhere”—and I am left with a rule which is completely unreduced 

to any other. How can I justify my present application of such a rule, 

when a sceptic could easily interpret it so as to yield any of an 

indefinite number of other result? 

 

Millikan answers this last question by introducing the notion of ‘unexpressed 

purposes’. Purposing to follow a rule doesn’t have to be involved with an explicit 

purpose that one represents to oneself. We may also have the case of purposefully 

conforming to an implicit or unexpressed rule. So to speak, following a ‘basic rule’ is 

‘root’ purposing to follow the unexpressed rule the content of which is not 

represented. That constitutes the basic ways of having a purpose. Millikan explains 

this basic purposiveness of meaning in terms of the biological purpose (function) of 

intentional mental state. 

 

My thesis will be that the unexpressed purposes that lie behind acts of 

explicit purposing are biological purposes; a competence to conform to 

an unexpressed rule is a biological competence. By a biological 

purpose I mean the sort of purpose the heart has, or those of the 

eyeblink reflex and the human brain. The purposes of these are 

functions that they have historically performed which have accounted 

for their continued proliferation. Biological purposes are, roughly, 
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functions fulfilled in accordance with evolutionary design.7  

 

Millikan’s strategy to answer the normative problem is a very persuasive 

proposal so long as we have a naturalistically acceptable, normative notion of 

function. However, the biological notion of function is not a concept about which 

there is one unanimously accepted theory. Millikan adopts a historical notion of 

function in her semantic theory. In the remaining of this chapter, I will compare two 

competing theories of function on the market, and argue that only the historical 

approach to functions provides us an adequate notion of function to naturalize 

semantic norms. 

 

4.2. The Etiological Approach to Functions vs. Functional Analysis 

 

Broadly speaking, there are two different kinds of theories of function. One is 

Cummins style functional analysis, and the other is the etiological approach espoused 

by Wright, Millikan, Neander, Godfrey-Smith and others. This is basically a 

distinction between the ahistorical vs. the historical approach. There exist, of course, 

several differences even within each camp. But, I don’t want embroil myself in these 

debates, and, accordingly, will ignore fine differences which are not relevant to our 

purpose of naturalizing the normative dimension of meaning. What I will do in the 

following is to highlight the main contrasts between the two approaches and examine 

a couple of points which I think are particularly important for our purpose. Especially, 

I will focus on what the distinguishing feature of the historical notion of function is 

and how it sheds light on our project of naturalizing norms.  

According to etiological theories of functions, the natural (biological) 

function(s) of a trait is the effect(s) for which the trait was selected by natural 

selection. In other words, the biological function of a trait is the past contribution that 
                                                 
7 Millikan, ‘Truth Rules, Hoverflies, and the Kripke-Wittgenstein Paradox’, p.217 
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trait made to the fitness of its bearers.8 For example, we say that pumping blood is 

the function of the heart, because that was the effect for which the heart was selected. 

Neander nicely captures the main idea of etiological theories in the following 

formulation.9 

 

It is the/a proper function of an item (X) of an organism to do that 

which items of X’s type did to contribute to the inclusive fitness of O’s 

ancestors, and which caused the genotype, of which X is phenotypic, 

to be selected by natural selection. 

 

One main problem with which function theories are concerned was to find 

some principled way to distinguish between the function of some item and the other 

things it does merely by accident. When we say “the function of X is to Z”, Z is 

among the effects produced by X. But, not every effect caused by X is counted as the 

function of X. For example, the function of a heart is pumping blood, but producing a 

pumping noise is not regarded as such, even though it is an effect produced by the 

heart. This example indicates that the function ascription statement cannot simply 

mean ‘X produces the effect Z’. That is to say, the biological concept of function 

discriminates among the effects of an item. Etiological theories of function propose 

                                                 
8 One important issue in current discussions of function is whether a unified account of natural 
(biological) and artificial functions is likely to be given. Wright aimed to provide a unified account in 
his paper. Kitcher (1993) and Griffith (1993) also made such attempts. Neander (1991a) points out that 
there are two important differences between artificial and natural functions. First, biological functions 
belong primarily to types because natural selection does not operate on individuals. Second, biological 
functions of an item as selected effects must be selected on the basis of actual past performance by its 
ancestor. On the other hand, artificial function can have idiosyncratic characters as in James Bond’s car, 
and doesn’t have to depend on the actual performance of its effect. This debate doesn’t bear much on 
our discussion because our purpose is to examine whether the notion of function can make any 
contribution to understand the normative dimension of mental representation. As we already observed 
in chapter 2 when discussing Dretske, only would natural function, if it does, do the job. Hence, I will 
focus mostly on natural function, and if I take examples from artificial functions, it is just for 
illustrative purpose. 
9 Neander, ‘Functions as Selected Effects’, p.319 in Allen, Beckoff and Lauder (1998) 
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that we should look to the history of the item to determine which effect would count 

as the function of the item. We have to look backward to see how X gets to be as it is. 

As Wright puts it, functional explanations concern the causal background of the 

phenomena under consideration. When we ascribe a function to an item, we are 

seeking an explanation why it is there as it is.10  

 

[F]unctional explanations, although plainly not causal in the usual, 

restricted sense, do concern how the thing with the function got there. 

Hence they are etiological, which is to say “causal” in an extended 

sense.11   

 

A proper function of such an organ or behavior is, roughly a function 

that its ancestors have performed that has helped account for 

proliferation of the genes responsible for it, hence, helped account for 

its own existence.12 

 

The crucial point here is that the proper function of an item is determined not by the 

present characteristics or dispositions of that item but by its history. According to 

Millikan, an item can have a proper function only as a member of a reproductively 

                                                 
10 Before Wright’s paper, the standard understanding of function statements was provided by Hempel 
and Nagel. According to them, a function statement, say, “the function of X is to Z”, is analyzed into 
asserting that the existence of X can be deduced from law-like statements that include the fact that Z is 
the effect of X. They thought there is nothing distinctive about functional explanations in biology and 
they can be reformulated without loss of any content into patterns of deductive-nomological 
explanations which are found in the physical sciences. (For example, see Nagel, The Structure of 
Science, p.403) The explanandum of a function statement is the existence of the functional item, and 
the explanans includes the effects that it is the function of an item to produce. Etiological theorists, 
including Wright, also think that one of the purposes of function ascription statements is to provide an 
account for the existence of the functional items. But, they reject the idea that it can be reformulated in 
nomological-deductive form.  
11 Wright, op. cit., p.44. 
12 Millikan, ‘In defense of Proper Functions’, p. 14 
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established family.13 When we say that the function of X is to do Z, what we mean 

by that assertion is that (1) X is a member of a reproductively established family, (2) 

ancestors of X did Z, and (3) their doing Z causally contributed to their family’s 

having greater success than competing families, and that explains why X’s family has 

been selected and how X has been causally produced.14  

In Cummins-style functional analysis, the function of an item receives a 

different characterization. According to Cummins, function ascription statements 

involve the explanation of some complex capacity or characteristic behavior of a 

                                                 
13 According to Wright, the function of X is the very effect produced by X which explains how X 
came to be there, whereas the accidental effect cannot explain how X came to be there. However, 
Wright didn’t make any explicit distinction of type and token of a trait, and it caused some confusion 
on how to understand his theory. For example, if we understand his analysis without the type/token 
distinction, it can be read as saying that the presence of a particular token X is causally explained by 
the effect Z that it did by itself, and the function of that particular token X is just doing that Z. This 
may work for some artifacts, for we may design an artifact which has very unique and idiosyncratic 
features, like James Bond’s gadgets (Neander). But, this reading doesn’t make much sense for the 
causal process of natural selection which explains how a biological trait X gets to have the function Z. 
His neglect of this type/token distinction invites Boorse’s counter example. Boorse imagined the 
following situation. 
 

Suppose that a scientist builds a laser which is connected by a rubber hose to a 
source of gaseous chlorine. After turning on the machine he notices a break in the 
hose, but before he can correct it he inhales the escaping gas and falls 
unconscious….The release of the gas is a result of the break in the hose; and the 
break is there—that is, as in natural selection, it continues to be there—because it 
releases, it continues to be there—because it releases the gas. If it did not do so, the 
scientist would correct it. (Boorse, C. ‘Wright on Functions’, Philosophical Review, 
85, 1975, pp.72)  

 
Conforming to Wright’s definition, the function of the break in the hose[Y] is to release the gas[X], 
because (1) Y is a consequence of X’s being there and (2) X is there because X produces Y. By 
confining ascription of proper function only to members of reproductively established families, 
Millikan avoids Boore’s counter example. 
14 ‘Reproduction’ also has technical connotations in Millikan’s theory. Millikan discerns two kinds of 
reproductively established families, first-order and higher-order. Only members of first-order 
reproductively established families are “copies” of one another. The examples of first-order families 
include viruses, genes and behaviors that have resulted from imitation. Higher-order reproductively 
established families are defined recursively in terms of the proper functions of lower-order families. 
Hearts, livers and stickleback fish’s mating dance, which are not direct reproduction of another, are 
examples of higher-order reproductively established families. For the detailed explanations, see 
LTOBC, pp.19-25.  
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system.15 When we ascribe a function Z to an item X, what we want to explain is 

how the system S to which X belongs becomes to exhibit a certain complex capacity 

C. To explain the complex capacity C of S, we analyze C into the simpler capacities 

of components or parts of S whose “programmed exercise” add up to the 

manifestation of complex capacity C. Then, the statement “the function of X is doing 

Z” can be understood as stating that X is a component of some system S and X’s 

doing Z contributes to the attainment of some complex capacity C of S. 

 

Functional analysis in biology is essentially similar. The biologically 

significant capacities of an entire organism are explained by analyzing 

the organism into a number of “systems”—the circulatory system, the 

digestive system, the nervous system, etc.—each of which has its 

characteristic capacities. These capacities are in turn analyzed into 

capacities of component organs and structures.16 

 

In the Cummins-style functional analysis, the notion of function is now 

entirely ahistorical. To determine a function of an item, we have to look at its present 

dispositional capacity or actual causal constitution. The functional analysis can 

properly be carried on quite independently of evolutionary considerations. What 

                                                 
15 Cummins rejects the idea that a functional statement is an explanation of the presence of the 
functional item. He thinks that the explanation of the presence of some X by specifying its function is a 
viable explanation only if the item X is an artifact. When X is a natural structure of an organism, he 
claims, this idea misrepresents the character of evolutionary theory in such a way that it tries to explain 
X’s presence by appealing to factors which are causally irrelevant to its presence. What he takes to be 
responsible for the presence of X are factors such as the genetic plan of the organism O which 
incorporates X and random mutations of that genetic plan. But, I think this objection misses the point 
made by etiological theorists. When they claim that X’s presence is explained by its function, they are 
not saying that x did originate because of its function. Rather, what they want to explain is why the 
trait X or the organism O having X are preserved or prosper as they are today. The explanandum of 
functional explanation is the proliferation of organism O with certain characteristic features in 
comparison with its competitors, not its causal origin in the narrowest sense. (see Cummins, 
‘Functional Analysis’, reprinted in Buller (1999) 
16 Cummins, ‘Functional Analysis’, p.75 
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mattes to a functional analysis are current properties, dispositions or capacities of a 

thing. Cummins seems to think that function is a species of disposition. Accordingly, 

he thinks that in order for X to have a function to do Z, it must be capable of doing Z 

or at least have a disposition to do Z.    

 

[I]f something functions as a pump in a system s or if the function of 

something in a system s is to pump, then it must be capable of 

pumping in s. Thus, function-ascribing statements imply disposition 

statements; to attribute a function to something is, in part, to attribute a 

disposition to it.17  

 

Insofar as Cummins style functional analysis remains a dispositional account 

of the notion of function, it will run into the difficulty in explaining the 

descriptive/normative gap we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. But, on the 

historical approach, functional ascription does not imply that X is actually capable of 

doing Z. This difference results in a very important consequence if we are to resort to 

the notion of function to explicate the normative dimension of meaning. As we 

already observed, meaning is essentially a normative phenomenon and it is this 

normativity that grounds our concept of misrepresentation. In order for 

misrepresentation to be possible, meaning must be detached from truth. Or, putting it 

in a different way, it should be possible to make a principled distinction between what 

representations are supposed to do and what representations as a matter of fact do or 

cannot do. The historical notion of function seems more promising in providing us a 

non-arbitrary way way to ground this distinction, unlike the Cummins’ style analysis.   

 

4.3. Function as a Normative Notion – Etiological Approach 

 
                                                 
17 Cummins, ibid., p.73 
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According to etiological theories of function, the proper function of a trait is 

determined by the history of its contribution to the fitness of its bearers. A crucial 

point of the etiological analysis is to incorporate element of design into the analysis 

of function, which enable us to make sense of ‘is supposed to do’ or ‘purpose’ when 

talking about the function of an item. In that respect, the etiological notion of function 

is essentially a teleological notion. But, the theory secures the teleology of function 

without invoking the intention of any conscious designer or suspicious notions like 

‘backward causation’. The theory tries to ground the notion on the causal/historical 

analysis. However, similarly to the purpose/design that involves a designer, the 

function of a trait of an organism captures the way the trait is supposed to work. It is a 

biological purpose of the trait. 

Millikan contends that the notion of proper function characterized in this way 

is essentially a normative notion which incorporates the notion of “defectiveness” 

within it. Things can be sorted into a type in terms of proper function which they 

commonly have. According to Millikan, the types carved out in this way make 

biological categories or proper function categories. The biological or proper function 

category is an entirely different ontological category than the one which is employed 

in physics or chemistry. To highlight the contrasts, just consider how a physical 

system works as a physicist understand it. Millikan takes an example of system 

composed of organic molecules. As an organic chemist understands it, “there is no 

such thing as not working, or as not working well or not working right; whatever the 

molecule does is part of its “working”.”18 Contrast this sense of “work” with the 

notion of “work” exhibited by a system which is characterized by proper function 

category.  

Proper function as the way that an item is supposed to work is a biological 

norm with which any item in the same category should comply if its environment is 

not defective in same way. But, this does not imply that a functional item should be 
                                                 
18 Millikan, ‘Thoughts without Laws’, p.55 in WQPOE 
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capable of doing its job properly in order to have a function. For proper function, 

what matters is whether the function ascribed to an item is what it is supposed to do, 

not whether the functional item in question manages to do its job successfully. Just 

think of a malfunctioning heart. Even though the dysfunctional heart does not pump 

blood, we will still say that pumping blood is the function of that heart. The defective 

heart that cannot perform its proper function is still a heart in its literal sense. This 

defective heart does belong to the category of heart not just by an analogy or some 

sort of our loose usage of the term. The fact that a defective heart still belongs to the 

category of heart shows that heart is a biological/proper function category.  

 

Function categories are essentially categories of things that need not 

fulfill their functions in order to have them. Just as the characteristic 

mark of intentionality is that intentional items can be false, unsatisfied, 

or seemingly “about” what does not exist, so the characteristic mark 

… of that which has a function, is that it may not in fact … serve that 

function.19 

 

This kind of biological norm which an organism is supposed to fulfill but may 

fail to comply with is made possible by detaching the functional characterization 

from the current structure, dispositions, or properties. What underlies the normativity 

of proper function is that the concept is essentially historical in its character. Proper 

function as a biological norm is essentially determined the evolutionary history of the 

item. What makes a defective heart belong to a biological category of heart is that it 

has been preceded by the right kind of history. 

As we already pointed out, the crucial strategy which teleosemantic theorists, 

including Millikan, share in their naturalizing project is to make use of this normative 

aspect of proper function in grounding semantic norms. The norm of meaning is the 
                                                 
19 Millikan, ‘In defense of Proper Functions’, p. 23 in WQPOE 
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biological norm of proper function. According to Millikan, our language devices and 

their manifestations are in deep respects similar to the communication systems found 

in many other animals. They are evolutionary solutions to meet environmental 

pressures and to solve coordination problems between speakers and hearers. As such 

they will have proper functions. What characterize our linguistic or representational 

devices is their evolutionary histories rather than their actual dispositions or causal 

powers. The proper functions of representations which are determined by their history 

would set such norms that representations are supposed to conform to, but still can 

fail to follow. 

 

Picturing, indicating, and inference are equally involved in human 

representation, but as biological norms rather than as mere dispositions. 

It is not the facts about how the system does operate that make it a 

representing system and determine what it represents. Rather, it is the 

facts about what it would be doing if it were operating to biological 

norms.20 

 

As Millikan contends, if our language devices are evolutionary products, and hence 

are members of biological functional categories, we will have a very important clue 

to naturalize norms of meaning.  

 

4.4. Norm on the Functional Analysis 

 

The point can be made clearer if we consider how Cummins’ functional 

analysis deals with the normative aspect of function. First of all, we may immediately 

point out that, if having a function just means presently having the actual capacity or 

disposition to make causal contributions to some system, it seems really difficult even 
                                                 
20 Millikan, ‘Introduction’, WQPOEA, p.10-11 
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to make sense of a norm. The idea of norm presupposes that it is always in principle 

possible for an item under the norm to fail to satisfy it. But, if Cummins’ analysis is 

right, the item which is no longer capable of making any causal contribution to the 

fitness of its bearer will lack a function. For example, we cannot even ascribe the 

function of pumping blood to a defective heart, if the heart is too malformed even to 

have disposition to pump blood. In this case, Cummins should say that this heart, if it 

has any function, doesn’t have the function to pump blood. But, the proper treatment 

of this case is to see it as a matter of not performing its function, not as a matter of not 

having a function.  

For Cummins, it is really difficult to make sense of an item’s failure to 

perform its function. What can only be legitimately said seems to be an item’s failure 

to actually perform its function. For an item to actually perform a function, it is 

usually subjected to several preconditions to be met. For example, suppose that the 

function of my desk lamp is to give off light. If this lamp to perform its function, it 

first should be plugged in to an electric outlet. When it is unplugged, it cannot 

actually carry out its function. But, it still has a disposition to perform its function, 

and the responsibility for its not being able to do its function is ascribed to some outer 

condition of the lamp. This is not the case of malfunctioning of the lamp, but is 

simply a failure of the lamp to actually perform its function. Now, think of my desk 

lamp which has a broken filament. For Cummins, this lamp shall not have a function 

to give off light, for it does not even have a disposition any longer to give off light 

when it is plugged. But, this should be regarded as exactly the case of failure to 

perform its function due to the defectiveness of the lamp itself. In order to talk about 

norms of functions, it should be possible to say malfunctioning of an item due to its 

defectiveness. However, in Cummins, the factor to blame is always some ceteris 

paribus conditions which has not been met for the proper functioning of the item. 

Hence, Cummins’ analysis seems to block even the possibility of an item’s failing to 

perform its function due to its defectiveness. In other words, it seems impossible for 
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the item to be bound by some norm at all through its having a function. 

We may loosen the requirement that an item should have the dispositions to 

have a function. For example, we may take that the function of an item is determined 

by Cummins style functional analysis of the “normal” members of the kind of which 

the item is a member. Suppose, then, we allow that a defective item may have a 

function even though it doesn’t have any disposition to carry out this function. 

However, the problem now is how to demarcate a functional kind without falling into 

circularity. In other words, how can we make both the normal members and the 

abnormal ones together fall into the same functional kind without having a prior 

conception of the function of that kind? What sorts of properties must both of them 

have in order to be classified as belonging to the same category? To answer this kind 

of question, historical considerations are not available to Cummins. He should 

provide some demarcation principle only in terms of the current properties of the 

items. 

Doesn’t some kind of structural similarity do the job? Millikan thinks that 

there arises a problem because structurally very similar items may have very different 

functions. Her example is the mating display of one fish and the aggregation display 

of other fish. Two different kinds of fish may have some display mechanisms which 

are structurally very similar. But, it is used as a mating display in one fish, and the 

same mechanism is used as an aggression display in other kind of fish. Even though 

they are structurally very similar, they belong to different categories in terms of their 

functions. Millkan’s example shows that the structural similarity is not enough to 

demarcate a functional kind across the biological species. But, if we confine our 

analysis within a biological species (intra species), there may still be a chance that the 

structural similarity will work. The intra-species normality may be just enough for 

our purpose. Let’s suppose, then, there is a way to demarcate a functional kind in 

terms of structural similarity (current properties), at least within a biological species.   

However, this move still faces a serious challenge, namely specifying what 
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constitutes the normality of the functional kind. Without resorting to history and 

without falling into circularity, the only way to make sense of this “normality” seems 

to be to exploit some statistical notion of “normality”. But, this statistic normality has 

a very counter-intuitive consequence. Taking an example from Neander21, suppose 

that the function of kidney is determined by what statistically normal kidneys 

contribute toward a containing circulatory system. Dysfunctional kidneys now have a 

function that they don’t even have a disposition to perform because their function is 

determined by statistically normal kidneys. However, dysfunction can become 

statistically normal when widespread within a population through epidemic or major 

environmental disasters. Then, the previous statistically normal ceases to be normal, 

and the previous function also loses its status as the function of kidney. Then, as 

Neander lamented, we cease to be diseased (dysfunctional) when enough of us are 

diseased. 

Another possible move is to identify the function of item, hence the 

normality of the function, with its current “propensity” to enhance fitness rather than 

its past effect, as being contended in Bigelow and Pargetter.22 According to Bigelow 

and Pargetter, the function of a trait of an organism should be defined in terms of its 

propensity to contribute to fitness in the immediate possible selective future of 

organisms with that trait. This “forward looking” aspect can be easily incorporated 

into Cummins’ notion of function. Cummins’ notion of function is essentially a 

capacity or disposition to produce a certain effect. If we identify this effect with one 

which enhances its bearer’s fitness within the current or near future environment, then 

the function which produces this effect is just the same one suggested by Bigelow and 

Pargetter.  

A problem with this move is how to make sense of “enhance fitness”. The 

“enhance fitness” property is always a comparative notion. There is no such thing 

                                                 
21 Neander (1991a), p.329 
22 Bigelow and Pargetter, ‘Functions’ in Buller 1999 
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simply to enhance fitness in any absolute sense. Hence, the “enhance fitness” trait of 

an item in this scheme should refer to some counterfactuals to the effect that the 

fitness values of various individuals that have the trait would have been higher than 

the fitness values of the individuals who didn’t have the trait. But, how do we 

determine the truth-values of this kind of counterfactuals? It is not just enough to 

consider the case where the organism lacks the trait. The counterfactual claim is 

vacuous without taking into consideration any alternative competing trait. If an 

organism hadn’t had a trait, it would have had some other property. That means, in 

order to evaluate the counterfactual claim, we have to consider all evolutionary (or 

design) paths which the Mother Nature can possibly take. But, that is surely an 

insurmountable task. Millikan puts the worry as follows. 

 

The notion of superior fitness … is a well-defined notion only because 

it is never taken to attach any trait in a vacuum or absolutely but rather 

is understood only relative to alternative traits actually found in the 

population. … [I]f that is the way one must anchor the notion 

“enhanced propensity for survival,” then no trait can be said currently 

to enhance this propensity unless it fails to be universal in the species, 

that is, unless it has current competitors.23  

 

Even if we put aside the problem of how we are to specify the “normal” 

member of the kind, there remains a problem for this dispositional analysis. Many 

philosophers, including Millikan and Neander, pointed out that Cummins’ notion is 

too liberal to shed light on the norm of a function. In fact, Cummins’ notion of 

function is not a normative notion at all. It is purely descriptive analysis of what items 

are actually doing. On Cummisian functional analysis, the function of an item 

becomes merely its (disposition to make) a causal contribution to the complex 
                                                 
23 Millikan, ‘Propensities, Exaptations, and the Brain’, p.41 
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process of the containing system. Then, as Cummins himself has already realized, it 

will be always possible to find some causal system to which any process or effect of 

an item becomes a causal contribution. That is, functional-causal analysis can be done 

on any complex causal system, and any effect of an item can be subjected to such an 

analysis in relation to some containing system.  

 

For no matter which effects of something you happen to name, there 

will be some activity of the containing system to which just those 

effects contribute, or some conditions of the containing system which 

is maintained with the help of just those effects.24 

 

For example, even the pumping noise of heart can be though of as making 

causal contribution to some sound system in our body, hence making pumping noises 

as such will be regarded as a function of hearts. In the beginning of this chapter, we 

observed that not every effect of an item can be regarded as a function of the item. 

One main motive for the historical approach was to find some non-arbitrary way to 

distinguish the mere accidental effects from the effect which is the function of an item 

to produce. But, Cummins’ theory seems to ascribe functions to a vast range of items 

which we usually would not. How does Cummins answer this problem?  

According to Cummins, functional analysis is always relative to our interests. 

When we are giving a functional analysis of some item X, it is always against the 

explanatory background of some capacity of the system S with which we are 

concerned. To evaluate the appropriateness of a functional ascription such as “the 

function of heart is to make a throbbing sound”, we should consider the explanatory 

interest of the proposed analysis. The appropriateness of functional analysis is 

evaluated as follows.   

 
                                                 
24 Cummins, op. cit., p.68 
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The explanatory interest of an analytical account is roughly 

proportional to (i) the extent to which the analyzing capacities are less 

sophisticated than the analyzed capacities, (ii) the extent to which the 

analyzing capacities are different in type from the analyzed capacities, 

and (iii) the relative sophistication of the program appealed to, i.e., the 

relative complexity of the organization of component parts/processes 

that is attributed to the system.25 

 

As you see, what all these conditions involve is how interesting or useful the 

proposed functional analysis is to us. If any functional analysis of an item fails to 

satisfy these conditions, it does not mean that the functional analysis itself is wrong or 

that the item doesn’t have such a function. It only means that the analysis is too trivial 

to be given serious attention. These considerations show that having (or not having) a 

Cummins function is a matter which is essentially relative to our explanatory 

concerns. Or, at least, it is surely so to pick one up among various possible functional 

ascriptions as the perspicuous one which is specifying the norm of meaning. However, 

as we already observed in chapter 3, the function we are looking for should be one 

which is independent of our interpretative intentions and purposes, in so far as our 

goal is to explain original intentionality or the original capacity to misrepresent. 

Cummins’ notion of function seems not to be adequate for our purposes on that score.   

Millikan claims that having a proper function is a relatively absolute matter. In 

the case of a biological natural organ, the function of the organ is the effect for which 

it has been reproduced by natural selection. The natural selection or the evolutionary 

history of the organ in this context should read as involving not only events 

constituting the causal origin of the organ such as genetic mutations, but also the 

maintenance or preservation of the organ. The function of the organ as such is what it 

actually did as compared with historical alternatives. The organ is currently present 
                                                 
25 Cummins, ibid., p.78 
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as it is now because of what its ancestors actually did.  

 

[I]tems have functions when their being there depends on reproduction 

from ancestors having similar traits, these traits having been causally 

efficacious in helping to produce these items, and these traits having 

been selected at some point in this history for their capacity to make 

this kind of contribution.26 (my emphasis) 

 

So, this “because” is meant to be strictly causal in its sense. If, for a moment, 

we put aside any worry about Millikan’s optimism about the reconstruction of 

evolutionary history, this seems to provide us with a relatively interest-free way to 

determine the unique function of an organ, particularly, the function of language 

devices. I believe that Millikan’s overall strategy to explain the norm of meaning in 

terms of the norm of biological functions presents one of the most promising 

approaches to deal with Kripke’s normative problem. However, this is so insofar as it 

is complemented by an adequate theory to the descriptive problem. Answering the 

descriptive problem is exactly the matter of finding a unique function for each 

representational state in a principled non-intentional way. In the following chapters, I 

will look at what is Millikan’s proposal for that problem and what difficulties it has. 

 
26 Millikan, op. cit., p.41.  As we already observed in the above, for a trait to have a function, 
Millikan requires that the trait has been actually selected for its effect over some alternative 
competitors. Neander agrees with Millikan. For them, there are no first-generation direct proper 
functions. Some people think that this is a too strong requirement. For example, Kitcher and Buller 
define a trait’s function in terms of its bearers having undergone a selection process and the trait’s 
having been useful to its bearers in that process, regardless of whether there has been direct selection 
for that trait over any rival variants (indeed, whether there have been rival variants). 



Chapter 5. Millikan’s Theory of Content: An Exposition  
 

As we saw in chapter 2, Dretske’s teleological indication semantics consists 

of two main elements, indication and function. The notion of function explains how 

misrepresentations are possible, but it is the indication relation defined as reliable co-

variation that determines the representational contents. The tentative conclusion of 

chapter 2 was that the Dretske’s indication relation is not adequate to solve the 

vertical indeterminacy (disjunction) problem and normal misrepresentation. However, 

the notion of function still seems promising for explicating the normative element of 

intentionality. Millikan agrees with Dretske that representation is a matter of 

recruiting certain relations obtaining between the inner states of an organism and its 

environmental conditions, and that, through that recruitment, those inner states 

acquire the function of representing and become representational states. But, in 

Dretske’s theory, those states should be indicational states to be recruited as a means 

of tracking environmental change. As Millikan saw it, this is not necessary and the 

failure of indicational semantics is largely due to the strictness of indication.  

 

5.1. Basic Strategy 

 

Millikan’s strategy is to drop all talk of indication or reliable co-variation, and 

to use the biological notion of function even to the representational contents. She 

provides us with a purely teleological solution to our descriptive problem. One 

question which arises at this point is, then, what kind of relation is recruited for the 

representational relation, if it is not the indication relation? Isn’t there still something 

very appealing in the idea that an organism recruits certain co-variational relations for 

representational purposes? Millikan thinks this is so if we view representational states 

only in terms of their production. If we turn our eyes to the representation 

consumption, a different story comes onto the scene. As Millikan sees it, the process 
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of recruiting is more like actively utilizing some sort of mapping relations between 

the representation and the represented for an adaptive purpose, and those mapping 

relations don’t have to be sub-served by reliable co-variations. A representational 

relation is a matter of useful “correspondence” between a representation and a 

represented which evolutionary design exploited. 

The crucial move which enables Millikan to detach indication from 

representational relations but still to regard it as a sort of correspondence relation is 

viewing representational cognitive mechanisms as belonging to the proper-function 

category. The function of representational mechanisms is to produce and consume 

representations in accordance with certain rules of projection in order to cope with 

interaction/coordination problems with the environment and/or peer members of the 

same species, in order to produce appropriate actions. However, as we already 

observed it in chapter 4, the biological notion of proper function is already a 

normative concept. The biological notion of proper function does not assume that an 

organism/mechanism is always capable of performing its proper function, and proper 

function has nothing much to do with current dispositions, propensities and capacities. 

It is determined by the purpose as evolutionary selection has designed it.  

Evolutionary processes have shaped the representational mechanism to 

respond to environmental conditions. However, using indication relations is not 

always a viable option and sometimes it is a very costly choice. Nevertheless, there 

must be some sort of correspondence between the representation and the represented, 

and evolutionary design exploits this correspondence relation for adaptation even 

though the probability of the obtaining of the represented given the representation is 

sometimes very low. What hooks representations onto the objects or states of affairs 

they represent, then, is evolutionary design.  

Representational content are fixed by the biological functions which 

evolutionary design bestowed on the representational mechanisms. In order to fix the 

representational content, we have to consider what mapping relations evolutionary 
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design exploited in enhancing the fitness value of organism. This is to consider how 

representational mechanisms had contributed to the survival and proliferation of the 

species. As Millikan sees it, this is a matter of how representations have been 

consumed rather than how representations have been produced. On this picture, 

meaning is fixed by the mapping relation that representation consumer devices try to 

track as dictated by evolutionary design, and truth is what we get when the device is 

carrying out its function in accordance with its biological norm as determined by its 

selection history.  

This is a general outline of how Millikan detaches meaning from truth, and 

derives a naturalistic theory of intentionality. The purpose of present chapter is to 

look into the details of Millikan’s theory and to observe how the several conceptual 

devices which Millikan has devised interlock to answer our descriptive problem, 

namely, how intentional contents are fixed. Millikan’s own treatment of the matter is 

almost evenly distributed over beliefs and desires. Belief and desire respectively raise 

their own distinctive problems and require different solutions. However, we will 

mostly focus on how the notion of proper function contributes to the fixing of the 

contents of belief states (indicative representational states).  

 

5.2. Proper Function and Its Bearer 

 

According to teleosemantics, what fixes the content of a representational state 

is its biological proper function, which is in turn determined by its selection history. 

For the notion of function to do the active role of content fixing as is required by 

teleosemantics, it seems critical that we should be able to attribute a proper function 

not only to the representational mechanism, but also to each particular 

representational state. For example, we should be able to attribute a proper function to 
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a particular belief type produced by the belief-forming mechanism.1 However, it is 

one thing to say that a representational mechanism has a biological function, and 

another to say that a particular state of this mechanism has a function. Most people 

would agree that our eyes have evolved through natural selection, and that they have 

a biological proper function to pick up visual information. What about the claim that 

particular states of our eyes have a biological proper function? Many philosophers 

have concerns about this kind of claim, particularly for the claim that we may ascribe 

a proper function to each belief state. For example, Fodor contends that it is a sort of 

distributive fallacy to argue that there must be some distinguishing function of each 

belief state because the belief producing mechanism has a proper function.2 

 

Since the assumption that there is a teleological story to be told about 

the mechanisms of belief fixation does not imply that there is a 

teleological story to be told about beliefs, it a fortiori does not imply 

that beliefs … can be individuated by reference to their functions. 

 

The underling reason for this worry is that a particular belief state is not the 

right sort of thing to have a relevant selection history. According to the etiological 

approach to the function, the proper function of a trait is determined by the selection 

history of its contribution to the fitness of its bearers. It seems very reasonable that 

we attribute a function in the above sense to a certain organ or mechanism. A proper 

function of a heart is an effect, to pump blood, that its ancestors have contributed to 

proliferation of their bearers, hence that has helped account for its own existence. 

Likewise, it is not so unreasonable to think that our neural structure of representation 

mechanisms is such an adaptation which is selected for during the evolutionary 

                                                 
1 In the following discussion, when I say a particular belief state, what I intend is a particular belief as 
a type, not as a particular token of a belief type. 
2 Fodor, ‘A Theory of Content, I’ in 1990, p.65 
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process. But, the question raised here is whether we can also develop a similar 

selectionist account for a particular state of heart or a particular state of our neural 

mechasnism. For example, if we identify a belief state with a certain state of our 

neural structure, does this particular belief state itself have a selection history?  

Some passages in Papineau seem to suggest an explanation that each belief 

type should have been selected through some selection process for the behavioral 

effects which had produced. In this explanation, the target of selection is a belief state 

itself, not the mechanism. Before looking at Millikan’s solution to the above question, 

let us first look at Papineau’s proposal and why it doesn’t work. According to 

Papineau, the reason that we have the present disposition to form beliefs of a certain 

type under some circumstance is that tokening the belief type under that kind of 

circumstance has had advantageous behavioral effects, and this has led to the 

preservation of the belief type. Two kinds of selection process are involved in this 

preservation of beliefs.  

The first is the process of natural selection. In this case, what we have are 

(proto) beliefs which are genetically innate. But, there are a couple of good reasons to 

think that most beliefs of higher animals, including human, are not the target of 

natural selection, hence, they don’t have evolutionary selection history. Sterelny 

suggests such reasons as follows, especially in terms of our human beliefs.3 First of 

all, we may hold beliefs which nobody in human history has thought of. They will 

include our first person beliefs such that I have been and done such and such. All 

these first person beliefs are unique to the bearer of those beliefs. Furthermore, many 

of our beliefs have only recently become possible due to new inventions or scientific 

discoveries. It means that those beliefs are too recent to be subjected to the 

                                                 
3 Sterelny, The Representational Theory of Mind, p.129. The main target of Sterelny in this book is 
Papineau. He recognizes that Millikan is sensitive the distinction between the account of a cognitive 
mechanism and the account of the product of the mechanism.  
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evolutionary selection processes. After considering these facts, Sterelny concluded 

that there is no chance that such beliefs are historically selected for. 

  The second selection process Papineau resorts to is learning, which is also a 

selection process within generations, working analogous to the way that evolutionary 

natural selection works inter-generation. 

 

Suppose our individual psychology developments throw up new 

possible belief types, new ways of responding mentally to 

circumstances, at random, analogously to the way that our genetic 

history throws up mutations at random. Then we would expect such 

new dispositions to become ‘fixed’ just in case the belief tokens they 

give rise to lead to advantageous (that is, psychologically rewarding) 

actions, analogously to the way that genetic mutations become fixed 

just in case they have advantageous (offspring-producing) results.4  

 

Even though there is some ambiguity in this passage whether it is about the belief 

mechanism or the belief types as the products, the general tone of the book seems to 

favor the reading that this is about the selection process which our non-innate 

acquired beliefs should have gone through to acquire functions, and hence contents. If 

this is so, learning as another process of selection still doesn’t seem to add much 

plausibility to Papineau’s proposal that the target of selection is beliefs states.  

The general difficulties of the proposal that each of our beliefs is selected 

through some kind of selection process, natural selection or learning process, are as 

                                                 
4 Papineau, Reality and Representation, p.66 
Millikan suggests a more plausible picture of a learning mechanism. According to her, learning is not a 
process which is accomplished by random generate-and-test procedures. “Even when learning involves 
trial and error (probably the exception rather than the rule), there are principles in accordance with 
which responses are selected by the system to try, and there are specific principles of generalization 
and discrimination, etc., which have been built into the system by natural selection.” (‘Biosemantics’, 
p.95) 
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follows. In Papineau, the truth condition of a belief is the sort of circumstances in 

which the belief state produces successful results. He unpacks the notion of success 

as the satisfaction of the desires which the belief is working in concert with.5 This 

thesis seems to require that we may always identify the unique circumstance under 

which the belief has advantageous behavioral effects. However, not just many 

different desires, but also many different beliefs must have been involved in the 

production of behavioral effects by a certain belief. There is no limit in the way 

which desires or other beliefs can combine with the belief. Furthermore, the 

behaviors and their advantageous effects can also be very diverse as the 

circumstances vary. This means that the way which a belief contributes to the 

production of successful results is holistic. Thus, a technical problem, which is 

analogous to problems for behaviorism, immediately arises on how we pick out a 

circumstance as the unique circumstance which is tied to that belief, rather than other 

belief, without presupposing any other intentional notions or devices.    

Furthermore, it is not evident that true beliefs always lead to beneficial effects 

and false beliefs produce detrimental effects. It should be not difficult to imagine the 

reverse cases. Learning new beliefs is a process which we usually accomplish in a 

rather short period of time. Sometimes, it may be too short to notice that a belief is in 

fact false even though it has led to beneficial effects. If the truth condition of a belief 

is identified with the circumstances in which the belief state produces successful 

results during the learning period as Papineau suggested, we end up with a wrong 

content for that belief. Even with natural selection, there are many cases of normal 

misrepresentation as we previously observed. Depending on the cost incurred versus 

the gains accrued, false beliefs may have beneficial effects even in a long-run history.  

Another difficulty of Papineau’s proposal, I think, is his actualist claim that all 

beliefs we entertain must have gone through some selection processes. The account of 

teleology which Papineau adopts in his analysis of representation is a historical 
                                                 
5 Papineau, op .cit., p.70 
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approach. He is very skeptical about the prospect of an alternative account of 

teleology based on Cummins style functional analysis. 6  The selection processes 

Papineau is thinking of are actual processes, not merely certain propensities to be 

selected. Whether it is in terms of actual consequences or some kind of counter-

factual considerations, it must have been selected over an alternative competitor(s). 

So, any new sentence we may come up with must be an innate sentence which had 

been chosen by natural selection or should go through some selection process over 

alternative competitors by some learning process. But, this conclusion is hard to 

swallow, considering the productivity and systematicity of our representation 

production faculty. Let us suppose that a belief is selected somehow. Given 

systematicity and productivity of representation production, we may also form 

various different types of beliefs from a given selected sentences, and there is no 

obvious limit for those varieties. What rewards do these derived beliefs have? What 

selection process are they going through? For these beliefs, there seems to be no need 

for the account of selection in the way envisioned in Papineau’s quotation. What we 

need here seems to be rather an explanation for a general mechanism through which 

we develop new concepts and build new beliefs from the already established ones in 

accordance with certain general principles. The selectionist explanation, if needed at 

all, seems to be one which explains how these principles work.  

I think that the proposal Papineau made in the above is just loose talk.7 At this 

point, one question immediately arises is whether there is any other way to attribute 

proper functions to our belief states, even though they don’t have relevant selection 

histories. In Dretske, we at least had the indication relation. In a purely teleological 

approach, the notion of function is supposed to take over the role of indication in 

                                                 
6 ibid., p.74. “By and large, such accounts either leave ‘welfare of some larger system’ as a vague 
notion in which case they end up counting too much as purposive, or they give some more specific 
reading, in which case they tend to be easy prey to counter-example.” 
7 Papineau becomes more cautious in his later book, Philosophical Naturalism, on this score. In this 
book, he says it is the ability to form a certain type of belief rather than the belief itself which the past 
selection mechanism has selected. p. 59 
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fixing the content of belief states. Assigning a proper function to each belief state is a 

critical step for teleosemantics. If the only teleological story we are to tell about the 

function of belief states is simply that of outright selection of states, teleosemanitics 

seems to become hopeless.  

 

5.3. Derived Proper Functions and Articulateness of Representations 

 

Fortunately, in order to assign a function to a belief state, we don’t have to 

contend that each of our beliefs should have been evolutionary selected. What is 

required is only that the cognitive mechanisms which produce and consume beliefs 

should have appropriate selection histories. The selection histories would confer 

proper functions on our belief fixing cognitive mechanisms. Our belief mechanisms 

thus selected would have certain direct proper functions to carry out. However, contra 

Fodor, we may still ascribe functions to belief states which are produced by our 

belief-fixing mechanisms. Those states will have derived functions which they 

acquire from the primary direct function of the mechanism which produced them. 

This is the route which Millikan is taking. In Millikan, this tactic has a very important 

consequence. By the selection of representation mechanisms, she is committed to a 

correspondence view which is similar to the one envisioned in Wittgenstein’s 

Tractatus. 

The following is the definition of proper function which Millikan provides in 

her “In Defense of Proper Functions.” An item A has a function F as a “proper 

function” only if,8  

 

(1) A originated as a “reproduction” … of some prior item or items 

that, due in part to possession of the properties reproduced, have 

                                                 
8 Millikan, ‘In Defense of Proper Functions’ in WQPAOE, pp. 13-14. She says that the conditions are 
necessary but only ‘close to’ sufficient conditions. 
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actually performed F in the past, A exists because (causally 

historically because) of this or these performances. (2) A originated as 

the product of some prior device that, given its circumstances, had 

performances of F as a proper function and that, under those 

circumstances, normally causes F to be performed by means of 

producing an item like A.  

 

A comes to have a direct proper function according to the clause (1). But, if A has a 

function according to the clause (2), it will have a derived proper function which is 

derived from the function of the device that produced it. This distinction is crucial for 

understanding how we can ascribe proper functions not only to the cognitive 

mechanisms that produce belief states, but also to each individual belief state 

produced by the system.  

Millikan’s flagship example is the pigmentation mechanism of a chameleon 

and its various color patterns.9 The chameleon has a pigmentation mechanism which 

changes the color of its skin in such a way that the chameleon will match whatever it 

is sitting on at the moment. The function of the mechanism is camouflage; to make 

the chameleon invisible to predators and to prevent it from being eaten. However, this 

mechanism carries out its job by producing a particular color pattern at a particular 

moment. A particular color pattern may be very new in the sense that no chameleon 

has ever displayed this pattern before. Millikan contends that this particular color 

pattern also has a proper function of its own and the proper function of the pattern is 

to make the chameleon invisible to predators and to prevent it from being eaten. It is a 

derived function which the pattern inherits from the proper function of the 

mechanism which produced it. 

We may think of our belief-fixation mechanism in a similar way. What has 

been selected for by evolutionary history is a mechanism which is capable of tracking 
                                                 
9 Millikan, ‘Thought without Laws’, pp.56-7. 
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a certain sort of functional (in a mathematical sense) mapping relation, and a 

particular state of the mechanism inherits its derived proper function when a 

particular input/output pair has been generated from the functional mechanism under 

a specific circumstance. To understand the basic idea, let us imagine that our 

ancestors had developed a certain kind of neural architecture which functions as a 

map of its environment. It changes its firing pattern in accordance with the locations 

and arrangement of the objects in the environment. We may well think that this 

device functions as a kind of navigation system. Its receptor takes various inputs from 

the environment, and, by using a set of complex mathematical functions, it produces a 

representation. There exists a systematic mapping correspondence between 

representations thus produced and the states of affairs in the environment in the way 

that transformations of these representations are matched by transformations of states 

of affairs in the world. Suppose that this device has been selected for its capacity to 

enable our ancestors to find a safe path to travel. The device is used to give out the 

direction to move. What has been selected here, or what natural selection has shaped, 

is the whole mechanism, due to the reliability and plasticity of its mapping rule (a 

kind of mathematical function), not any particular representation it has produced. 

Input/output combinations and mediating representations at a particular moment can 

be very diverse. What remains constant is a systematic link between a set of 

representations and a set of worldly states. As Godfrey-Smith puts it,10 

 

The thing which persists, which is shaped and maintained by the 

sequence of successes and failures, is the set of general principles, or 

rules, by which [representational] icons are produced and consumed. 

Insofar as they are relevant to a history of selection, all icons exist 

within systems alongside other actual and possible icons. 

  
                                                 
10 Godfrey-Smith, ‘A Continuum of Semantic Optimism’, p.268  
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Following Millikan’s proposal, let us say the proper function of the above 

imagined device, say, S, is to provide a map of its environment and thereby to enable 

its bearer to find its way without running into obstacles. Suppose that this device 

produced a certain particular state A which dictated there is a certain configuration of 

objects. Then, our question is, what is the proper function of this state? The proper 

function of the whole mechanism is to provide a map of environmental obstacles in 

accordance with a certain mapping function. At this particular moment, there is such 

and such a particular arrangement B of objects. And this device tried to accomplish 

its goal by producing the state A. Then, isn’t it just natural to say that the proper 

function of the state A is to represent B? Of course, this proper function is the one 

that is derived from the function of the mechanism which produced it. Contrary to 

Fodor, I don’t see any fallacy here.11 

The crucial idea here is that what has been selected for by evolutionary design 

is a certain sort of projectable mapping correspondence between the representations 

and the representeds. The payoff of this mapping explanation is that it enables us to 

talk about the selection of a general plastic mapping mechanism, hence to talk about 

the function of a particular state of the mechanism without committing to the 

selection of that particular state. What has been selected is not simply the set of pairs 

consisting of a representation and its represented conditions, but the mechanism’s 

plastic ability to project the adopted rule of correspondence to cover new cases. But, a 

particular representation is still about what it would map to in the sort of 

circumstances in which the mechanism of belief fixation was selected to operate. 

Without this kind of mapping talk, we can only say that a certain particular 

representational state has in fact aided its bearer, so that the representation has been 

                                                 
11 Using Millikan’s terminology, the representational mechanism, S, has a relational proper function. 
“A device has a relational proper function if it is its function to do or to produce something that bears a 
specific relation to something else.” (LTOBC, 39) A particular representational state, A, which is 
produced by the mechanism S is called an adapted device. As an adapted device, A has a derived 
proper function which is fixed by the proper function of the producing device S and the adapter, B, 
which the device is supposed to be adapted to. 
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selected. But, then, we should face the difficulties that we considered in the above for 

the thesis that a particular representational state is the target of selection: we no 

longer able to ascribe functions to the representational states which don’t have 

appropriate selection histories, for example, the one which have never been tokend 

before or have never helped.  

Some readers may have worry here about the character of the function which 

a particular state carries. According to the above observation, what natural selection 

has shaped is our belief forming capacity, not any of our particular beliefs. To specify 

the function of any particular states, we have to consider how this particular state 

contributes to the complex task which our belief system is carrying out. This is a 

typical Cummins-style functional analysis. The function of particular state, which is a 

part of more complex belief forming system, is determined through a kind of 

causal/functional analysis which explains the capacity of a complex system in terms 

of the simpler tasks which components of the systems are performing. In order to 

ascribe a function to particular belief state, then, what we need is a hybrid approach 

combining etiological method with functional analysis. Our motivation to adopt an 

etiological approach was that it enables us to shed light on the normative character of 

the biological notion of function. Does it raise any difficulty in retaining the 

normative character of function to introduce this Cummisian functional analysis? I 

don’t think so. The problem of mere functional analysis was that its ability to capture 

the notion of purposiveness or normalness was very doubtful. But, in this case, the 

biological purpose of whole system is already set in terms of historical considerations. 

Thus, there should be no principled difficulty for attributing a biological norm to a 

particular state of the system, because its job will be characterized in terms of the 

norm. Functional analysis in this context already presupposes the biological norm that 

governs this particular state.  

The above considerations about mapping leads Millikan to adopt a “picture” 

theory of truth and meaning which is based on some kind of very abstract 
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isomorphism. To maintain the selection process sketched above, there should be 

systematic transformations among the representational icons, 12  and these 

transformations should match the systemically related states of affairs in the world. In 

fact, this is how Millikan handles the compositionality of mental semantics. 

 

Representation articulation … is at root the same phenomenon as what 

is more fashionably termed “compositionality.” The principle 

governing it is the principle of “projection” in the mathematical sense. 

Even the most primitive of representations … are abstract “pictures,” 

in the sense of Tractatus logico-philosophicus, or “maps,” in the 

mathematician’s sense, of what they represent.13 

 

The compositionality of mental semantics comes to the fact that mental 

representations have constituent structure, and that the constituents of a representation 

contribute systematically to the content of the representation as a whole. According to 

Millikan, complete representations which represent complete states of affairs must be 

“articulated”, as are the states of affairs they are representing. A representational icon 

is a compound of certain variant and invariant aspects. By changing the variant aspect 

of a representation via a certain operation, for example, rearrangement or substitution, 

we may produce new representations in a systematic way. Hence, a representational 

icon will belong to a family of related representational icons which share the invariant 

aspects but vary in their variant aspects along some specified dimension. But, these 

transformations of representations are matched by the corresponding transformations 
                                                 
12 Millikan uses the expression of ‘intentional icon’ to refer to the contentful structures which map 
onto, or isomorphic to, environmental features to which they are adapted to. They are usually 
temporary adaptations to a temporary environment produced by a representational mechanism. She 
reserved ‘representation’ to refer to a intentional icon which has as one of its functions to participate in 
mediated inferences. (see, ‘On Mentalese Orthography’, pp113) But, for our purpose, this distinction is 
not so important. Hence, I will use ‘intentional icon’, ‘representaional icon’ and ‘representation’ 
interchangeably.  
13 Millikan, ‘Compare and Contrast Dretske, Fodor, and Millikan on Teleosemantics’, p.132 
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of the states of affairs. When operations are performed on representations, there 

should also be corresponding one-to-one transformations (in the mathematical sense) 

on the side of representeds. Without this kind of parallel transformations, there will 

be no point to the systematic productivity of representations.  

Millikan’s example of articulated representations is the dance performed by 

“scouter” honey bees to inform the hive of the location of nectar they discovered.14 

Scouter honey bees perform dances that have some form or other in the hive. It turns 

out that a specific form of bee dances varies with the distance and direction of the 

nectar. Depending on the form of the dance, a figure eight, a sickle or a circle, each 

dance represents a specific range of distances. Furthermore, two of them, the sickle 

dance and the figure-eight dance, also represent the direction of the nectar.15 That is, 

there exists a certain mathematical mapping correspondence between the forms of 

dance and the locations of nectar. The semantics of bee dances can be described by 

the projection rule which pairs the variant and invariant aspects of bee dance with 

aspects of the world in a systematic way. The invariant part is that scouter bees 

perform a certain form of dance to inform “gatherer” bees of the location of the nectar. 

The variant parts include the time and place of the dance as well as the pattern and 

angle of the dance. As Millikan puts it, “the full representation here is a dance-at-a-

time-in-a-place-at-a-tempo-with-an-orientation.”      

One consequence of representation articulation is that, if there is a 

representation, “there are always other representations, composed other ways, saying 

other things, which [the consumer] could have understood as well, in accordance with 

the same principles of operation.”16 That is, representations should exist in a system 

along with other representations. According to Millikan, the minimal representational 

units to be capable of true/false claim, to represent anything correctly or incorrectly, 

                                                 
14 Millikan, ‘Biosemantics’, p.91 
15 Barbara Von Eckardt, What Is Cognitive Sciences?, pp.226-7 
16 Millikan, ‘Biosemantics’, p.90 
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are representations which represent states of affairs. Representations which represent 

only objects or properties should be placed in a completing context for them truly 

represent anything. To rebut the possibility of a representational system which 

contains only a single unarticulated representation, Millikan imagines an 

unarticulated representation which is defined for use on some special occasion. Her 

example is about Paul Revere’s single lantern.17 

 

Paul Revere’s single lantern once named the state of affairs that was 

the British approaching on April 18, 1775, by land. But any such 

representation will have a use only once with any one interpreter. 

When it has been used once, it has been used up. A representational 

system consisting of just one inarticulate representation can represent 

just one state of affairs; hence it would have no reason to be 

perpetuated. 

 

If Paul Revere’s lantern were used again, this would be no more an 

unarticulated representation. Instead of inarticulately signaling the coming of the 

British by land for that day only, it would have articulately signaled the coming of the 

British by land at a certain date which varies with the date the signal is used again. 

Thus, the reused signal would not be the same signal with the original signal, but 

another signal which represents a different state of affairs. This response is in line 

with her idea that indexicality constitutes low-level articulations of representations. 

For example, frog’s bug detector can be seen as such a system of low-level 

articulation. According to Millikan, primitive representations like frog’s neural firings 

are indexed to the place and the time at which they are occurring. If we change the 

time and the place at which they occur, we get different representations with different 

contents. Thus, in the bug detector semantic system, the time and place of a neural 
                                                 
17 WQPOE, p.131 
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firing varies with the time and place of the presence of bugs. A neural firing 

represents to the frog that a bug is here and now. Other representations in the same 

system, neural firings at other times and places, represents other times and locations 

of bugs. 

To recapitulate, if there is any representational system consisting of one, there 

is no reason for the representational system to perpetuate. For any representational 

system to perpetuate, reusability of representations is a crucial prerequisite. Only 

articulated representational syatem can be used to represent what has not been 

represented before. Thus, there is no such thing that is a system with just a single 

representation. As Godfrey-Smith puts it,18 

 

For Millikan, an icon without a system would be an icon tokened once, 

at a certain place, without any re-usuable aspects at all. This, she holds, 

is a semiotic impossibility. Its impossibility is seen in the fact that a 

lone icon of this sort could never figure in or have a history of 

selection, could never have a historically explanatory condition for 

aiding the functioning of its consumers. 

 

5.4. Representation Consumption Oriented Semantics 

 

According to Millikan, a particular belief state or an indicative representation 

derives its function from the proper function of the device which produced it. To be 

more exact, in case of representations, there are the representation consumption 

devices as well as the representation production devices. An indicative representation 

“stands midway between two cooperating devices, a producer device and an 

interpreter device.”19 The roles these devices are playing are equally important for an 

                                                 
18 Godfrey-Smith, op. cit., p.268 
19 Millikan, LTAOBC, p.97 
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analysis of mental semantics. However, the consumption side is almost totally 

neglected by causal/covariational theories. What distinguishes Millikan’s theory from 

Dretske’s teleological theory is this emphasis on representation consumption.20 To 

see why the consumption role of representations is important, it is useful to review 

some of the problems with Dretske’s theory. Compare the following two formulations. 

 

(1) d’s being G meansf that w is F = d’s function is to indicate the condition of w, and 

the way it performs this function is, in part, by indicating that w is F by its (d’s) being 

G. (Dretske, Misrepresentation, p. 161) 

 

(2) Beliefs are typed in accordance with certain of their normal conditions that must 

obtain if they are to fulfill their proper functions in accordance with a Normal 

explanation. (Millikan, “Thought without Laws”, p.71) 

 

In Dretske, as we observed in chapter 2, the indication relation is a matter of 

co-variation between the representation and the represented. When the co-variational 

relation is reliable, the organism recruits this co-variation as a means of gathering 

information about the environment. After this recruitment has been completed, a 

certain inner state R acquires the function of indicating the presence of a certain state 

of affairs P and becomes a representational state. Through the notion of recruitment, 

teleology comes onto the scene, and, we may say, the consumption aspect of 

representation is already implicit in a certain sense. A certain state becomes a 

representation state by its being recruited as a means of tracking the environmental 

change, i.e., for its co-variation with a certain state of affairs. This teleological aspect 

                                                 
20 Papineau adopts a view similar to Millikan’s. He emphasizes the output (effects on behavior) of a 
representational state as well as its input (perceptual cause) in determining the biological purpose of 
the representational state. According to him, the biological purpose of a representational state is a 
matter of results. As we already observed, for Papineau, the truth condition of a belief is the 
circumstance in which the belief produces successful results. Without considering the behavioral 
outputs of a belief, we cannot identify the circumstance. (Papineau, p.71) 
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was particularly crucial for being able to detach the condition for representation from 

the condition for truth. The content fixing condition or truth condition of a 

representation is the circumstance under which the belief producing mechanism is 

functioning as it is supposed to. 

However, as we saw in chapter2, Dretske fails to make the relevance of 

representation consumption explicit in the analysis of function so that representation 

consumption doesn’t play any role in determining the representational content of R. 

In Dretske, what makes a state R a representational state is its teleology, but what 

determines the content is still a counterfactual-supporting co-variation relation. 

Dretske’s problem is to secure the co-variation relation in optimal circumstances 

under which the belief production mechanism is supposed to work properly. However, 

he remains unclear on how to analyze the character of function, on what the function 

is for, and on what the mechanism’s “working properly” exactly amounts to. His 

main focus was rather on how to secure the co-variation as a matter of representation 

production. Consequently, he identifies the function of a representation with its being 

present when a certain condition obtains. We may revise Drstske’s formulation (a) as 

follows, this time as the one for a belief. 

 

(1)’ The function of any given belief type is to be present when a certain condition 

obtains. 

 

We have already observed several problems which Dretske may encounter 

with this kind of formulation. Dretske provides an explicit solution to only one of 

those problems, namely, the problem of horizontal indeterminacy. In the case of 

marine bacteria, we have not only a correspondence to the proximate cause, but also a 

correspondence to the remote cause. To remove this kind of indeterminacy, Dretske 

focused only on the representation production side, and tried to secure the required 

correspondence only from the mechanism of representation production.  His way out 
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was to introduce more complexity, with multiple input channels to the representation 

production mechanism until the indeterminacy disappears. However, he doesn’t 

provide any effective answer to the problem of vertical indeterminacy and the 

problem of normal misrepresentation.  

As Millikan sees it, these problems arise as the result of the neglect of 

representation consumption. As we defined it, a proper function of a certain item is 

the effect its ancestors caused for which the item has been selected. In the case of a 

representational state, a function of representation is something that the representation 

effects or produces. But, to be present when a certain condition obtains is not the 

thing what the representation is ultimately accomplishing. It is rather a function of the 

representation production system to produce a representation when a certain 

condition obtains. To make sense of the claim that ‘to be present when a certain 

condition obtains’ is something that a representation is accomplishing, we should 

view it in connection with the effects which it causes in the representation 

consumer.21 In other words, for a representation to have ‘being present when a certain 

condition obtains’ as a genuine function, we should consider how it causes changes 

the activity of the consumer. By representing, what it is doing is causing such and 

such changes in the consequent action of the representation consumer. Only given 

this connection, may we say that the function of any given belief type is to be present 

when a certain condition obtains. But, this shift of focus leads us to consider 

representation consumption in determining the content of a representation. 

According to Millikan, “it is the devices that use representations that 

determine these to be representations and, at the same time, determine their content.” 

However, the content of indicative representation is not directly a matter of what the 

function of a representation consuming device is. Millkan adds a further twist by 

identifying the content/truth condition of indicative representation with the Normal 

condition that must obtain for the consuming device to fulfill its proper function in 
                                                 
21 Millikan, ‘Compare and Contrast Dretske, Fodor, and Millikan on Teleosemantics’, p.128 
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accordance with a Normal explanation, especially a most proximal Normal 

explanation. Before going further, let us first examine these two central concepts in 

Millikan’s consumer-based teleosemantics, i.e., Normal explanation and Normal 

condition.  

 

5.5. Normal Explanation and Normal Conditions 

 

Normal explanations try to capture normal ways for biological devices to 

perform their proper functions. According to Millikan, “a normal explanation 

explains the performance of a particular function, telling how it was (typically) 

historically performed on those (perhaps rare) occasions when it was properly 

performed.”22 This analysis by itself seems circular as it stands, for it refers to ‘proper 

performance’ which should be in turn specified in terms of a corresponding normal 

explanation. But, this explication was not proposed as a sort of conceptual analysis, 

so let’s suppose that this circularity is not worrisome and instead focus on the main 

point that this analysis tries to capture.  

First of all, a Normal explanation is a historical explanation. It tries to explain 

how the majority of Normal functional items actually performed their function during 

the selection history of the species. The majority here does not necessarily mean the 

majority of functional items which existed in history. It is rather intended to mean the 

majority of functional items which in fact successfully contributed to survival and 

reproduction during the selection history of the species. Let it be noted that even 

though a Normal explanation is contrasted with a merely statistical explanation, it 

does not exclude any reference to statistical notions. To see the point, consider the 

fact that there may be some deviant ways for functional items to produce beneficial 

effects. For example, a Normal functional item which is normal in all other respects 

may produce some beneficial effect by some coincidence. A Normal explanation does 
                                                 
22 Millikan, ‘Biosemantics’, p.86 
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not want to include such coincidence as its explanandum. Thus, the reference to the 

majority seems to be inevitable when we try to give a Normal explanation. For 

example, when we try to give a Normal explanation for how a heart carried out its 

proper function, a “normal heart” as the target of the explanation is demarcated as 

follows by Millikan.  

 

[By] a “normal heart,” I mean a heart that matches, in relevant respects, 

the majority of hearts that, during the history of that species, managed 

to pump blood efficiently enough to aid survival and reproduction.23 

 

The difference from the mere statistical notion of majority is that her 

explanation invokes history and a somewhat vague notion of “relevant respects”. 

What are then these “relevant respects”? In order to specify these “relevant respects”, 

I think, some kind of Cummisian functional/causal analysis is needed. Even though 

we contrasted the etiological notion of function with the Cummins style function 

analysis in the previous chapter, there is no reason to think that they are incompatible. 

In fact, Millikan thinks that they are not only compatible, but also complementary. 

Giving a normal explanation may include the specification of relevant causal 

structure of normal items and the conditions under which they had been historically 

placed. This leads us to the second feature of Normal explanation. A normal 

explanation is a sort of causal explanation. This was already explicitly mentioned in 

her definition of proper function. When we say that a certain functional item A exists 

because of the performance of the proper function by its ancestor, this ‘because’ is 

meant to be causal as well as historical. Given the causal structure of normal proper 

functional items and the conditions under which they had been historically placed, a 

Normal explanation tries to explain how this structure causally performed its job as a 

matter of natural law. Thirdly, a Normal explanation is not a statistically average 
                                                 
23 Millikan, ‘Thought without Laws’, p.55-56 
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explanation. A Normal explanation is not concerned with the frequency of successful 

performances of a proper function. It rather tries to explain success in just those cases 

in which success occurs. 

Further, there are ‘Normal conditions’. A Normal condition for performance 

of a proper function is the condition which must be presupposed for performance of 

the function in the sense that its presence must be mentioned in giving a full Normal 

explanation. In the case of representation production and consumption mechanisms, 

the Normal conditions are the external conditions which natural selection has tuned 

the mechanism to. Again, ‘Normal’ here does not mean anything statistically average. 

It can be very rare. Consequently, many functions are performed very rarely. Many 

biological devices, though, have survived or contributed to the welfare of organism 

because of the usefulness of their functions in those critical rare moments. Thus, 

Normal conditions are optimal conditions in many cases. This is particularly so if 

Normal conditions are external conditions over which other body systems have no 

control. However, since a Normal explanation is a historical explanation, a Normal 

condition should also be specified in the context of selection history. It doesn’t just 

mean the condition under which the design is optimal for survival and proliferation. It 

is the condition in which organisms have historically found themselves, or better, 

found themselves when their dispositions actually aided survival.24  

 

5.6. The Content of Indicative Representations  

 

As we already pointed out above, for Millikan, specifying semantic content is, 

in a sense, a matter of Normal explanation. The content of indicative representation 

was identified with the Normal condition that must obtain for the consumption device 

to fulfill its proper function in accordance with a Normal explanation, especially a 

                                                 
24 Millikan, ‘In defense of Proper Functions’, p28 
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most proximal Normal explanation. Millikan defines a most proximal Normal 

explanation as follows. 

 

A most proximate normal explanation for proper performance of the 

consumer’s function is one that does not go into any events that occur 

in the production-consumption chain prior to the consumer’s activities. 

It begins at the point at which the consumer enters the event chain and 

explains how, given certain initial surrounding conditions, given the 

consumer’s normal structure or constitution, and given certain initial 

relations between consumer and environment, the consumer has 

historically produced the effects that are its functions.25 

 

According to Millikan, the direct functions of indicative representations 

themselves, for example beliefs, is participating in inferences in such a manner as to 

help produce fulfillment of desires, and to participate in inferences to yield other 

beliefs, true ones. However, these proper functions alone do not give us any 

information concerning how beliefs are individuated according to their semantic 

contents, i.e., truth-conditions. To determine representational contents, we have to 

look at what representation consuming devices take them to be. But, a constraint of 

naturalism is that we cannot analyze ‘take’ in this context by using intentional idioms. 

Millikan’s clever tactic here is to identify ‘what the representation consuming device 

takes them to be’ with what’s common in the cases where the consuming devices 

carried out their purposes successfully. 

To explain how the representation consumer contributes to the welfare of the 

whole system by responding to and using a representation, we have to presuppose 

that there is a certain sort of ‘goodness of fit’ between the representation and the 

represented. The consuming device can do its job successfully in accordance with a 
                                                 
25 Millikan, ‘Compare and Contrast Dretske, Fodor, and Millikan on Teleosemantics’,  p.126 
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Normal explanation only if there is a certain kind of correspondence between 

representations and their representeds. 

 

In the case of indicative sentences [representations], the Normal 

explanation of how the sentence adapts the interpreter device such that 

it can perform its proper functions makes reference to the fact that the 

sentence maps conditions in accordance with a specific mapping 

function…26 

 

We may regard the consuming device as if it is working on the assumption 

that the representation is produced in accordance with a certain mapping rule by its 

producing device. However, by resolving this correspondence or mapping into a 

Normal condition which should be presupposed for the proper functioning of the 

consumer device, Millikan provides an analysis of the notion of ‘how the consuming 

device takes a representation’ without resorting to any explicit involvement of 

intentional idioms. 

 

This condition is picked out in accordance with a certain rule of 

correspondence having the following property: unless we assume that 

some actual condition in the world corresponds in accordance with this 

rule to representation confronted by the consumer, we cannot account, 

with any single explanation that covers historical instances of 

consumer successes generally, for why the consumer produces the 

effect that is its function.27 

 

                                                 
26 Millikan, LTAOBC, p.97 
27 Millikan, ‘Compare and Contrast Dretske, Fodor, and Millikan on Teleosemantics’, p.127 
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Millikan, then, proceeds to identify the type-identity condition of indicative 

representations, namely, its semantic content and truth-condition, with the Normal 

condition for the proper functioning of the consuming device. Of course, the job of 

the representation producing device is also to make representations accord with the 

world via a certain kind of correspondence rule. Dretske’s main focus remained there. 

Millikan tries to “bypass” Dretske’s problems by attending to representation 

consumption. The final verdict on what the rule of correspondence is is determined 

by the representation consumer. 

 

The content hangs only on there being a certain condition that would 

be normal for performance of the consumer’s function, namely, that 

would be normal for performance of the consumer’s functions, that a 

certain correspondence relation hold between sign and world, what 

ever those functions may happen to be.28   

 

By looking at how Millikan would answer the problems which plagued 

Dretske, let us briefly observe how representation consumption works in fixing the 

content. First, there is the horizontal indeterminacy problem in the marine bacteria 

case. As far as the cause of a particular representational state is concerned, there 

remains an ambiguity. Millikan contends that, if we consider representation 

consumption, this interpretational ambiguity disappears. The question we should now 

ask is what condition in the world must obtain for this particular state of bacteria to 

function properly in terms of representation consumption. To answer the question, we 

should consider the historical explanatory relevance of how this kind of state 

contributes to the survival and proliferation of the bacterium, hence the maintenance 

of the process of production and consumption of those representational states. The 

only sensible end which we may attribute to the bacteria is its survival. And the 
                                                 
28 Millikan, ‘Biosemantics’, p.89 
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crucial Normal condition which should be presupposed for the success of the 

consumption device to aid this end is that the magnetosome points toward lesser 

oxygen. That is the only thing which would matter for the proper functioning of the 

mechanisms that rely on magnetosome for guidance. The only relevant 

correspondence relation here is between the direction of the magnetosomes and the 

direction of oxygen-free water. From this perspective, Millikan contends that what 

the magnetosomes represent is the direction toward oxygen-free water, not the 

direction of the surrounding magnetic field.  

The same line of reasoning applies to vertical indeterminacy case and normal 

misrepresentation case. For vertical indeterminacy, Stich’s question was about what 

is the content of a bird’s internal state S if we move along a spectrum of 

environments where the ratio of monarchs and viceroys changes. For Millikan, the 

answer would be straightforward. Reliable correlation between S and monarchs (or 

viceroys) is not required to fix the content of S. What we need to consider is what 

kind of worldly state should obtain for the firing of S and the consequent butterfly-

avoidance behavior to cause beneficial effects to birds. The only reason that birds 

developed butterfly-avoidance behavior is in order to avoid eating monarch 

butterflies which contain a noxious substance. The function of S would be to 

represent the presence of monarchs, not the presence of viceroys, irrespective of the 

population distribution of monarchs and viceroys. This is even so in the environment 

where the majority of butterflies are viceroys. This last point also indicates the 

direction of Millikan’s solution for normal misrepresentation case. What is important 

for animals’ prey/predator detection mechanisms is informing the presence of food or 

danger. The reliability of those mechanisms may sometimes be very low. However, 

their low reliability does not count when we get to the matter of fixing the content. 

The only thing we need to consider is those rare critical moments when the 

consumption devices of those alerts successfully contribute to the survival and 
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proliferation of animals, and what are the normal conditions for such successes. The 

conditions are the presence of prey or predator. 

My tentative conclusion after this brief summary is that Millikan’s theory is 

more flexible and efficient than Dretske’s theory in answering these problematic 

cases. I believe that abandoning indication as a constituent part of meaning relation is 

a correct choice. But this does not mean that Millikan’s theory is without its own 

problems. My aim in this chapter was mainly to present the gist of Millikan’s theory 

and its strengths, especially compared to Dretske’s. In the next two following 

chapters, I will examine various criticisms directed against Millikan’s teleosemantics.  

  

 



Chapter 6: The Swampman Case 
 

6.1. The Problem of Accidental Double 

 

As we observed in the previous chapters, Millikan proposes to ground 

semantic norms in terms of the historical notion of function. But, this proposal has an 

immediate counter-intuitive consequence. The difficulty is related to the historical 

analysis of the notion of function. It is called the problem of an accidental double. 

The “swampman” argument is a well known form of the problem. The original 

example was given by Davidson.1 

 

Suppose lightning strikes a dead tree in a swamp; I am standing nearby. 

My body is reduced to its elements, while entirely by coincidence (and 

out of different molecules) the tree is turned into my physical replica. 

My replica, Swampman, moves exactly as I did; according to its nature 

it departs the swamp, encounters and seems to recognize my friends, 

and appears to return their greetings in English. It moves into my 

house and seems to write articles on radical interpretation. No one can 

tell the difference. 

 

The assumption is that a molecule-by-molecule duplicate is made of a person by a 

cosmic accident. The duplicate is not different from the original with respect to any of 

its current causal or dispositional properties. But it is made of different molecules, 

and hence numerically different. If we do some Cummins-style functional analysis, 

every trait of the duplicate would turn out to be carrying out the same function as the 

corresponding traits of the original. However, a different conclusion follows from the 

historical notion of function.  

                                                 
1 Donald Davidson, “Knowing One’s Mind”, p.19 in Davidson 2001 
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According to the etiological approach, the ‘organs’ of a creature which lacked 

a history would thereby lack any function. As we already observed in chapter 4, any 

trait has a function on this view only if the trait has been selected for reproduction 

because of a certain effect its ancestors produced. A trait’s function essentially 

depends on its evolutionary selection history. However, the duplicate doesn’t have a 

history, an essential prerequisite for having a function. The duplicate isn’t the result 

of any selection process, either natural or non-natural. So, any trait of the duplicate 

doesn’t have a proper function. This conclusion also applies to mental representations. 

According to Millikan, having a proper function is required for mental 

representations to have intentional content. Even though the same neural firing has 

occurred in the brain of the duplicate as the original, as a causal response to an 

environmental change, this neural firing is not qualified for having any proper 

function. Hence it won’t have any intentional content. 

Some critics contend that this consequence is highly counter-intuitive. The 

duplicate would behave in exactly the same way as the original. In terms of its 

behavioral output, we would not find any relevant difference from the original. It 

would pass a Turing test. Even in its physical constitution and causal/functional (in 

the Cummisian sense) dispositions, we would not find any difference. If we assume 

the identity theory or the classical machine-state functionalism for mental states, the 

duplicate would certainly appear to have intentional states as well as mental 

representations. How robust is this intuition? Is it enough to repudiate the historical 

approach to function and the consequent teleosemantics?  

Before answering this question, let us review a possible attempt to ascribe 

intentional states to the duplicate within the framework of the historical approach. We 

may regard Davidson’s example as assuming that the duplicate has been literally 

duplicated from the original. The assumption is that the lightning has duplicated 

whoever was nearby. Let us call this the copy machine version of the swampman 
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argument.2 On this version, a reason to refuse that the duplicate has a history is that it 

has been produced by a wrong kind of duplication mechanism. The supposition is that 

it is not by cloning (with some intentional purpose), or by a natural biological 

reproduction process. One possible counter is to contend that the duplication 

mechanism doesn’t matter much in determining whether the swampman has a history, 

and that even the duplicate may have some history.  The story may go as follows. 

Consider a typical biological (genetic) replication where the intentional 

(representational) system selected by Mother Nature is transmitted to descendants. 

Biological selection does not repeat the same process every time, generation after 

generation. The relevant selective history for that representational system is carried 

over as somehow imminent in the information coded in DNA. Likewise, it may be 

argued, the relevant history is carried over into the duplicate during the copy process. 

There is no big difference between swampman replication and genetic replication. 

History does matter here just because this representational system is the thing Mother 

Nature implanted in us for some adaptational purpose. In the “swampman” case, the 

duplicate inherits the intentional capacity with the same evolutionary history. The 

representational system in the duplicate serves the same adaptational purpose. It will 

carry out the same proper function as the original.  

Millikan won’t accept this response. In Millikan, to have a proper function, an 

item should be a member of a reproductively established family. She would not take 

the copy process in the “swampman” argument as a reproduction as she defined it. 

For B to be a reproduction of A, it should be possible to explain by natural laws why 

B has some common determinate properties p1, p2, p3, etc. with A. That is, the causal 

history of B why it has to be like A in respect to those properties must be describable 

by natural laws. 3  But, in the “swampman” case, there are no such laws by the 

                                                 
2 A copy machine version is also found in Cummins (1989) p.80.  
3 Millikan, LTAOBC, pp.19-20 
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assumption. The copy process involved in the “swampman” case is some cosmic 

miracle, hence is not a reproduction in Millikan’s sense. 

Furthermore, we may revise the swampman argument in a way which does 

not involve any copy process. Let us call this the spontaneous swampman version. 

For example, we may suppose that a human-like creature is just spontaneously 

generated by a cosmic accident. After inspection, it turns out that this creature 

happens to be an exact molecule-by-molecule replica of a certain person. In this 

example, no process of duplication had been involved at all. It is a sheer accident that 

this replica and the person have the same biochemical, causal, and dispositional 

properties. Would this molecule-by-molecule replica of the person have the same 

mental representations as the original? The previous reply we considered in the above 

is no longer available. There is no way to ascribe any history at all to this swampman. 

This example leads us to consider a more principled reply to this kind of example.  

The swampman case does matter if we want to keep the historical 

understanding of function. In order to ascribe a proper function to the traits of the 

swampman, we have to give up or radically revise the etiological notion of function. 

However, as we observed in chapter 4, the etiological notion of function plays a 

crucial role in explicating the normative aspect of intentionality. An alternative 

Cummisian notion of function has problems with this job. It is not too much to say 

that providing a very appealing way to explain the normative dimension of meaning 

is what distinguishes Millikan’s teleosemantics from other naturalistic approaches to 

intentionality. If this is so, giving up the etiological notion of function is not an 

attractive option to take. Hence, Millikan accepts the conclusion that the swampman 

doesn’t have any intentional state, and tries to show that this conclusion is not as 

counter-intuitive as it first appears.  

Millikan first contends that what this example shows is that the duplicate 

exhibits some marks of intentional states. But, showing some marks of having a 

property is different from having a property itself, as is very evident in the case of 
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fool’s gold. 4  Having some marks of intentional states is not enough for having 

intentional states. 

 

Having the right sorts of current properties and dispositions is in point 

of fact, in our world, an infallible index of having proper functions. If 

you like, it is criterial, as criterial, say, as the red of litmus paper is of 

acidity. But it is not turning litmus paper red that constitutes acidity, 

nor is it having the right sort of current properties or dispositions that 

constitutes a thing’s having a [function]5  

 

A more principled reason underlying the above response is that Millikan’s 

definition of function is a sort of theoretical definition, not a conceptual analysis 

seeking necessary and/or sufficient conditions for the application of the terms.6 She 

thinks that the ultimate defense of the historical notion of function comes from its 

usefulness in the construction of explanatory theories for various phenomena which 

can be unified with the aid of the notion of function, not from the conformity to the 

current usage or the intuitive applicability of the term. It is not intended to describe 

how people actually use the term. Our ordinary intuition can be revised if we come up 

with a more unified and comprehensive theory which successfully explains various 

phenomena but has a few more or less counter-intuitive consequences. Finding such 

examples is not difficult in the history of science or philosophy. Just think of the 

thesis that the earth revolves around the sun. How counter-intuitive this claim is! 

                                                 
4 Another example Millikan considers is XYZ on Twin Earth. When we were transplanted to Twin 
Earth, even if XYZ displayed enough marks of water, it would not be water. (‘In defense of Proper 
Functions’, p.18) 
5 Millikan, ibid., p.19 (I changed “purpose” into “function”) 
6 Millikan, ibid., p.15 “Now I firmly believe that “conceptual analysis”, taken as a search for necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the application of terms or as a search for criteria for application by 
reference to which a terms has the meaning it has, is a confused program, a philosophical chimera, a 
squaring of the circle, the misconceived child of a mistaken view of the nature of language and 
thought.” 
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Where our ordinary intuition conflicts with a theoretical claim, what has to be given 

up is often our ordinary intuition, not the theoretical claim.  

 

6.2. Internalism and Externalism 

 

One way to resolve ‘the swampman case’ is to identify a theoretical 

framework which requires the conclusion that the swampman must have intentional 

states, and to compare its explanatory virtue with that of teleosemantics. The 

distinction between internalism and externalism gives us a vantage point from which 

to view the conflict involved with ‘the swampman case’. There may be different ways 

to characterize the distinction, but I will simply follow the characterization provided 

by Colin McGinn in his Mental Content.7 

 

Internalism is the thesis that [mental states are ‘in the head’]; 

externalism is the thesis that they are not. The central disagreement 

between these two concerns their differing conceptions of the relation 

between the mind and the world: internalism takes the content of mind 

to be essentially independent of the surrounding world, while 

externalism supposes there to be a deep connection between states of 

mind and the conditions in the nonmental world.  

 

According to internalism, the content of an intentional state is completely 

determined by what lies within the subject, which includes the observable behavioral 

                                                 
7 Colin McGinn, Mental Content, p.1. McGinn confines his externalism to propositional attitudes. He 
is skeptical about the applicability of the thesis to the content of perceptual experience. Dretske 
extends the thesis to encompass our perceptual experience. (See his Naturalizing the Mind, chapter 5). 
Godfrey-Smith regards the distinction between internalism and externalism as setting up a very useful 
antagonism for classifying and analyzing various philosophical positions, which provides a different 
vantage point from the traditional distinction between subjectivism and objectivism. (See his 
Complexity and the Function of Mind in Nature)  
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dispositions and the stimulations proximate to our sensory receptors. What is crucial 

here is that those ‘internal facts’ can be specified without reference to the subject’s 

environment.8 On the other hand, externalism is a thesis about the individuation of 

mental states to the effect that the environment is a constitutive part of the nature of 

mental states. According to this thesis, mind and world are not metaphysically 

independent categories. But, the dependence envisioned here is an asymmetrical 

dependence of the mind on the world. The distinctions among mental contents are 

partly grounded on worldly distinctions.9  

  Externalism contends that mind or contents of mental states are relational in 

its fundamental nature, and the external environment becomes an essential constituent 

element for the individuation of mental states. This urges us to revise our basic ways 

of thinking about the metaphysics of mind. Mental states are now seen as extrinsic 

relational properties rather than intrinsic non-relational ones. Minds are no longer 

independent things which maintain their autonomy from the environment. “Minds are 

to be conceived as systems of relations between subjects and the worldly items 

mentally represented—minds have their being in the obtaining of these relations.”10 If 

our mental states supervene upon something, it couldn’t be just upon our brain or 

                                                 
8 Tyler Burge used ‘individualism’ instead of ‘internalism’. According to Bruge’s individualism, an 
individual’s mental states are independent both of the mental states of others in his community and of 
the surrounding nonmental world. The mental states of others in his community are external facts, so 
to speak. But, McGinn’s ‘internal facts’ include the thought and words of an individual’s community. 
Internalists in his sense, thus, may resort to other member’s mental states in his community. (McGinn, 
ibid., p.2) However, the swampman case involves non-conceptual temporal environments, i.e., the 
genesis of the swampman. For our present purpose, I think, the difference between Burge and McGinn 
is negligible.     
9 McGinn makes another distinction between weak and strong externalism. (McGinn, ibid., p.7) “Weak 
externalism … is the thesis that a given mental state requires the existence of some item belonging to 
the nonmental world, and that its identity turns on that item. Strong externalism … is the thesis that a 
given mental states requires the existence in the environment of the subject of some item belonging to 
the nonmental world.” For the swampman, it seems that we need a strong externalism.  
10 McGinn, ibid., p.18. McGinn contends that we still maintain the substancehood of persons. Persons 
are substances by their bodily characteristics. Attributing mental states to persons (subjects) are like 
ascribing relational properties rather than substance-conferring attributes. (ibid., p.26) 
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bodily states. Our mental states supervene upon our brain states-cum-the environment 

in which the subject is placed. 

 According to this conception, an individual’s intentional states presuppose 

the existence of objects in his environment. This is a strong form of realism. An 

individual’s intentional state would not count as a genuine intentional state unless 

there existed objects in his environment to which those intentional states bear 

representational relations. An individual could not think at all unless he or she stood 

various representational relations to his environment. 11  Teleosemantics is a very 

strong form of externalism in the sense that the relevant environment includes not 

only physical things spatially extended but also the temporally remote evolutionary 

history of the organism.   

If the claim that the swampman doesn’t have any intentional states sounds 

counter-intuitive, this is because we are presupposing that intentional states are 

determined/constituted by the internal physical states or behavioral dispositions 

which the swampman has. In the swampman case, what we are assuming is that it is 

physically identical in its constitution and behaviorally indistinguishable from the 

original person. That is, we are assuming that the swampman and the original person 

are indistinguishable in virtue of their ‘internal facts’. In order to ascribe intentional 

states to the swampman on this assumption, it seems that we should presuppose a 

certain form of internalism. If this is so, one source of our hesitation to accept the 

swampman case may be traced to the uneasiness we feel about externalism.    

Externalism in semantics is a familiar thesis. Think of Putnam’s twin earth 

argument.12 In Putnam’s twin earth argument, the internal facts of subjects are held 

constant while the surrounding environments, especially natural kinds, are different. 

What this argument shows is that the meaning of natural kind terms is not in our head. 

                                                 
11 The ‘brains in a vat’ argument is an argument which makes use of this externalism thesis to repudiate 
the skeptical claim that I may be a brain in a vat subjected to an operation by an evil scientist. (see 
Putnam, Reason, Truth and History, chapter 1) 
12 Putnam, ‘The Meaning of “Meaning”’ 
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In order to determine the reference of a natural kind term, we have to consider the 

essences of external things. Some may argue that this argument is about how we 

determine the reference of natural kind terms, not about the externalist claim that the 

external facts are constitutive elements of the nature of our mental states. However, if 

we consider the implications of this argument for the individuation or identity 

conditions of our representational states, this is a very typical externalist thesis.  For 

example, is my belief that water is a thirst-quenching liquid different from or same as 

my twin-Earthian’s belief that water is a thirst-quenching liquid? Putnam’s twin-

Earth argument predicts that even though my mental representation of water is the 

same as that of my twin-Earthian in its internal properties, they are in fact different 

types of representations with different contents. Of course, this difference is not 

simply a numerical difference. According to Putnam, what makes my mental 

representation different from twin earthian’s representation is the contribution of the 

environment. We may observe here that environment as ‘external’ is already working 

as a constituting principle of our mental states. 

I do not claim that Putnam’s twin earth argument can be used as a full-scale 

defense of externalism. But, what is at stake in the swampman case seems to be in 

line with the problem whether my representation of water is the same or different 

from that of my twin-Earthian. As McGinn has pointed out, externalism is a 

metaphysical or ontological doctrine. It is a thesis about how we individuate mental 

states. What makes a belief the belief it is is its content. What makes my belief 

different from that of my twin-Earthian is also its content. One promising 

individuation principle of intentional states we have here is externalistic, as Putnam’s 

twin argument forcefully shows.  

 

6.3. A General Defense of Teleosemantics 
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In fact, an evolutionary approach to meaning/intentionality provides a more 

general motivation to adopt externalism about the individuation of intentional states. 

From the evolutionary perspective, the cognitive lives of human and other animals are 

adaptations designed by the process of natural selection to cope with environmental 

pressures such as locating food, evading predators, etc. Those intentional states of 

various species have the characteristics they have just because those species have 

been subjected to particular environments in which they were placed. If they had been 

put in different environments, they would have developed different states with 

different characteristics. Hence, as we already observed in chapter 5, those states are 

characterized as having relational proper functions. Their proper functions are defined 

in terms of relations those states have to their environmental features. McGinn puts 

this point as follows.13 

 

We might indeed think of an organism’s phenotype as a kind of 

sculpture wrought by the environment over evolutionary time. … The 

environment is the matrix out of which organisms take shape; an 

organism is a sort of complex reflection (or refraction) of a particular 

environmental niche.  Thus it is that function is an environmental-

relative notion (in the case of evolved organism). As we might say, 

function is typically extrinsically defined, i.e., by reference to items 

extraneous to the organism in question. 

 

As Millikan has contended, if the relational functions thus characterized have 

essential connections with the individuation of contents, the extrinsicness of content 

is an expected conclusion of the evolutionary approach to semantics. One interesting 

result of this discussion is that evolutionary teleology provides us an interesting 

explanation of the indexicality which is involved in the twin-Earth example. The 
                                                 
13 McGinn, op. cit.,p.145 
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twin-Earth example can be seen as a particular instance that we comes to have when 

we apply the world-directed functions of intentional states to the twin earth case.14 I 

want to drink water in order to quench my thirst. However, the function of my 

stomach or kidney is to process H2O because the relevant traits of those organs have 

evolved to take advantage of that particular substance in my environment. 

Correspondingly, my representation of water must refer to this particular substance. 

On the other hand, twin-Earth stomachs or kidneys have never been exposed to H2O. 

The function of those organs is to process XYZ as far as they had been selected to 

cope with their own environmental conditions. Likewise, the representation of my 

twin earthian must refer to XYZ. 

The purpose of the above discussion is to mitigate the uneasiness which some 

might feel about externalism as an individuation principle of mental content. The 

main thesis of externalism is that intentional states as theoretical entities appearing in 

intentional explanations of folk psychology or scientific psychology should be 

demarcated in broad ways.15 I don’t think that an externalist is ipso facto committed 

to the claim that there can be no useful notion of narrow content. What they usually 

insist is that a more pertinent and pervasive notion of content in intentional 

explanation is a broad one. As understood in that way, externalism is not as bizarre as 

it first appears. If we accept the twin-Earth case in such a way, it may not be long 

until we accept the swampman case in a similar fashion. 

Some may argue that the observation that an evolutionary approach provides a 

promising perspective for externalism does not seem to help much to settle the 

swampman case. That is because what is at stake in the swampman case is exactly the 

validity of the historical understanding of the notion of function. There is some 

circularity here. But, I don’t know whether the circularity involved here is really a 

vicious one. As I understand it, the general line of the argument underlying the 

                                                 
14 McGinn, ibid., pp.157-8 
15 For a detailed discussion of this thesis, see ‘Individualism and Psychology’ by Tyler Burge.  
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conclusion that the swampman doesn’t have any intentional states will go like this. 

First of all, let us assume that intentional states/contents, as they appear in intentional 

explanations, are normative phenomena. We may then ask what kind of condition 

should be included as the constituting principle of intentional states in order to 

explain their normative character. Through a series of thought experiments, it will be 

argued that the temporal dimension of environment should be included as an essential 

ingredient of intentional states. For that purpose, it will be shown that internalistic 

conditions such as behavioral dispositions or the Cummisian notion of function will 

not fit the bill. Even some broad notion of function espoused by the long-arm 

functionalists will be not enough.16 What is usually involved in an externalistic thesis 

is the existence of an environment which is spatially extended. The long-arm 

functionalists can handle some of these cases. For example, in the twin-Earth case, 

what is argued for is that we need to consider the substance which exists in 

environment. The temporal history doesn’t necessarily have to be involved to settle 

such a case. However, the swampman case is different. What the swampman case 

shows is that we also need to consider the temporal dimension of environment. 

Without such an appeal, it may be argued, the prospect for explaining the normative 

character of intentional states is very dim. This is the conclusion that 

teleosemanticists wants to argue through the swampman case. Put in this way, the 

argument is a sort of inference to the best explanation, which we may call a 

transcendental argument.  

In fact, this was exactly the argumentative structure which we followed in 

chapter 4 in order to prefer the etiological notion of function to Cummisian functional 

analysis. To make the argumentative point more apt for teleosemantics as an 

externalist thesis, let us consider a couple of examples. First, suppose that an ant is 

                                                 
16 Long-arm functionlaism is a line which will be taken by some functionalist by extending the causal 
net characterizing mental states to allow more distal causes of perception and more distal effects of 
behavior. 
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crawling on a patch of sand. As it crawls, it traces a line in the sand. By pure chance, 

the result looks like ‘PUTNAM’.17 Should these ‘letters’ be regarded as a name 

which means a particular person? Or, are they just a collection of meaningless 

physical shapes? If someone purposefully wrote down ‘PUTNAM’ on sand, it will 

surely be regarded as a name which means a particular person. However, according to 

my intuition, the physical shapes made by the ant cannot be regarded as the name of a 

person. They are just a bunch of meaningless physical shapes. This is so even though 

those two are exactly alike and indistinguishable from each other in terms of their 

‘internal’ physical constitution. What distinguishes these two cases, I think, is their 

different etiology. 

  Lightning strikes a dead tree in a swamp. The trunk of tree is reduced to its 

elements, and entirely by coincidence (and out of the same molecules) the tree is 

turned into a centaur-like creature which has the head of a dog and the body of a 

horse. It makes a sound which has the same vibration and frequency as ‘water’ 

spoken by a human being. It sometimes looks like it is ‘drinking’ water. This creature 

does not belong to any Wittgensteinian/Kripkian linguistic community, and its 

vocalization of ‘water’ does not have any connection with the established use of the 

expression of ‘water’ in our linguistic community. This creature simply popped up 

out of the swamp, and it started to make a noise which sounds like ‘water’. For the 

sake of argument, suppose the observation of its water-directed ‘behavior’ leads us to 

ascribe some intentional states involving water. Does this ‘water’ spoken by this 

creature mean water, as does by the same sound made by us, or does it mean 

something else? Or is it just a noise which has no intentional meaning?18 

                                                 
17 I take this example from Putnam’s Reason, Truth and History, p.1 
18 This is a modification of Neander’s argument concerning a lion-like animal to support the historical 
notion of function. Suppose a lion-like animal pops into existence by some cosmic accident. This 
creature has a wing-like structure on each flank. The instant lion cannot actually fly because its 
“wings” are not strong enough. Suppose, now, a researcher wants to know what the function of “wing” 
is. Do these “wings” have the function of flight? Before answering the question, we may imagine two 
possibilities here. First, even if it has a function to fly, it may not be capable of flying because the lion 
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If the expression ‘water’ uttered by this creature means water, is it a case of 

misrepresentation that this creature utters ‘water’ when it sees a cup of coke? If this is 

a misrepresentation, what makes it a misrepresentation? Internalists should explain 

this misrepresentation in terms of the physical, causal, functional and dispositional 

conditions of the creature which are internally characterized. But these conditions 

will not be the same as those of human beings. If internalists attempt to characterize 

the state in question as a functional state, it will probably be given in terms of a 

Cumminsian notion of function. However, as we observed in chapter 4, the 

Cumminsian notion of function is essentially a descriptive notion. It is very 

improbable that we may establish the required normativity through the Cummisian 

functional analysis, and that we get an account of misrepresentation that is 

satisfactory. 

How about the prospects of a broad notion of functional analysis (by the long-

arm functionalists) to capture the normativity of intentional content? The long-arm 

functionalists extend the Cummisian notion of function to allow distal causes and 

distal effects, and the system under the analysis will encompass spatial environment. 

On this view, it may be argued that some causal relations between the utterance of 

‘water’ and H2O establish its normative content. Even though I am not sure how they 

would do this, let us grant that they can do it for the sake of argument. However, 

combining the swampman thought experiment with the twin-Earth one seems to 

cause a problem for this proposal. Note that this is a different example from the twin-

                                                                                                                                           
is put under non-optimal condition for the task. The lion could fly (has a disposition to fly) if it were 
put in an environment having a lower gravitational field than in earth. Or, the “wings” may simply be 
diseased atrophied ones. Second, it may have no function at all, being similar to the human appendix. 
Not every trait of an organism needs to have a function. Depending each possibility, the “wings’ may 
be dysfunctional members of a function category or may not be a member of any function category. 
However, how do we determine whether they belong to a function category without first knowing their 
purpose? And, how do we discover their purpose without knowing why they are put on there? To 
answer these questions, we have to know the lion’s past, its history. But, by the assumption, it has no 
relevant history. Hence, we cannot answer the researcher’s problem. These considerations, Neander 
contends, shows that our usual (biological) functional concepts are essentially historical concepts. 
(Neander, ‘Functions as Selected Effects’, pp.326-327) 
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Earth case simpliciter. In the twin-Earth case, it may be argued that the ‘water’ 

representation of the centaur-like creature refers to water in virtue of some causal 

relations obtaining between the utterance of ‘water’ and H2O. Likewise, the 

representation of the twin-Earth centaur-like creature would refer to XYZ because of 

its causal relation to its own environment. However, our new example supposes that 

the centaur-like creature has been somehow moved to twin-Earth after a very short 

stay on Earth. The underlying assumptions are that the creature didn’t make enough 

transactions with H2O before moving to the twin-Earth, and that it cannot borrow a 

reference from us because it does not belong to our linguistic community. Does the 

utterance of ‘water’ by the creature now refer to XYZ instead of H2O? How many 

causal transactions are needed to establish the representational link between ‘water’ 

and H2O or between ‘water’ and XYZ? Even though there is no explicit baptism 

involved, does the initial interaction with H2O suffice to make ‘water’ represent H2O 

instead of XYZ? I don’t know the answer. But, it seems that I don’t know the answer 

not because I am ignorant of something, but because there simply is no answer. I 

believe that this is what leads teleosemanticists to contend that the swampman has no 

intentional states. Without any relevant history, we cannot specify what those states 

are supposed to represent. 

But, it should also be noted that what is denied to the swampman is a 

normatively characterizable intentional state. It is not denied that some 

causal/physical processes are going on in the swampman’s head which in fact cause 

certain physical movements of the swampman. By assumption, the intentional states 

are those states to which we may ascribe the normative predicates like ‘true’ and 

‘false’ or ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’. In order to subject a certain state to such 

evaluative characterizations, we should always presuppose that there is a certain 

standard that the state in question is supposed to comply with. But we cannot find 

such a standard for the causal processes which are going on in the swampman’s head, 

however similar they are to the processes in our head.  What teleosemanticists argue 
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for, then, is that we cannot describe those causal states of the swampman using such 

evaluative predicates. In other words, they are simply contending that those states of 

the swampman are not capable of misrepresentation. Put in this way, the claim that 

the swampman has no intentional states is not so radical as it first appeared.  

A corollary of teleosemantics is a very strong form of supervenience thesis 

that our mental states supervene upon our brain states-cum-the-spatial-temporal-

environment in which the subject is placed. Our mental states do not supervene upon 

the brain physics. If we understand mental states as relational properties of our brain, 

this is an expected result. It is not uncommon that relational properties do not 

supervene upon some internal physical/causal properties. Think of two chemical 

samples which are physically identical in terms of their internal structures. 19 

Nevertheless, one may be heavier than the other, if one is on the earth and the other 

on the moon. The heaviness of chemical samples does not supervene on their internal 

physical properties, so to speak. This is because heaviness is a relational property, 

depending not only on the internal properties of the samples, but also on the 

surrounding gravitational fields. If heaviness supervenes upon something, the 

supervening base must be a larger system in which the surrounding gravitational field 

is a constituent. Likewise, our mental states, if they are relational properties and they 

supervene upon something, should supervene upon the larger system which includes 

spatial environment and history as its constituent parts.  

At this point, some may argue that this is too restrictive characterization of 

intentional states. But, remember that teleosemanticists intend their theories to be a 

theoretical reduction, not to be a conceptual analysis, of the everyday notion of 

representational content. What teleosemnticists may expect is that one day we start to 

think of representation in teleological terms, the swampman will cease to be a 

problem.  Anyway, the notion of intentionality is a technical term of philosophers. It 

                                                 
19 I take this example from Papineau, Philosophical Naturalism, p.10 
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is not an everyday concept. As a concluding remark, I quote the following passage 

form Papineau.20 

 

Perhaps the teleological theory of representation will one day become 

part of our everyday concept of representation. By way of analogy, 

consider the aetiological theory of teleology itself. When, in the 

nineteenth century, biologists first started to understand biological 

functions in terms of their Darwinian aetiology, this was inevitably a 

matter of theoretical reduction, rather than conceptual analysis, since 

the requisite Darwinian notions were simply not available to pre-

Darwinian biological thought. But it is arguable that in the intervening 

years Darwinian ideas have come to penetrate the concept of function 

itself, with the result that, to biologists, function now just means: 

effect for which some trait has been naturally selected. 

 
20 Papineau, ibid., p.93 



Chapter 7. The Return of Indeterminacy Problems 
 

Recapitulating the teleosemantic account given by Millikan, the semantic 

content of an indicative representational state is a matter of how we specify the 

mapping relation (or the Normal condition) which should be presupposed in giving 

the Normal explanations of the proper functioning of its consumption devices. 

Normal explanations explain the actual performances of these consumption devices in 

the past, showing how the performances of their proper functions were entailed by 

natural law, given certain initial (Normal) conditions, coupled with the causal 

dispositions and structures of the related functional devices. For example, consider 

the visual system of the frog, which detects the presence of small flying insects. 

When there is a neural firing S in the frog’s head, its consumption device causes the 

frog to shoot out its tongue and to eat the flying object which causes the firing S. If 

we regard causing the frog to shoot its tongue and to eat a bug as the proper function 

of the consumption device, the Normal explanation tries to explain how this 

consumption device has historically produced the effect that is its function in terms of 

certain mapping relations between surrounding conditions and the neural firing S. 

The consumption device can perform its proper function successfully only if what 

causes the firing of S is in fact a bug. It is only if we assume that the neural firing S 

responds to the presence of bugs that the consumption device may contribute to the 

survival of the frog and its own reproduction. Hence, the neural firing S represents 

the presence of bugs. 

Does Millikan’s theory as portrayed above solve our descriptive problem? 

Generally speaking, in order to answer our descriptive problem, Millikan should 

provide an explanation of how the semantic content of a mental representation is 

fixed. How can we privilege a particular interpretation of a mental representation over 

the other interpretations in a naturalistically acceptable way? This is the problem of 

establishing the determinacy of content. In Millikan’s theory, the determinacy of 
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representational content has been reduced to the existence of a privileged Normal 

explanation, which is underpinned by determinate correspondence relations between 

the representational states and the environmental features to which those states are 

responding.  

One may raise the following worry for this strategy for grounding the 

determinacy of content in the privileged Normal explanation: what privileges 

Millikan’s consumer-based Normal explanation over the other adequate explanations, 

if there are other such explanations? This worry seems to bring the indeterminacy 

problem back to the center for Millikan’s theory. In line with the problems which 

haunted Dretske’s theory, we may also discern two sources of indeterminacy for 

Millikan’s theory: horizontal indeterminacy and vertical indeterminacy. Horizontal 

indeterminacy concerns with the exact location of representational content along the 

line from the distal factors to proximal factors. Vertical indeterminacy concerns 

factors which are at the same ‘distance’ from the representational system.  

Horizontal indeterminacy arises because there are many levels, from proximal 

to distal, in which various explanations can be given for a certain function, all of 

which are evolutionarily adequate. By ‘evolutionary adequate’ explanations, I will 

consider only those explanations which most evolutionary biologists would not 

question as implausible historically. Millikan’s consumer-based functional 

specification is just one among these many possible evolutionary explanations. Our 

question is, then, whether there is any principled reason to prefer consumer-level 

explanations over the others as the basis for reducing semantic norms.  

Vertical indeterminacy arises because there can still be multiple normal 

explanations, each of which assumes different correspondence relations, even though 

we privilege consumer-based teleology. The main source of the indeterminacy is that 

the way natural selection works is extensional. Even though we accept a certain de re 

trait as the result of natural selection, there may be different specifications, even on 

the consumer level, of what this trait is supposed to respond to. For vertical 
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indeterminacy, we will consider many functional specifications which biologists 

would not take seriously.  

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the teleosemantic solutions to these 

challenges. What sorts of principles do we have for settling these potential 

indeterminacies? I argue that teleosemanticists may live with horizontal 

indeterminacy, but fail to solve the vertical indeterminacy problem. 

  

7.1. Levels of Explanations and Horizontal Indeterminacy 

 

Let us start by examining the horizontal indeterminacy, considering the frog 

example. Flies in the vicinity cause the firing of a certain neural state S in a frog, 

which triggers the snapping mechanism of the frog. Neander suggests that there is 

more than one way to describe the proper function of this mechanism, the collection 

of which can be ordered via an asymmetrical by-relation. Consider the following 

diagram by Neander.1 A firing of the frog’s optic fibers: 

 

Contributed to gene replication 

↓  

by 

helping to feed the frog 

↓  

by 

helping the frog to catch flies (prey? food?) 

↓  

by 

detecting small, dark, moving things 

                                                 
1 Neander, ‘Misrepresenting and Malfunctioning’, p.125 
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According to Neander, the firing of the frog’s optic fibers, S, can be given all of these 

functional descriptions, and all of these are correct descriptions of what the trait did 

which caused it to be selected. Co-extensionality is not the source of multiple 

descriptions portrayed here. These different descriptions are rather linked by a ‘by’ 

relation in the sense that the trait does one thing by doing another. The ‘by-relation’ 

in this diagram can be thought of as a relation between a mechanism and its ‘purpose’. 

The lower levels describe the underlying mechanism of how something is done, and 

the higher levels explain why doing that was adaptive and selected for.  

For Millikan, this neural state S would mean that there is a fly, because the 

presence of flies in the past would explain why the consumer of this neural state 

firing historically contributed to the survival of frogs. However, a worry has been 

raised whether this is the best strategy for fixing the content of S. If the various 

descriptions of S in the above diagram are all permissible descriptions of the function 

of S, how do we choose which description is the relevant level for fixing the content 

of S? It becomes a critical issue when the trait performs its function as described at 

one level but not as described at another level. A potential problem is that each of 

these descriptions gives us different biological norms. If our problem is to explicate 

the norms of semantic content in terms of their corresponding biological norms, this 

potential conflict in biological norms introduces a serious indeterminacy problem for 

teleosemantics. For example, if we choose the second level, as Millikan did, a bee-

bee causing S is a case of misrepresentation. But, following Neander’s suggestion,2 if 

                                                 
2 Neander contrasts two different teleological approaches which she names the High Church theory 
and the Low Church theory, respectively, which seems to be the distinction between top-down and 
bottom-up approaches. The High Church theory gives priority to the top level of description, whereas 
the Low Church theory gives priority to the lowest level of description. Millikan’s benefit-based 
teleology is classified as a sort of High Church theory which identifies the content of a representation 
with the environmental feature which was historically responsible for the consumer of the 
representation performing its proper function at the highest level. Neander subscribes to the Low 
Church theory in which the representational content of frog’s neural state is identified as small, dark 
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we choose the first one as the appropriate level for fixing the semantic content, the 

bee-bee causing S is a normal case. 

In fact, Dretske’s bacteria case is exactly an example of such a conflict of 

biological norms when they diverge. In Dretske’s bacteria example, the competing 

interpretations were between the direction of oxygen-free water and the direction of 

magnetic North. The reason that both interpretations seem to be plausible is that, if 

everything goes fine in Normal situations, the magnetosome’s indicating the direction 

of magnetic North was the way by which marine bacteria found the direction of 

oxygen-free water. When the magnetosome fails to indicate the direction of oxygen-

free water by indicating the direction of the magnetic north, we encounter a 

horizontal indeterminacy problem. Dretske’s solution was to introduce multiple 

channels to maintain the co-variation relations which ground the representational 

relations. In a similar way, spotting small, dark, moving things is the mechanism 

which frogs used to detect flies in Normal situations. When a divergence of the sort 

described occurs, we encounter the same horizontal indeterminacy problem. However, 

Dretske’s tactic is not available to Millikan. She should provide another way to 

choose which level of description is adequate for fixing the semantic content of a 

frog’s neural state without resorting to ‘co-variation’ relations. 

We may refine the problem with the help of the distinction made by Goode 

and Griffiths. They think that each description of Neander’s diagram corresponds to a 

series of theoretical levels in evolutionary biology, with each addressing a different 

body of generalizations about evolution. They discern at least four such levels, which 

they named the “population dynamic level”, the “ecological level”, the “natural 

historical level”, and the “neuroanatomical level” respectively.3 Millikan’s consumer-

based semantics can be regarded as a theory which contends that the ‘natural 

                                                                                                                                           
and moving thing. Her main reason is that the lowest specification of mechanism gives us a more 
informative account of malfunctioning of a certain trait. 
3  For more detailed explanation of each level, see Goode and Griffiths, ‘The Misuse of Sober’s 
Selection for/Selection of Distinction’, pp. 236-7 in Buller (1999)  
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historical level’ is the privileged level for the determination of semantic content. 

However, according to Goode and Griffiths, the explanations of each level give us 

genuine, complementary descriptions of etiological function, and, hence, the apparent 

indeterminacy of etiological function is a genuine indeterminacy. Is there any 

principled reason to disagree with them and to prefer the ‘natural historical level’ 

explanation to the other levels? 

 

7.2. A Solution to Horizontal Indeterminacy 

 

Putting my cards on the table first, I basically agree with the following 

observation made by Sterelny. 4  There is a good reason to prefer the ‘natural 

historical’ level for the purpose of determining semantic content. 

 

Had flies changed so that their retinal projections were not beebeelike, 

natural selection would tend to construct mechanisms that tracked the 

changing shape of flies. Frogs would become less apt to snap at 

beebees. Had the frog’s ancestral environment been from the start 

beebee infested, natural selection would have tended to construct 

perceptual mechanisms that could discriminate food from pellets. … 

There is a diachronic tracking between flies and fly representors, albeit 

a very imperfect one. 

 

Sterelny made this argument to favor the “natural historical level” over the 

“neuroanatomical level”. The argument is that the content of frog’s neural state is 

                                                 
4 Sterelny, The Representational Theory of Mind, p.127 In fact, Sterenly used this argument to solve 
the case between flies vs. ‘fleebees’. As we will see later, I think that this argument doesn’t 
successfully answer the ‘fleebee’ case. 
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about fly rather than small, dark, moving thing because the target of selection was 

flies rather than small, dark, moving things. 

Millikan’s basic motivation for adopting consumer-based semantics, I think, is 

the same as Sterelny’s. According to Millikan, in order to determine the content of a 

representational state, we have to consider representation consumption and the 

normal condition for the proper functioning of the consumer device. For 

magnetosomes of marine bacteria, the crucial condition for explaining the 

contribution of magnetosomes to the survival of bacteria is the direction of oxygen-

free water, not the direction of magnetic north. Likewise, the condition which is 

responsible for the perpetuation of frogs and their detection mechanism is the 

presence of flies, not the presence of small black ambient things. In order to explain 

the successful results of the consuming device, we have to presuppose the 

correspondence between the frog’s state S and flies, not the other way around.  

Sterenly invokes Sober’s distinction between ‘selection for’ and ‘selection of’ 

to support his argument. Sober provides the following example to illustrate this 

distinction.5 Consider a device which filters balls of 1 inch or less in diameter. For 

example, filters consist of several horizontal sieves which have many 1 inch round 

holes. Suppose that it happens to be the case that all balls which get to the bottom of 

the device through the sieves are green and the other balls have different colors. 

Under this particular situation, a ball is 1 inch or less if and only if it is green.  

However, the selection device is still for size, not for color. Even though there has 

been selection of both size and color, we may still claim what has been selected for is 

the size of balls, not colors. The crucial idea in this example is that the causal 

property which does the job comes from the size of the balls, and the fact that all 

selected balls are in fact green is a mere accidental result.  

 Likewise, Sterenly is contending that the causally efficacious property which 

contributed to ancestor frogs’ success was the property of being flies, and the fact that 
                                                 
5 Sober, The Nature of Selection, p.99 
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all flies are as a matter of fact small, dark, moving things is an accidental effect. 

Goode and Griffiths raised an objection to this argument. According to them, Sober’s 

distinction is relevant only when it is applied to different properties at the same level. 

They think that it is a mistake to apply it across the levels of explanation. To exhibit 

the problem with Sterelny’s argument, they point out that we may also give the same 

kind of target of selection argument in favor of the view that the detection mechanism 

which frog has is a food detector rather than a fly detector. The argument goes like 

this. If flies had been not nutritious, then there would have been no selection for 

detecting and catching them. On the other hand, if the small, dark moving things had 

not been flies but still nutritious, there would have been selection for catching them. 

Then, what is really being selected for is tracking food, not detecting flies.  

The gist of the above argument is that the adequacy of an explanation on a 

lower level can always be invalidated by considering some counterfactual situations 

under which the lower level mechanism does not contribute any more to the purpose 

specified by a higher level explanation. This kind of argument can be reiterated until 

we reach the top level. For example, if detecting food were not contributing to gene-

replication, there would be no selection for it. So, detecting food cannot be the real 

target of selection. If we apply Sober’s distinction across levels of explanation in this 

way, then we will be drawn to the conclusion that the content of the frog’s detection 

mechanism is to track something which is contributing to gene replication. That 

conclusion is really hard to swallow. 

I think that the argument by Goode and Griffiths is ill-motivated. First of all, 

the facts that that the adequacy of a lower level explanation can always be invalidated 

until we reach to the top level doesn’t necessarily imply that it is wrong to argue for 

the “natural historical level” over the “neuroanatomical level” using the distinction 

between ‘selection for’ and ‘selection of’. What this argument succeeds in 

establishing is that the distinction cannot be extended to the top level as a principle 

for choosing the relevant explanation level for fixing semantic contents. 
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The argument presented by Goode and Griffiths is a form of reductio ad 

absurdum. It is based on the presupposition that it is absurd to think of all beliefs as 

having a single satisfaction condition to the effect that this thing is the one which 

contributes to gene replication. After deriving this absurd conclusion, Goode and 

Griffiths want to repudiate our basic motive for applying Sober’s distinction in 

choosing the relevant semantic levels. However, with a good reason to the same 

extent, we may also blame their implicit conditional premise such that, if Sober’s 

distinction can be used to differentiate the semantic relevance between the “natural 

historical level” and the “neuroanatomical level”, then it can equally be used to 

differentiate the semantic relevance beyond those levels. However, if we think that 

this is a false premise to blame, the absurdity of the conclusion is already expected 

one. The absurdity of the conclusion shouldn’t be ascribed to the adequacy of Sober’s 

distinction to differentiate the semantic relevance between the “natural historical 

level” and the “neuroanatomical level”. 

Moreover, as we will see below, we have independent reasons to think that the 

top levels such as the “population dynamic level” and the “ecological level” are not 

relevant levels for the matter of determining semantic contents. Of course, this is not 

denying that those top level explanations are evolutionarily adequate explanations. 

However, given that our initial goal is to discern the semantically relevant level of 

explanation, this means that we don’t have to consider these levels from the very 

beginning. Not all genuine indeterminacy of etiological function ipso facto constitutes 

genuine semantic indeterminacy. The only interesting levels of explanations which 

yield a potential threat of indeterminacy are confined to two bottom levels, the 

“natural historical level” and the “neuroanatomical level”. This strongly suggests that 

Goode and Griffiths need some other reasons to make their case. If their sole reason 

to deny the adequacy of Sober’s distinction is a reductio argument as presented here, 

it doesn’t carry much argumentative power. Sterelny’s argument above survives their 

criticism. 
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What are, then, our reasons for thinking that the top levels are semantically 

irrelevant? We first need to consider our basic motivation for ascribing 

representational states with semantic contents to various organisms. One of the 

reasons for doing this is to explain their behavioral patterns by attributing the ability 

to represent environmental features in a certain way. If representational contents 

come into play in that context, I believe, we should approach the mental contents 

from the organisms’ eye-view, not from the Mother Nature’s eye-view. That the 

ultimate goal of a certain biological trait is to contribute to gene replication makes a 

perfect sense from Mother Nature’s eye-view. However, it is very doubtful whether 

we may also attribute the same goal to various organisms as the immediate goal they 

pursue. 

To suppose that organisms have gene replication as their immediate goal is to 

assume that every organism is a ‘super-rational’ being6 in the sense that its sole aim is 

to maximize gene replication, and that all its belief states try to track information 

which is only relevant to satisfy this goal. This means, even though organisms don’t 

have to explicitly represent how their current beliefs are relevant to their gene 

replication, natural selection should install a mechanism that somehow sorts out 

directly which information is relevant to their gene replication. This is a very 

awkward design choice, if not impossible. A more sensible strategy is to devise a sort 

of proxy-mechanisms which pursue relatively short-term goals geared to its local 

environment and to ensure the reasonable correlations between the achievements of 

short term goals and the ultimate goal of gene replication. Papineau summarizes the 

‘design’ option that Mother Nature would take here as follows.7 

 

                                                 
6  For the expression ‘super-rational’ and the basic point of my argument, I benefited from the 
discussions in Papineau(1987), Reality and Representation, pp.68-72 and Papineau (1993), 
Philosophical Naturalsim, pp.66-67.  
7 Papineau (1987), p.68  
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[N]atural selection simplifies the cognitive task by having brains ‘take 

for granted’ that different ‘proxy’ ends, such as sweetness (or sex, or 

security, etc.) are biologically advantageous, and having brains direct 

actions only on the basis of circumstances relevant to the achievement 

of such ‘proxy’ ends. Or, to put it in more familiar terms, instead of 

our having one standing desire to bequeath genes, and our then acting 

on all beliefs relevant to the satisfaction of that end, we have a number 

of different desires for more immediate ends, and only take into 

account information relevant to their satisfaction. 

 

In fact, I think, Neander’s diagram derives its plausibility from the design 

choice of proxy mechanisms. Different descriptions in that diagram are not co-

extensional. They are linked by an asymmetric ‘by’ relation. If frogs lived in the fly-

free environment, they would have developed a different detection mechanism to take 

advantage of other available nutrients. In such a case, we may alter the low-level 

explanations without altering the top-level explanations. Neander’s diagram itself 

testifies the plausibility of the design choice of proxy mechanisms.  

However, the correlation with the long-term reproductive success makes sense 

only from Mother Nature’s eye-view. If we take organisms’ eye-view, gene 

replication is not an obvious goal to pursue. What matters from that point of view is 

how to satisfy relatively short-term goals, like warmth, sex, and hunger. The 

representational mechanisms exhibited in frogs are solutions for meeting their 

particular adaptive problems and satisfying these goals in particular environments in 

which they are placed. Millikan’s motivation for adopting the consumer-based 

semantics is also in line with this observation. According to Millikan, in order to 

understand a representation, we have to understand what it is for the system itself to 

use a representation as a representation. That is, we have to consider what the 

representation-consuming device takes the representation to be about.  
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If the semantically relevant levels of explanations are constrained in this way, 

the top levels in Neander’s diagram lose their direct relevance to the matter of fixing 

the semantic content of representational states. In this way, I believe, the attempt to 

extend Sober’s distinction to the top levels of evolutionary explanations has been 

blocked. Only two bottom levels remain as plausible candidates for our consideration. 

My conclusion is that Sterelny’s argument is still applicable for distinguishing these 

two levels. 

 

7.3. Description-Insensitivity of Natural Selection 

 

In the previous sections, we considered functional specifications of frog’s 

detection mechanism along the various theoretical levels of evolutionary biology. 

Most biologists would not find any serious flaw in those explanations qua biological 

explanations. Contrary to Goode and Griffiths, I see no obvious reason not to apply 

Sober’s distinction to sort out the semantically relevant level among those levels. If 

any indeterminacy arises due to the existence of multiple explanatory levels of 

evolutionary biology, I think the case can be settled along the line suggested by 

Sterelny.  

However, this is not the only source of indeterminacy. There is another source 

of indeterminacy which concerns mostly philosophers, but presumably not many 

biologists. This sort of indeterminacy doesn’t involve the multiple levels of 

explanation. It is due to co-extensionality, and can be derived even if we assume the 

only relevant level for mental semantics is the “natural historical level”. The source 

can be traced back to the fact that the way that natural selection works is extensional. 

We may label this as the description-insensitivity of natural selection. The most 

vociferous critic is Jerry Fodor. 

Fodor imagines environments in which all the little moving black dots are 

flies. Then, he provides an alternative account that the frog mechanism is designed to 
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respond to little ambient black dots. According to this account, the proper function of 

the mechanism is to mediate between little ambient black dots and tokenings of the 

neural state S that causes the frog’s tongue to strike. Thus, Fodor says, “in this 

environment, what ambient-black-dot detectors Normally detect (de re, as it were) is 

just what fly detectors Normally detect (de dicto, as it were; viz., flies).”8 

  

You can have it that the neural mechanism Normally mediates fly 

snaps, in which case snaps at bee-bees are ipso facto errors. Or you 

can have it that the mechanism Normally mediates black dot snaps that 

are … “situated” in an environment in which the black dots are 

Normally flies. (On the latter reading, it’s not the frog but the world 

that has gone wrong when a frog snaps at a bee-bee; what you’ve got 

is a Normal snap in an abnormal situation.)  

 

Fodor argues that evolutionary considerations are of no help in determining 

semantic content in this case. If a property of BEING A FLY happened to co-vary 

with BEING A SMALL, MOVING BLACK DOT in the evolutionary relevant 

circumstances, on what basis can the teleosemanticist claim that the frog’s |S| tokens 

mean [fly] rather than [small, moving black dot]? According to him, there seems to 

be no fact of matter that could determine which of these interpretations is the correct 

one. Evolutionary theory itself is neutral between these two different accounts. He 

says, “Darwin cares how many flies you eat, but not what description you eat them 

under”. So he concludes that the teleological story stumbles exactly at the point 

where the disjunction problem arises.  

In order to clarify the difference between the indeterminacy Fodor introduced 

and the horizontal indeterminacy we observed in Neander’s diagram, we need to note 

the assumption that flies and moving-black-dots are co-extensional in the frog’s 
                                                 
8 Fodor, ‘A Theory of Content I’, p.72 
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environment. Neander remarked that the source of multiple descriptions in her 

diagram is not co-extensionality. Whereas the by-relations in her diagram are not 

symmetrical, the by-relation generated from co-extensionality is completely 

symmetrical.9 In Neander, the causal explanations in which both property of being 

flies and being moving black dots do their respective roles in Normal environment are 

linearly embedded. Thus, it is possible that the trait performs its function as described 

at one level, to detect moving black dots, but not as described at another level, to 

detect flies.  

However, in Fodor’s case, the source of indeterminacy is co-extensionality. 

The functional divergence imagined in Neander’s diagram has been blocked by the 

assumption that flies and black-moving-dots are co-extensional in the frog’s 

environment. If the trait performs its function under one description, it also performs 

the same de re function under the other description, and vice versa. We may think of 

Fodor’s case corresponding two separate sequences of causal explanations which start 

from flies or moving black things, respectively, in which the workings of the causal 

mechanism of snapping after some retinal projections/neural patterns being caused by 

flies and small black dots are exactly the same. What we have here is two different 

independent Neanderian diagrams. This makes it possible to read Fodor’s 

indeterminacy as being about the indeterminacy occurring within the ‘natural 

historical’ level.  

The following example helps us to understand the point in question. 

According to Millikan’s consumer-based teleosemantics, the magnetosomes of 

marine bacteria represent the direction of oxygen-free water. Let us suppose that there 

are no mermaids. The kind oxygen-free water, then, is co-extensive with the kind 

oxygen-free water or mermaid-infested water in the evolutionary relevant 

                                                 
9 Neander gives us the following example of ‘by’ relation generated by co-extensionality. Paul Keating 
is the Prime Minister of Australia. Thus, I could wave at the Prime Minister of Australia by waving at 
Paul Keating. This ‘by’ relation is completely symmetrical and different from the ‘by’ relation 
presented in Neander’s diagram. (See Neander, ‘Misrepresentation and Malfunctioning’, p.115)  
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circumstances.10 Fodor would argue that the correspondence between the direction of 

the magnetosomes and the direction of oxygen-free water or mermaid-infested water 

may have explained as well how the magnetosomes contributed to the survival of the 

bacterium. Put in this way, the indeterminacy involved here is a variation of the 

disjunction problem. 

Another example of Fodor’s, which is also based on co-extensionality, makes 

its disjunctive character clear. He contends that the frog’s snap mechanism can even 

be described under the description ‘fleebee detector’. ‘Fleebee’ is a primitive 

disjunctive concept whose extension embraces flies and beebees. Let us assume that 

the co-extensionality between flies and flies or beebees has been preserved during the 

evolutionary history of frogs. Mother Nature may have selected either mechanism 

without inducing any serious difference in terms of their contribution to the survival 

of frogs. Fodor’s challenge is ‘whether considerations of evolutionary utility can 

distinguish the hypothesis that the intentional object of the frog’s snap is a fleebee 

from the hypothesis that it’s a fly.’11 

In order to assign a univocal content to neural states of frogs in teleosemantics, 

we have to assume that there is a univocal specification of the Normal explanation on 

the natural historical level. According to Millikan, the fit between the representation 

and the represented which should be mentioned in the Normal explanation is the one 

between the frog’s neural state and flies in the vicinity. However, Fodor’s objection is 

that there can be another extensionally equivalent Normal explanation which assumes 

the mapping relation between the frog’s neural state and moving black dots in the 

vicinity. Under this alternative explanation, the Normal condition which must be 

presupposed for the consuming device to carry out its proper function is that the 

signals correspond to little moving black things, where all moving black things are 

flies as a matter of fact. The only difference between these two explanations is about 

                                                 
10 I borrowed this example from Neander, ibid., p.121. 
11 Fodor, op. cit., p.74 
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which mapping rule is the relevant one to mention in determining the semantic 

content of frog’s neural state. However, by assumption, flies and moving black dots 

are co-extensional. Any condition in which flies are found is ipso facto the condition 

in which moving black dots are found, and vice versa. If the mapping between the 

neural states and flies are historically adequate, ipso facto so does the mapping 

between the neural state and ambient black dots.  

If such an alternative Normal explanation is possible, then simply resorting to 

consumer-based teleology doesn’t settle the indeterminacy problem generated by co-

extensionality. What Millikan needs here is some principled story which shows why 

this alternative account cannot be taken as a Normal explanation as specified in 

teleosemantics. The way-out seems to invoke some ‘intensional’ notion of selection 

which may distinguish the difference between causal properties owned by flies and 

ambient black things respectively.  

An obvious choice will be to invoke Sober’s distinction between ‘selection 

for’ and ‘selection of’ again. An explanation will be that the causal property which 

helped the survival of frogs is the property which flies have as being flies, but not the 

property they have as being ambient black things. Their causal differences can be 

analyzed in terms of the counterfactuals which they respectively support. For 

example, we may imagine a situation in which some ambient black dots are bee-bees, 

not flies. If frogs were snapping at beebees, it would have led frogs to fall to the 

bottom of ponds instead of contributing to their survival. Millikan writes:12 

 

What a system selects for depends upon the causal mechanisms of 

selection, in particular, upon the properties one has to mention in 

giving a causal explanation of how some items got selected in while 

others were selected out. Many properties, such as the greenness of the 

balls … in the bottom layer of Sober’s toy, are not causes of the 
                                                 
12 Millikan, ‘Speaking Up for Darwin’, p.159 in Loewer and Rey (1991) 
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selection process. Their presence is merely an effect of the selection 

process. 

 

Millikan also applies the same strategy to solve the disjunctive varieties of co-

extensional indeterminacy. The causal explanation of how the frog’s fly detector 

evolved is that they enabled frog ancestors to sight and catch flies. That the frog’s 

ancestors caught fleebees has no place in a causal explanation for the proliferation of 

frogs. What had been in fact causally responsible for the selection of the mechanism 

is its causally responding to flies, not to fleebees. Hence, Millikan concludes that the 

frog’s neural state S is a fly detector, not a fleebee detector. 

 

7.4. Reconsidering ‘Selection for’ vs. ‘Selection of’ 

 

Does the above response settle the case? I think that Fodor’s concern goes 

deeper than this. One way to understand Fodor’s question is to view it as asking 

whether a teleosemanticist like Millikan is really entitled to have the distinction 

between “selection for” and “selection of” in our imagined situation. This distinction 

depends on the existence of a relevant causal explanation. As Fodor conceives it, such 

causal explanation can be made sense of only if we consider relevant counterfactuals. 

However, according to Fodor, such counterfactual analysis is not available to 

Millikan to settle the case in so far as the co-extensionality between flies and black 

dots are preserved.  

According to Fodor, Darwinian accounts of how environments select 

genotype is similar to Skinnerian accounts of how environments select behavioral 

phenotypes. Mother Nature is working in terms of selection pressures which yield 
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actual effects, not by the selection pressures which would apply if certain 

counterfactuals were true. Fodor writes, 13 

 

Utility which accrues only in counterfactual environments doesn’t 

produce actual selectional advantages. This means that you can’t 

reconcile appeals to counterfactual advantages with an analysis that 

construes content and function in terms of selection history. 

 

However, according to teleosemantics, selection is always a matter of actual results. 

What determines semantic content in teleosemantics is actual selection history. In so 

far as merely counterfactual advantages cannot affect actual selection history, it 

cannot be exploited in determining semantic content, either. Since flies and fleebees 

are coextensional in the evolutionarily relevant environment, Mother Nature never 

had a chance to choose one over the other. Teleosemantics cannot resort to such 

counterfactual situations under which the relevant causal distinction between flies and 

fleebees can be made. This kind of consideration leads Fodor to the conclusion that 

Millikan doesn’t have the right to the distinction between “selection for” and 

“selection of” in so far as the co-extensionality between flies and fleebees has been 

preserved.   

 To clarify Fodor’s argumentative point, let’s consider the following example. 

Imagine a dog that prefers triangles to other shapes. But, in the conditioning 

environment of the dog, the triangles were coextensive with the green colored objects. 

Hence, when the dog responded to a triangle, it also responded to the green color, and 

vice versa. When such is the case, the Fodorian conclusion is that we cannot simply 

determine, from its conditioning history, whether the dog was responding to the 

triangularity or the greenness of an object. A supporting argument will go like this. 

To be able to determine to which aspect of the object the dog responded, a situation 
                                                 
13 Fodor, op. cit., pp.75-6 
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should be available to the dog in which the co-extensionality had been broken. Only 

by considering such cases where a red triangle or a green non-triangle was presented 

to the dog, we may determine to which aspect, triangularity or greenness, the dog 

responded. However, by the assumption that those two are coextensive in the 

conditioning environment, the actual occurrence of those situations has been blocked. 

Then, in this imagined situation, what makes the needed distinction is a merely 

counterfactual consideration. Since teleosemantics is only concerned with the actual 

selection history, this merely counterfactual cannot be invoked to settle the case.  

One immediate possible rejoinder to this Fodorian argument is to question 

Fodor’s contention that the merely counterfactual analyses are not available to 

teleosemantists. For example, Neander complains,14  

 

Fodor argues that Millikan cannot help her self to this notion [causal 

efficacy]. … He attributes to her the claim that counterfactuals are 

irrelevant (“…as Millikan is always rightly reminding us, on her 

theory the determinants of content are historical and not 

counterfactual” [Fodor, 1991, p.295]) … “So what makes the 

difference between being selected and being selected for is not history 

but counterfactuals,” he says [p.294]. But neither Fodor nor Fodor’s 

Millikan is correct in this case. If history includes more than a 

sequence of events and a series of statistical correlations, if, that is, it 

includes causal relations between events, and if causal relations 

between events depend on counterfactuals, then it follows that history 

depends on counterfactuals. Millikan and I can allow counterfactuals 

to be relevant because (not despite the fact that) history is relevant.  

 

                                                 
14 Neander, op. cit., p.123  
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The previous considerations of how representational mechanisms are shaped 

by natural selection may be used to support the point by Neander. As we observed in 

chapter 5, what has been selected is not simply the set of pairs consisting of a 

representation and its represented conditions. Rather, it was projectable mapping 

correspondence relations between the representations and the representeds. A 

representational mechanism has been selected for its plastic ability to project the 

adopted rule of correspondence to cover new cases. That is how the mechanism can 

produce a new representation token when it encounters a new environmental feature. 

If representational mechanisms are selected in this way, they must have involved lots 

of counterfactuals. 

We may clarify the position of teleosemanticists in accordance with this 

observation. Let us suppose that the dog’s responsiveness in the above example is an 

adaptation by natural selection. We may assume that the causal mechanism 

underlying the responsiveness must have implemented a certain correspondence 

mapping function which can be projectable to new cases. Even though we currently 

don’t know how the mechanism modulates its response, we may contrive a few 

simple experiments to determine its functional specification. For example, we would 

test whether it responds to a red triangle or a green non-triangle. This is to test the 

counterfactual situations which were not available in the conditioning environments. 

In this way, we may answer the question of to which aspect of an object the dog 

responded. Is there anything wrong with this procedure? Isn’t it what many 

evolutionary biologists have been carrying out to explain the functions of biological 

traits? 

However, a problem with this procedure is that it does not help us much if our 

goal is to fix semantic norms as what a representation is supposed to respond in 

contrast to what it in fact responds to. What the co-extensionality in the evolutionary 

environment presents is different assignments of semantic norms, not necessarily the 
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different performance of the mechanisms. Disjunctive co-extensionality is a case in 

point. To see this point in more detail, let us consider the following example. 

Suppose we are designing artificial frogs. We make two frogs, and each frog 

is equipped with different food detection mechanisms. The function of each detection 

mechanism would be fixed by the intention of designers. For the sake of the argument, 

let us assume that we adopt two different design goals for these mechanisms. One is 

designed as a fly detector and the other as a fleebee detector. Two frogs are put in 

environments in which flies are co-extensive with fleebees. They respond in the 

exactly same way in this environment. However, the semantic norms implemented in 

each frog’s detection mechanism are different, for the function of each mechanism is 

designed in different ways. Suppose, now, when we design the fly detector, we didn’t 

consider the possibility that the detector may get be fired by a bee-bee, for we 

assumed that the frog would be put in the bee-bee free environment. Thus, we made it 

using a proxy mechanism which responds to moving black dots. However, this design 

choice doesn’t change the semantic norms implemented in the fly detector. Its 

function is still to catch flies. Finally, both frogs are put in the ‘counterfactual’ 

situation in which there are bee-bees. Both frogs will respond to bee-bees exactly in 

the same way even though one makes a correct ‘fleebee’ representation and the other 

an incorrect ‘fly’ representation. Experiments in the counterfactual situations cannot 

settle which representation is correct or incorrect. The only one who can settle the 

issue is the designer, namely, ourselves.  

Let us consider again Fodor’s example of a fly detector which had been 

shaped by natural selection. In this case, there is no designer to whom we may make 

an inquiry. Two different functional specifications of the mechanism predict the same 

behaviors, not only in the actual environment in which flies are co-extensive with 

fleebees, but also in counterfactual situations in which some fleebees are not flies. 

They only diverge in terms of what each mechanism is supposed to respond to. 

Experiments with counterfactual conditions do not settle the controversy. Since we 
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cannot tell which one is the real function of the mechanism without presupposing 

contents, appeals to even counterfactual behaviors are not clearly helpful. 

Teleosemanticists may still insist to argue for the fly detector over the fleebee 

detector by invoking Sober’s distinction with the experimental results. They may 

claim, for example, that the considerations of counterfactual situations enable us to 

pin down the real causal power which has been in fact responsible for the 

proliferation of frogs. In the counterfactual situation in which some fleebees were 

bee-bees, frogs that had snapped at bee-bees would have died. This shows, they 

would claim, that the property of being fleebees does not carry out a genuine causal 

explanatory role. However, this response is resorting to causal powers or dispositions 

which are beyond the constraints of evolutionary history. Counterfactual situations 

are the situations which frogs have never encountered during evolutionary process. 

Natural selection might have gone with either design choice, in so far as it was 

working with the environment in which flies are co-extensive with fleebees. Hence, 

applying the distinction of ‘selection for’ and ‘selection of’ here is to characterize the 

semantic norm of detection mechanism in terms of its causal or dispositional 

propensity to get selected in the environment that the past history of natural selection 

never expected. This is a considerable retreat from the cause of teleosemantics that 

semantic norms are fixed by the past evolutionary history. It seems to me that 

semantic norms now have been reduced to the current dispositions or causal powers, 

not to evolutionary history. Isn’t this another way to conflate ‘competence’ with 

‘performance’? 

 

7.5. Kripkenstein Returns 
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If we cannot invoke Sober’s distinction as considered above, what other ways 

remain to defend the univocalness of the Normal explanation for the fly detector? 

Millikan suggested.15 

 

[O]n any reasonable account, a complexity that can be simply dropped 

from the explanans without affecting the tightness of the relation of 

explanans to explanandum is not functioning part of the explanation. 

(True, I am making the assumption that the qualifications and 

additions that convert the proximal hoverfly rule into the proximal 

quoverfly are objectively qualifications and additions rather than 

simplification… But my project is to solve the Kripke-Wittgenstein 

paradox, not to defend commonsense ontology. Nor should either of 

these projects be confused with solving Goodman’s paradox.) 

 

 Her suggestion is that the simplest explanation grounds semantic norms. This 

is to suggest that we should favor the fly detector over the fleebee detector just 

because the former provides us with a simpler solution to the adaptation problem 

faced by frogs. However, is there any reason to think that natural selection works in 

that way? I don’t see how Millikan would avoid the criticism to the effect that her 

suggestion is a Panglossian assumption that natural selection always comes up with 

the simplest solutions for adaptation problems. As Cory Juhl puts it, without making 

such a Panglossian assumption,  

 

[I]t is difficult to see why the simplicity ordering invoked is any better 

than a solution to the problem by fiat. Without a theory of simplicity, 

and a plausible account of why we ought to think of such simplicity 

relations are present within the natural world, they seem to be little 
                                                 
15 Millikan, ‘Truth rules, Hoverflies, and the Kripke-Wittgenstein Paradox’, p.221 
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more than an ad hoc “magical” device for solving an otherwise 

intractable problem.16  

 

What Fodor’s case shows us is basically a resurrection of the Kripkenstein 

problem. The ultimate source of problem is that semantic norms are underdetermined 

by evolutionary history. Evolutionary history covers only finitely many causal 

encounters with the world. However, semantic norms should involve potentially 

infinitely many such encounters. Thus, we need a way to project from finitely many 

actual encounters to infinitely many situations which we may possibly encounter. The 

problem is that there are so many ways to specify the requested projection rule, and 

evolutionary history alone cannot provide us with a univocal way to do this. In a 

nutshell, semantic norms outstrip the constraints which evolutionary history may 

provide.  

The point may be recapitulated as follows. In the benefit-based teleosemantics 

such as that of Millikan, the semantic content of an indicative representational state is 

identified with the Normal condition of the Normal explanation which explains how 

the actual performance of the representation device contributed to the survival and the 

enhancement of fitness of the species during its past selection history. Hence, the 

determinacy of content has been reduced to the univocalness of the Normal condition 

and the corresponding Normal explanation. But, as the above considerations show, 

we do not end up with a unique explanation. When there are many such explanations, 

the job of a teleosemanticist becomes defending the adequacy of certain explanations 

over the other competing explanations. However, if our above observations are 

correct, this will involve interpretative tasks which are not obviously entailed by 

evolutionary considerations alone. If the only way to save the univocalness of Normal 

explanations is by invoking some explanatory perspicuity which is beyond 

evolutionary historical facts, teleosemanticists always run the risk of begging the 
                                                 
16 Cory Juhl, ‘Teleosemantics, Kripkenstein and Paradox’, p.171 
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question at issue, where the question is, which explanation is the ‘right’ Normal 

explanation. If such is the case, it seems difficult to avoid the criticism that it merely 

reflects our interpretative intention which is surreptitiously reintroduced in terms of 

what the consuming device really “cares about”. 



Epilogue 
 

A naturalized theory of intentionality as a theory of content is a theory that 

sees our belief and desire forming abilities as part of the natural order of things. The 

problems on which we focused in this dissertation centered upon how to capture the 

ascription of contents to belief-states in terms of conceptual resources vindicated by 

the natural sciences. One particular feature of content we especially noted is semantic 

normativity. Intentional states are eligible for correctness conditions or standards in 

virtue of having contents. Millikan’s central insight is that we can capture the 

normative idea of standard use with the biological notion of proper function. Her 

teleosemantics is, as it were, a reductionist theory which attempts to reduce our 

concept of belief content to a species of biological concepts.  

I believe that Millikan’s overall strategy to explain the norms of meaning in 

terms of the norms of biological functions presents one of the most promising 

approaches to deal with Kripkenstein’s normative problem. No other naturalistic 

theory of content provides a perspective as insightful as Millikan’s theory for 

understanding the normative character of intentional content. For example, the causal/ 

informational covariance theorists contend that the content of an inner representation 

is determined by some causal story. But, they usually neglect to explain how this 

causal relation grounds the correctness condition of the representational content in the 

normative sense. Judging something as an error seems to have the implication that we 

should try to avoid it. Yet, if an error is just what occurs when some normal condition 

is absent or a co-variation relation breaks, it means at best that such an error is (in 

some descriptive sense, for example, statistically) unusual or abnormal one. The 

failure of a co-variation relation by itself doesn’t seem to carry any normative force. 

Thus, at some stage of the theory, as we saw in Dretske, appeal to a teleological 

notion of function is needed. In Millikan, we observe a full development of a theory 

of content which is based on this teleological notion of function. 
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Millikan’s theory also has various virtues for dealing with the descriptive 

problem. In answering the problems raised by horizontal indeterminacy and normal 

misrepresentation, I think, her theory provides with more flexible and principled 

solutions than the other varieties of naturalistic semantics. However, my tentative 

conclusion is that Millikan’s teleosemantics ultimately fails to give us a satisfactory 

answer to the descriptive problem. As indicated in the previous chapter, the Fodorian 

disjunction problems, which are based on the co-extensionality of evolutionarily 

relevant environmental factors, pose the same under-determination issue raised by the 

Kripkensteinian skeptic. The difficulty raised by Kripke seems to be a problem of 

principle that should be resolved by any naturalistic theory of content. What the 

Kripkensteinian skeptic contends is that semantic norms, which are projectable to 

infinitely many new cases, always outstrip the finite applications of norms covered 

during the acquisition period. Evolutionary history also underdetermines semantic 

norms, for evolutionary history covers only finitely many causal encounters with the 

world.  

Without a satisfactory account of the determinacy of meaning, the partial 

success Millikan’s theory has with the normative problem is also unsettled, for if we 

cannot pick out what a representation exactly means then it becomes very dubious 

that we can say a certain occurrence of the representation is a case of 

misrepresentation. Nevertheless, I believe Millikan’s theory is one of the best 

naturalistic accounts of contents we have on the market. As yet, no naturalistic 

philosopher has successfully rebutted Kripke’s arguments. If such is the case, what is 

to blame may be the general reductionist strategy rather than anything particular in 

Millikan’s theory.  
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